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EXPECTED TO PUT FI

BASTILE'S FALL

FURTHER PEACE FEELERS

the House America to Pay Due Respect
Adopts
Resolution, 46 to'16, Grantto the Part French People
Wilto
Such
Authority
ing
Are Playing in Defense ,of
son for Period of War,
Liberty of the World,

Senate

"A

.

SENTIMENT IS

ANTI-BOLSHEVI-

REPUBLICANS ALONE

IS ORDERED

TRI-COLO- R.

VOTED AGAINST PLAN

DISPLAYED EVERYWHERE

SPREADING AMONG SLAVS; PEACE ?
PACT MAY BE "SCRAP OF PAPER"

It

Attempts to Amend or Modify National Ensign of Heroic Re- -:
the Administration Measure
public to Float From White
and
Defeated;
Telephone
House Flagstaff Beside the
Press Wires Included!
Stars and Stripes. ,
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Disquietude Is Felt Among Teutons Over Hold Czecho-SlovaHave Secured Upon Siberia; Present Regime Is Tottering
and in Case of a Fall the Edifice Erected Upon the
in Albania
Treaty Will Collapse; Franco-ItaliaHave Advanced a Maximum Depth of 22 Miles on a Front
of 80 Miles, Forming an Unbroken Line From the Adriati?
to Macedonian Front; Rainy Weather Interferes Wjtli
Operations in Western Theater.
-
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Washington, July 13.

tmy

LB. sd wi.r

Confess

to-

night granted President Wilson's
for authority to take over and
operate telegraph, telephone, cable
and radio lines. By a vote of 4ft to 1
the minority all republicans the
senate adopted, without amendment,
the house resolution granting such
power fof the period of the war.'

st

j

--

The resolution will be signed by
presiding officers of the senate anJ
house and transmitted to the president
Monday.
All attempts to amend or modify
the administration measure which
passed the house July 5 by a vote of
221 to 4, were defeated at a session
lusting until 9 o'clock tonight. Amendments by Senator Watson of Indiana
to except telephones and press wires
from the resolution were defeated, respectively, 41 to 20 and 39 to 21. An
umendment by Senator Gore of Oklahoma, democrat, to limit action regarding telephones, to long distance
wires was voted down, while an
umendment by Senator Heed of M
designed to insure unrestricted
I'uuitc uro oi luciuuvs was uwiwe iv
jeutcd.
How the Senators Voted.
The roll call on final adoption fol
lows:
For adoption pemocrats: Ashurst,
Hankbead, Benet,- Fletcher, Henderson, Hitchcock, Clones (New Mexico),
Kendrick,
King, Lewis, M'eKellar,
overman,
Martin,
Myers. Nugent.
Owen, Thelan. Pittman. Pornerene,
Ransdell, .Heed, Baulsbury,,
Shafroth,
Bhenpard. Shields, - Simmons," Hmlth
(Arlsona), Smith (Georgia), Smlih
(South Carolina), Swanson, Thomas,
Thompson, Trammell, Underwood and
Vardaman. Total, 35.
Republicans: Colt, Curtis. Johnson
,

;

.

(California),

Jones

l.A.RD
lV MORN.NR JOURNAL
Washington, July 13. Bastile day
In
Americans
will bo celebrated by
hnnnr of the hsrotc Dart France is
playing In the defenso of the liberty
of the world. President Wilson today
ordered that the French flag be displayed over all public buildings and
ships at homo and abroad, and had 8
special flagstaff .placed on the White
House to bear the national ensign of
France beside the Stars and Stripes.
Tonight the president sent ;hc following message to President Polncare:
"America greets France on this day
of stirring memories with a heart full
of warm friendship and devotion to
the great causo In which the two peoples aro now so happily united, July
fourteenth, like our own July fourth,
has taken on a new significance not
only for France but for the world.
As France celebrated our Fourth of
her fourJuly, so do we celebrate
teenth, keenly conscious of a comradeship of arms and purpose of which
we are deeply proud.
The sea seems very narrow touuy,
Franco is so close a, noighbor to our
hearts. The war Is being fought 'io
save ourselves from Intolerable thing
but is also being fought to save, man
kind. We extend our nanus to eacn
other, to the great peoples with whom
we are associated and to the peoples
everywhere who love right and pruc
Justice as a thing beyond price and
consecrate ourselves once more to the
noble enterprise of peace and justke,
realising the great conceptions th.U
have lifted France and America hlgTl
among the free peoples of therworld.
"The French flag flies today from
the staff of the White House and
America is happy to honor that flag."
Secretary Daniels has been desig
nated to attend the Bastile day meeting at New York tomorrow as the
president's personal representative.
The British and French ambassadors will be among the speakers.
Greetings of American labor to the
working men of Franco Were sent tonight by Samuel Gompers, president
of the American Federation of Labor,
in a rrtcssage to L. Jouhaux at Paris.
Mr. Gompers expressed regret that the
invitation to send delegates to the labor congress at Limoges, July in, was
received too late for Its acceptance.
WIMI

(Washington),

Kenyon, Knox, Lenroot, Nelson, Nor-rlPoindexter and Sterling. Total 11.
Total for the resolution, 46.
Against adoption D
None.
Republicans:
Borah, Brandpgcc,
Fernald, France, Frelinghuysen, Hale
Harding, Kellogg, McCumbcr, New,
Penrose, Sherman, Smith (Michigan),
Smoot, Wadsworth and Watson.
Total, 16.
Of senators absent and paired, it
was announced that Senators
,
Johnson (South Dakota).
Walsh, Gerry and Gore, favorec
the resolution and Senators Caldep
and Sutherland were against adoption.
Those voting to except press wires
were:
Senators Borah, Brandegee,
nance, Frelinghuysen, Hale,
Harding. Johnson (California), Kel- iogg, Lienroot, McUumber, NfW, Penrose,
Pomerene,
Reed,
Sherman,
Smith (Michigan), Smout, Sterling,
Wadsworth and Watson.
Senators voting for the Watsoc
amendment to exempt telephone wires
from the. operation of the resolution
were Borah, Brandegee, Curtis, Fernald, France, Frelinghuysen,.
Hale,
wuniK, neuogg, Knox, Lenroot,
New.
umber.
Ppnrn
ai..rmn
Smith (Michigan).
Smoot, Sterling!
Wadsworth and Watson.
Sooro aricH ege Action.
Congress was askori in
fi,.
million, last week, and the president's
...moioiim upon immediate action upset plans for a long recess last Saturday night. Secretaries Baker and
,
una rostmaster General
jm...-.oleson appeared befnr th h.,o. Bur
nlttee to urge action as a military ne- w s ar ana navy
department
heads declaring the government
should
control communication
systems to
protect military secrets and ineuri
iiuriuiing oi government mjs- sages.
A call for a strike
of Western
Union operators, cancelled Monduy
by
union officials, was mentioned
In the debate, but playe 1 virtually no part In determining th ae
tion of congress.
Republican opposition to the measure was bused largely on the
contention that no military necessity had
been shown, and an objection to whn.l
was termed a further step toward gov.
ernmnnt ownership and socialism.
Wllson'se Intentions Unknown,
Although the statements of the cabinet officers indicated that the powem
might bo used as soon as granted,
there has been no announcement
as to
Just what the president Intends to do
or when, During
uenAe on the resolution It was said the government
J.ag.ovgr O"'? trunk lines and
untlnued on Page Two.)

emocrats:
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Bock-ham-

FELICITATE

FRANC E

New York, July 13. Cablegrams
from twenty-fou- r
great Amorlcan
"to the
union labor organizations,
of
France."
people
felicitating them
on the occasion of Bastile day, will be
read here tomorrow, night at a big
patriotic mass meeting to be hold In
Madison Square Garden.

MAN

I AMERICAN

WOUNDED

SENT TO LONDON

. FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., July 13. For New
Mexico: Partly cloudy and unsettled
Monday generally fair."
Arlrona: Sunday and Monday partly cloudy and unsettled, not much
In

change

'

temperature.
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London, July 13. American wound
ed aro now arriving In London in con
siderable numbers from the sections
of France where the Americans are
brt traded with the British
The American soldiers are receiving
the best of care and are being visited
by American women members of ft
committee formed to. look after them
Most of the American cases arriv
ing In London are classified as seri
ous,

British ambulances take away the
men as they are detrained.
The
Americans to take their turn with the
rest and are transported to whatever
London hospital their particular am
bulance happens to represent. The
soldiers are often given cigarettes
when they, detrain and are permitted
to smoke as they lie on the ambulance
stretchers for a ride to the hospital.
As soon as the American
reacn tne hospital their arrivalpatients
lx re
ported to the American army medical
'
service and tne Red Cross.
It is expected that as soon as the
American authorities take over the
two American London hospitals which
the Rod cross recently announced
were to oe used exclusively for Amer
ican wounded, most of these men will
be transferred to a hospital which has
a start or American doctors and
nurses. Two new American hospitals
located in the London suburbs will be
taken over within a fortnight, j U,

S. CHARTERS EIGHT
FORMER HUN STEAMERS

summary of local weather condi- ' ST MOKMIM JUMMkPCCIAL LKA.CO Win)
tions for the twenty-fohour endWashington, July
Eight for
ing at. (I p, m. yesterday follows:
mer German steamers; seized by the
minitemperature! l degrees;
government of Uruguay have been
mum.' 69; range, 32;. at
p. ra., 82; chartered to. th United States, added
northwest winds; clear.
t2,O0Q tone to the merchant marine,
ur

Max-Jmu-

i.

LA.D

WISH

building corporation and adjacent Industries here were killed and forty-on- e
others. Including one g'rl, wcro Injured when an Interurban car on
which thoy were riding to work overturned on a curyo in the southern part
of tho city early toduy.
Passengers tpld tho police that a
shipyard blacksmith was running the
car at the time of the uccldcnt. (Joorgo
W. Swoetinun, who uctod as bothlno-tormri- n
and conductor, was said to
have requested this man to take the
controller while ho collected faros.
The blacksmith was not fieen af'.er
the acclrioiit and was believed by the
police lo have fled.
Sweetman, who was uninjured, wits
bo(Aed for manslaughter.
Kvery emergency hospital In the
city was culled on for service ln. car-in- g
for, tho Injured.

MRS, BUSCH REQUESTS
RETURN OF PROPERTY

HELD MARSHAL JEAIJLOKHlFJiETTJR3l

I.V MONNINa JOURNAL .PIClAL LIA.IO WlM)

Paul

Von Hindenburg,

ACTION

Hun Military Leader,
Is Dead at Age of

1

(Ry Morning Journal
Amsterdam, July 13 (by tho Asso
ciated Press). Field Marshal von
lllndenburg is dead, according to the
His death
newspnpor LosNotivollcs.
is said to have occurred after a stormy
Intorvlew with the German einpnror
at great headquarters at Spa.
The
emperor and the field marshal are
declared to have hud serious differences of opinion concerning the German offensive toward Purls.' The
field marshal died from congestion of
the brain. The violent interview, between von Hindenburg and KmpcroV
occurred May. 16, Les
It was followed by an
apoplectic stroke which ultimately' resulted in the field marshal's death.
The newspaper says Its Information
was
"from good sources In
ths occupied district of Belgium."
Villlnm

Nou-velle-

say.

s

71

Vlre
Special
has been, in poor Jioalth.
German
were not permitted to
newspapers
mention the rumor.
Keeping step with reports of the
field marshal a health havo been dispatches indicating that the field mar-sha- l
and (lie emperor had had disagreements concerning tho German
offensive movement in tho west.
At the outbreak 6f the war Field
Marshal von Hindenburg was n
l
In retirement.. 'He was credit td
with evolving and carrying out the
ngainst the UusHiuns in
campaign
east Prussia which resulted in tho
serious liiiwlan defeat at Tanncnberg,
for which lie was promoted to field
He continued to command
marshal.
tho German forces on the Russian
front until August SO, 1916, when bo
was appointed chief of tho general
staff. General Ludendorff, who had
acted as his chief of stnff on the Russian front, came with hlin as his right
4iand man with tho title of chief quard

gen-ora-

Tho ticwspnper Les Kouvelles Is a
French language paper published at
The. Hague.
In the last six months there have termaster general.' ".
ben everul rumors of the death of Field Marshal Paul Beneckendorff
FlUld Marshal von Hindenburg and und von Hiuilenbura was 10 yeurs old
there have been many reports that he last September 28.
i,
'

:

DR, GRUENING IS NOT.
PAPAL NUNCIO TO BE
A FRIEND OF RUMELY
;
.APPOINTED FOR CHINA
:

;

fV MOMNIMO JOUANAL t.CCIAL LKA.IO WIK '
lY MO.NIN. JOU.NAb .F.aiAi. LSA.KO Wl!
New York, July 13. Publication in
Paris, July 13. The news of the
newspapers today of stories telling of Vatican's derision to appoint a papal
the resignation as managing editor of
the New York Tribune of Dr. Ernest nuncio for China Is calculated to make
H. Oruenlng, brought from federal of- a deep impression upon the French
ficials statements clearing Dr. Omen- diplomatic and church circles, In the
ing of intimations that he had been view of the Rome correspondent of
nder investigation and denying that
':
Journal.
he was in any way connected with the the Petit
Leo XIII In
that
recalls
Ho
Pope
New
of
York
the
purchase
Evening 1S8S
appointed a nuncio for Peking.
Msit in behalf of Germany.
Dr. Greuning. happened to live In The French minister at the Vatican
(he same apartment house with Dr. threatened that Franco would break
Rumely, former publisher of the Mail off relations with the Vatican if the
accused of perjury in the affair, but
canboth today denied knowing each oth- plan was carried out. t pope Loocorre;
celled the appointment, the
er.
i
spondent adds..
The Rome correspondent of the
AGRICULTURAL BILL
Ifavas agency, says the name most
mentioned In connection
VETO IS SUSTAINED frequently
.V
with the Tckitig post is that of
Joseph Petrelli. the .apostolic
fv HONIN JOURNAL SPICI!. l.A.tD W1MK1
delegate to the Philippines.
The
13.
house
Washington, July
today sustained the agricultural bfll.
A motion to pass tho measure over WORKERS OF RUSSIA ,
the veto was defeated, 172 to 72.
The bill was referred to the agricul
SPURN HUN. ALLIANCE
tural committee and house leaders
y
planned to piss it without the wheat
I.V MORNINa JOUHNAk fPIQIAt. LCA.W Wttttl .
price-fixin- g
,
provision.
Washington, July 13. Official dis'
t
today brought a remarkable
patches addressed
Reichstag Adjourns.
by the delegates of
London, July 13. After voting the appeal,
new. war loan tho German reichstag the works ami factories of Petro-gra'to the workmen of Moscow and
adjourned for the summer recess, an
of the
Exchange Telegraph message from alt .Russia, declaring the lifeintoleraCopenhagen reports. The independ- working classes has become
Russian
ent socialists, dissented from the pro- ble and proclaiming tnot the
posal to vote" the loan and Oie Polish workmen will never recognize the alliance concluded, 'With Germany.
deputies abstained from votlnty
'

'
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Kan Kiauciaco, Calif., July 13. Seven workers of tho liethlcliem Ship-

-

v,

THE WEATHER

7 DEAD, 41 HURT IN
INTERURBAN ACCIDENT

-

l

i

f
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Washington, Julv l.'i. Formal request by counsel for Mrs. Adolphua
Husch, widow of the St. J,ouls multimillionaire brewer, for return of her
property taken over liy the alien
property custodian, has been made on
tho ground that Mrs. Husch haa lost
her enemy status now that she is in
the United Htates after visiting' relatives In Germany.
,

To Obscrvn Hastilc liny.
July 13. Itustlle day
win De observed hero tomorrow eve
ning when a public meeting will be
held in Cleveland Srjuaro to properly
celebrate tht fall of the Krcneh Bas
tile. IJrigadier General llowze and his
alitm'al Prohibition
Legislaentire stafr will attend the ceremonwhich will bo similar to the July
tion Is Postponed Until Aug. ies
4
celebration hold here this year.
The
flag will be unfurled at
26, at the Earliest,
by Fort French
Wins and the speakers stand at
the square will bo decorated with
Unanimous Agreement,
American, French and other alllod
flags. Captain Oerard. tho only remaining French officer Instructor at
HY Mn.NIN. JOUMMA).
...ClAk 1.EA.CD Wl.tt
Fort Bliss will bo
of honor
Washington,
July 13. National at tho celebration. tho guest
prohibition legislation was positioned
liy congress today until August 2fi, at
least. In urranging for a
vacation, a formal unanimous consent
agreement was entered into by the
OF
senle to defer until August 28 further
consideration of the $11,000,000 emergency fond production bill, containing
the amendment for "bone dry" war
time prohibition, effective New Year's
BAGGED BY
day. As a part of the agreement,
mcnt, however, the prohibition advocates secured the definite pledge. that
the bill shull have tho right of way
when tin) vacation recess period of the
IN YEAR
sunato ends.
of
on
the flghj
both sides
Senators
expressed complete satisfaction with
the arrangement, made after many
The
- MO.N1NS JOURNAL .(W.IAL Lf AIID Wl.CI
negotiation.
days of spirited
prohibition advocator are confident
London, July 13.- - In one year on
In
to
a
have
keep
that they
majority
the British western front the
air
the bill sopie, kind of drastic wur time force has accounted for 3.233royal
enemv
productlen provision soon after the airplanes. In the same period
the
vacation ends. On the other hand the naval airmen shot down 823, a total
opponents are hopeful that during the or 3,856. An official statement dealcoining weeks there muy be develop, ing with these operations aysjy
mcnts to defeat or modify tho legis"The royal air force during the
.
''
lation.
1, 1917, on the
year beginning
Some senators heard during the day British western July
front destroyed 2.160
that President Wilson may take a hostile machine and drove down out
hand in the fight next month. This of control 1,083. In the same period
report said he favored a proposal to the air force units working In con- give him the authority and discretion
Junction with the navy shot down 623
to finally determine, under all condihostile machines.
desirIs
whether
prohibition
tions,
"During this period 1.004 of our
able, and la Inclined to oppose any machines were missing; ninety-twof
action materially
reducing internal these were working with the navy.'
t
revenues.
"On the Italian front from April to
June, 1918, tho British destroyed 16S
hostile machines and drove down six
CHINA BUILDS SHIPS
out of control. ' Thirteen of ours were
HELP DEFEAT HUNS missing.
"On the Salonikl front between Jan
hostile mauary and June, twenty-on- e
chines were destroyed thirteen were
tav MOMNINS jouhn. ...eiAt. LAftft mail
of
out
driven
down
control. Four of
Washington, July 13. China has
,
been added to tho list ' of nations ours were lost.
"From March to June In Kgypt and
building merchant ships to holp dex
twenty-sihostile airplanes
feat, Germany. The shipping board Palestine,
were destroyed
and fifteen were
today awarded to the Chinese govern- driven
out
down
of
control.
Four of
ment yard at Shanghai contracts for
four cargo vessels of,lO,000 tons each, ours are missing.
"In all the theaters of the war the
and took options for tho building of
British are superiority and strength
80.000 more tons,
.The entire program will Involve the progressed rapidly and continuously.
130,000,000. From this time It Is sate to assume
expenditure of perhaps tone
of steel that when the new factor of America's
Approximately 35.000
will be built by China. Deliveries output, both aircraft and personnel.
in the fighting
but tho engines an other equipment enters the situation
Deliveries zones, the aerial ascendancy of the
will be built in Cchina.
thorn very
are to begin six months after the entente allies wilt give
' great advantages'
j
steel la received. ,
-

TO BE DEFERRED

M Paso, Tex.,

3,233 PLANES
ENEMY

BRITISH

o
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-
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U ndated Wur I.cad

Press.

by

Jie Associated

)

Rainy weather In northern France
has caused the thorough soaking of
the ground, particularly In the low
lying portions of the battle front and
perhaps has had something to do with
tho delay of the German offensive. ;
It is a month now since the last of-

fensive died down, swamped by the.
tide of a French success north of Com-.piegne, and there m no sign of the
enemy's being ready to strike again.
Tho allies have been repeatedly
pushing back tho German lines llltte
by little at various points. These have
gained valuable defensive ground and
brought In thousands of prisoner .
Gorman diplomatists are again all
lug war aims and program and engaging In peace discussions among them-'- '
selves. The chancellor has jouch'eeT
the vital question of Belgium In the
relation of the status of that nation
to peace, and has) declared Germany
has not intended to retain that country in "tiny form whatever."
She Is holding it us a pawn In th
negotiations, ha, said, and Germany
finds It expedient to explain
this. ut-I .
-..
Ir I
C,
.niuvvilir.il in
ii,nt,i.u in ann U11RIKI
which It Is declared that the holder
of a pawn does not Intend to keep It,
If the negotiations bring a satisfactory result."
Bolslicvikl Power Waning.
exercised at the sitGermany also
uation in Russia, If the utterances of
her newspapers go for anything. The
Idea that tho Rolshevlkl are retaining
power by a thread Is reflected in advices to some of the German organs.
Tho fear the German edifice erecteij
k
by tho
treaty win
fall,
is openly expressed,
k
, 4
over the hold .tht
Disquietude
a
have secured upon Bl
berla and ut the prospect of an allied!
descent Into Interior Russia "from the
north," the Murmnn coast evidently
being meant, is likewise voiced. .'
In this connection, It may be noted '
it wus announced in Washington yesterday that British reinforcement
have been sent to Siberia to assist the
Russians and Ciecho-Slovak- s
In protecting the allied stores at Vladivostok:
Washington advices reflect the view
there that further and more definite
peace feelers may be expected. Germany is thought to have her eyes
turned to the east. The gaining of
control of Russia outweighing, in her
estimation, all she might have been
inclined to make an effort to retain
"'
upon the western front.
t
Trooim How to Europe,
It Is announced at Washlugton that
the number of troops dispatched to
France haa grown to 1,100,000, some
90.000 men having left In the past
week. The formation of three army
corps from the troops In France, each
corps comprising from 225.000 to 250.
000 men was also made known.
Tho Albanian campaign, although
entirely subsidiary to the operation
on tho western front, haa continued to
bo the most active theater of the war
so fur as extensive gains of ground
are Involved. The advance, made
mainly by the Italians, with the
French on the right flank, has already
reached a maximum depth of twenty-tw- o
miles on a front of some eighty
miles, straightening the allied line aa
It runs from the Adriatic and Utiki,
up with tho Macedonian front.
'

L,

I
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CLOSING

OUT FOREIGN
INSURANCE COMPANIES

-

ao.NIN

JOUSHAl

aPICIAl

UUU

lf
lntr.l

Washington. Julv in Th
of all foreign insurance companies
classed as enemies or allies of
enemies
are being closed out and the remain
ing properties taken overvby the alien
property custodian, who announced
today there are four marine companies, thirteen fire companies, two
life insurance companies and one casualty company, in addition . to four
companies incorporated, In the United
Mates but under enemy .ownership. .
Before the war these companies en- -,
joyed a large patronage in the United
States and the destruction of their
plants will set free a large amoula
of insurance to be replaced with
American companies.' It seems nrob- able, says the announcement, that this
will afford an unusual op port unit
for the organisation and development
of new American companies.,
t.
.

'

Dutch Mariners Sent Home, :
Washington, July 13. After a etaV
in this country of nearly four months
3,000

Dutch ship, officers and seamen

who manned the ships taken over by
the United States last March, hay
been sent borne.- They
aruests of
the nation during their lone wait tor,

mtt

transportation,

-

vzrt'X'iZ

'

"

Albuquerque Morning ?Journal, Sunday, July
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CHILDREN'S

British Labor Party
People of Central

VEHICLES
' ..

.

rf
IRV MORN1NO

ENGLISH PRE AMBULATORS
PULLMAN CARRIAGES AND SLEEPER
GONDOLA CARRIAGES

i

''

I

Roomy seals, hish reclining
bracou conjunction

GO-CAR-

T

backs, excellent springs, thoroughly
'

Price from $11.00 to $17.50
ii

Strong Brothers

THE PIONEER HOME FURNISHERS
Second and Copper.
Block.
Strong
the
in
rates
largest and best
Storage at reasonable
in
the
built warehouse
city.
;
.

v

who.

Iiis an account with the First Sayings Bank & Trust Com-

speaking today at a labor conference,
said the British labor .party last
month hud 'succeeded in getting Its
statement of war uitns into the hands
of the socialists of enemy countries.
and that five replies thus far had been
received.
Mr. Henderson continues.
The first reply came from the Bulgarian so;:i;r1;s.s, who accepted practiour
cally till the g; neral points ofunimmemorandum, reserving some
Macedonia.
portant points regarding
"The second reply came from the
have subHungarian workers, whocommittee
a
mitted to the .Stockholm
statement of policy much on the lines
of our memorandum.
"The third reply came from the
Austrian socialise, who accepted the
memod
principles of the
randum as a basis for discussion.
They Indorsed our conception of, a
y
federal system for
and a similar system for the Balkan
states.
'They declared they hud always rek
peace
pudiated Aho
e
treaty and they agreed that
coPolish
and
and Italian,
lonial questions must be solved In accordance with the desires of the peo'
'"'
ples concerned.
Ornish Socialists Give Views.
"The fourth reply camp from the
German minority socialists who submitted a statement to the Stockholm
committee on the nes of the Interallied memorandum.
"The fifth and tho most significant
reply cahio from the German major
ity socialists, who endeavored to send
it by Troclslra, but the action of the
allies In refusing passports to Trool
stra prevented the written document
from reaching us. Nevertheless, we
received a summary which shows that
the German majority socialists de
dared their willingness to take part
in an International conversation on the
basis of the proposals made by the
:
neutral socialists.
"It also seems clear that the Ger
man majority socialists accept virtual
ly all of the principles of the inter
allied memorandum. They are ready
to discuss the question of the respon
sibility for tho war, although they
think that no good purpose would be
served thereby. They are ready to
e
dvicuss Belgium and
any believe that an amicable solution
can be found. They agree to a complete restoration of Belgian independ-ancThey urgo that an international
conference would be very useful at
this time, and finally they 'declare
themselves in favor of a leagjie of nations to prevent, aggression by one
power upon another." inter-allie-

our account is invited.
is

Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

4

mm
Senator McCmnbcr, in the debats
which preded Its passage.
"If the president tells congress this
measure' is nccesary and why, I would
vote for U," he concluded.

Austro-Hungar-

'

Ponator

Waflswortlr

of

mm

FLOW OF

New Yorlc

regarding the military Situation In
France but stated that the shipment
of troops was proceeding without
p
whatever, the same rate
any
being maintained for July as! for

.

previous months.
General March told that five regular, nine national guard and four
national army divisions have been
used to make up the three corps.
Commanders for the army corps
are only temporary General March
said, the policy being to wait until
tho various major generals have
had experience in handling corps
units before making permanent selections.
Appointments ns lieutenant generals will go to tho officers selected
for the permanent details.
Activities along the various fronts
have been of minor character during
the last week, General March said.
General March indicated that It
was his own opinion that the time
elapsed since the last German drive
Is not greater than would have been
necessary to prepare adequately for
an assault of the scope of that
which the Germans are believed to
be contemplating.

siid th lack of knowledge about the
E IS
telegraph and telephone "is complete
in governmental circles." Politics, he
charged, wrre hack of the measure,
and tho Intention was to. bring permanent government ownership. He
ON THE INCREASE
added that before the military committee of which he Is a member. It
never, was even suggested that military operations were handicapped by
laelt of control of tho wires.
the
'
More
Has Jumped
"Is it not a'faet that many business Number
firms are handiea'uncd by the way
Than 90,000 Since Last
the postal service is handled?" asked
Senator Harding of Ohio.
Week, 'Says Chief of Staff
"It Is," replied the New York sen.
'
a I or.
March, Weekly Conference
Senator l.enroot of Wisconsin said
he blieved the president was HI advised regarding the threat of a strike.
ST MORN'NO JOURNAL .R.CIAL L.A4EO WtN.1
Hcsohitiou Is Passed.
Following Is tho resolution:
Washington,
July 13. American
"Resolved,, that the president, dur- troops over-sea- s
and on Bhip board
ing tho countlnuance of tho present cn route has
passed tho 1,100,000
war is authorized and empowered,
whenever he shall deem it necessary mark, General March, chief of staff,
for the national security or defense, told the senate military committee
to supervise or to take possession of members today at' their weekly
This represents an increase
and asume control of any telegraph,
last week.
telephone, 'marine rable or radio sys- of moio than 90,000 since
Three army corps of 2l'5,000 to
tem or systems, or any part thereof,
and to operate the same in such man- 2.10,000 men each, have been definer as may be needful or desirable for nitely organized from American dithe duration of tho war. which super- visions in France, General March,
chief of staff, announced today at
vision, possession, control or operation shall not extend beyond the date the weekly conference with newsof the proclamation by the president papermen.
of tho exchange of ratifications of the
Major General Hunter Liggett comtreaty of peace; provided that just manding the Forty First (the Sunsuch
set) .division, national 'guard has
compensation shall be made for
supervision, possession, control or op- been detailed as temporary comeration, to be determined by the pres- mander of the first army corps.
ident; and if the amount thereof, so Commanders for the second and third
determined bv the president is un have not yet been dosicnatod.
General March had little to say
satisfactory to the person entitled to
receive the same, such person shall
be paid 75 pereentum of the amount
as determined, by the president and
shall be entitled to sue the United
States to recover such further sum,'
PRESIDENT VOTED POWER as added to said 75 pereentum, will
make
such amount as will be just
WiRlt Senatorup McCumber, in the debate
TO SEIZE
U. S.
provided for by section 24, paragraph
AND RADIO SYSTEMS 20, and section 145 of the judicial
code; provided further that nothing
in this act shall ho
construed to
JContlnued frort- amend, repeal, Impair or affect existstates in rethe
or
of
laws
powers
ing
connecting sytems, leavins to their lation
to taxation or the lawful police
own management the thousands of
regulations of the several states, exrural and small Independent systems cept
wherein such laws, powers or
throughout the country.
regulations
may affect the transmisbe
Wage increases may
expected
of government communications
within thirty days after the govern- sion
of stocks and bonds by such
ment assumes wire control, declared or the use
system or systems."
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Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.
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Copenhagen, July 13. Denial that
icrmrn intended to retain Helgiumn
was mado by Count von Hertling,
chancellor, In the course
AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS of hisimperial
speech before tbo reichstag main
committee on Thursday.
"The present possession of Belgium
AT TRAINING CAMPS only
means that we have a pawn for
future negotiations," the chancellor
aid. "We have no intention to keep
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEACED W1P1
(IT MORNIN
Belgium in any form whatever." exM.
Cadet
J.
Pickton, Ont., July
"What we precisely want as
D. White, and J. H. tHiehaiian, aviaby us on February 24," the
tors from the Dcsercnto ctnip, lost pressed
continued, "is that after
chancellor
their lives In an airplane accident to- the war restored Helgium shall as a
t a
Tho machines collided
state not be subject to
day.
considerable height and craxhel to the anybody as a vassal and shnll live with
wont-efrom
was
White
us in good friendly relations.''
ground. Cadet
Ontario and Buchanan from New
York state.
.
Contradictions of policy among
officials seemingly has anLake Charles, La., July 13. Alter Germanillustration
in the manner of
other
S.
of
a
UoilJ.
making landing, Sidney
of tho statement made by
publication
a
was
cadet
Iowa,
flyer
Dubuque,
truck by the propeller of his airplane Chancellor- von, Hertling regarding
and killed late today at Gerstncr field Belgium.
The German wireless service sent a
report of Chancellor von Itcrtling's
INVESTIGATE
speech' which ignored all reference to
The "One-To- n
Ford ICconjmy Unit" Belgium.
The natural inference seems to be
It makes
used by Henry's PHivety.
that the officials who issued tho wireyour Ford carry more mid is the final less version did not want Count von
answer to the big question of economiHcrtling's statements concerning Belt
cal hauling.
gium circulated.
tier-ma-
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Alexander T.

Racing

M. Itastllo Iay
July
'

In

Franco Tune,

Ye friends of Fra.nce, allied In battle,
clarion call;
Now sound again-youMen shall not be as kaiser's cattle,

;

Tsui

freedom shall be shared by all;
Yea, freedom shall be shared by all
And all shall realize the its glory.
We do not share the bloody fight
For any mean or narrow right,
' But all for all shall be our story!
For all! for all! ye brave,
Whose eyes and swords aro wet!
March on! march on! march oh to
For Right shall triumph" yet.

sells

Sijc-'vyhic-

Looks the Big Gar

mi

The wheelbase is 120 inches; and
these long, low lines make the car
look impressive., , '
and
The motor is
;
Six.
of
(the highest type
Ths equipment includes a
ber of rare attractions. The botiy is
a masterpiece design. Every detail is
Iuxuri6us. And for easy riding there
rear springs.'
are

Bave!

' i.

s

',

;

,..(.

I

be

Output Limited

Outputs of all cars

4

,.

j

This, car is built for extreme endurance under, the hardest road conditions. In the past year every part
has been studied by experts in over- -.
) ':'
strength.'
'
Perhaps never before have such
radical standards been fixed for a

!

power motor, wlla at $1350 at factory,
power mokftMUt :1625 at tmctorjk
le
bodies offend
There are 10
la theee two Mitcbeit Biset.
new-ety-

FLEMING AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
'

'

l STATE'

blSTltfBUTORS

i

fhone349,

mm

j

v

this year are

being reduced toa minimum. There
will be a great shortage in cars of
this class. And present prices can-not be guaranteed. '
Buyers'should' not aVdelay a deci$1350 is too
sion. A Six like this
'
last
to
value
long.'
a
great

New
.... Endurance
.

It may

car in this class. And never before
have 'so many improvements been
made in one year in a Mitchell. '.

shock-absorbi-

Ye friends of France now Joined together,
Whose hands are linked across the sea,
Who stand the stress of war's wild weather.
And proudly hold your banners free!
Yea, proudly hold "your banners free
On every , field' and tower and steeple.
Their flame shall brighten all the sky
And earth remain, where they shall fly,
A heritage tor all the people!
,
For all! for all! ye brave!
Ye Ijlgh of heart and mind!
March on! march on! march on to save!
For France and all our kind! '

af $1350

ments. Any day the
the supreme yalue in the popular price field."
years before you"sec anotlier value like iC

f

-

Once a customer of our store always a
customer, for you are satisfied in quality, and
ir price. We buy, seU and exchange anything
in the furniture line,

r.V

Paris, July 13.

.R.CIAL LKA..D WIR.j

"now
limited by war-tim- e
requireadvance.
But
today it is
price may

La VafBClllabtc.)

rft

OFF YOKE OF GERMANS

LABOR

$1350o. and
$1625
b.

HERE isthegeatest
production iii

l""hne
ft

RUSSIA IS THROWING

The Si&reme Value
"ccfr,hin

WIRIJ
'

In q $ 135$ Six

furniture
flow. I

MORNiN. JOURNAL .FECIAL LtA.CD

Paris,! July 1.1. Marulce Barres,
member of tho French academy, lias
written a letter to the minister of instruction, according to the Echo Do
Paris calling attention to the renewal
of the German bombardment of the
Itheims cathedral on July 5. Eight
shells of large calibre on that day
struck the entrance to the building.
M. Barres requests the minister to
collect and save the damaged pieces
so that they may be later replaced.

Ker-ensk- y,

former premier of the Russian
Federal provisional
Washington, July
government, today decontrol of dock and harbor labor clared to a committee of the French
is to be extended Immediately to Bosradical socialist party that the reton and within a few weeks to Phil- peated attempts made by the Russians
New
to
shake off the German yoke, not
York,
adelphia and Baltimore.
Norfolk, Va and Charleston, S. C, only In Siberia but along the Volga and
even
Instituted
have
the
system
north of Moscow, are being caralready
service, with ried out. according to a plan formuby the employment
T. P. O'Connor, former president of lated while he was in Russia.
the International
Longshoremen's
Journal Want Ads bring results.
union, In charge. .
MORNIN4 JOURNAL
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and has a

Arc ou building sucli a reserve fund?

WIRE1

FECIAL '.EASED

'hc person

pany, to which he regularly deposits, is fortified for emergencies
fund for 'any time when .'cash is quickly needed.

Get,

Ar--

Prices from $20.00 to $35.00

THE SULKY

0

j
Northampton, Kng.. July 13.
thur Henderson, tabor leader and
member of the British war carbinet,

Heywoed Bros.', Sturgiss and Fulton Make

ii

JOURNAL

for Emerge news

Reaches
Powers

Throudi Socialists;
Favorable Replies.

That will please the most exacting and fastidious taste as we'd
as every .purse. Our aim in selecting our vehicles is the comfort of
the child and the satisfaction of the owner.
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STATEMENT

We are Showing on
Our Floe a Splendid Select iv?:i of Designs in Al! Varieties

14,

;

F.fA and Gold.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday, July 14, 1918.
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The Store will be closed tomorrow until

P. M. to give an army

1.

.

clash.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Store

"'
reason and a
1

v'

59c

Final Clash
'

All $25.00 to $35.00

v

HATS

;

.;.v,

,

15,
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SALE.
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f j
Tn EAtEHS TODAY.'
ThPnter A marvelous photo- play. o( Sergeant Arthur Guy Eimpcy's
famous . book. "Over the Top." with
Empey (himself) plavlns; the lead,
will be shown at this theater today
, y
and tomorrow. ...
s
fVyslal Theater "Quick TrlKBerg,'-an L. K. O. comedy; "Double .Duko"'
and "The Stinger Stung,", a one-recomedy, will be shown at the Crystal
.

All $10.00 to $18.66'.'
MEN'S PALM BEACH SlilTS

.
,

,In all styles and jgh'aoea
Final Cla8h':'.ii'.v

$2.98 to $798
-

v All

$2.50 to $35.00

SUIT CASES
AND
'V J.J
.

BAGS .'Vv.
Go at

'X

v

PC

CLOTHING CO.

.t

,tv. ...,vj(fUS!ji'tf-;ffrf3B-;(-

gu

ftttt

Store Open' Monday Evening Until
'
9 o'CIock

ft

'

el

-

'

(.

lit-ti-

Kee-dic-

.

-

of

Empey imper

- got

l
sonation "went
drunk, when his bpaBtlngs at,
him a some ifther than Jhe
author of ..".Over 4.ha;Top."- who drinks;
only in extreme moderation and never

he-

,

d

,

i:'

.hit

i..

over'-unti-

her danqe. But Kendall pursues her
to the cafe Just as she has consented
for
very reluctantly to marry a manIs arwhom she does not care. She
disrested but not sentenced. The
grace causes her father to drive her
from home and she goes on the stage'.
Kendall volunteers for, medical service
at- - the front, aad there amid scenes of
valor . and wonderful , .devotion of
French women. hp. ..learn8 the-- respect
bitter.
today.
v. the. tack of which- ' had caused
I.yrlc Theater Carmel Myers star, ness, in two, Uvea. s, ,.t
ring in "Jk (Broadway candal." a Bluei
Bird, feature of five reels; also a AT THE B.
Ljona antl Moran . comedy entitled
Arthur Guy Empey, auSergeant
''Shot In the Dumbwaiter."
thor of "Over the Top," and locturer
Pastime Theater Tom Mix in "The on; hie own
in eighteen
Ace High." a 4ale of adventure of the months In theerperiences
trenches, is a victim of
Canadian northwest mounted police, I m posters, as are
all persons who
nnd a reel comedy. "Wild Woman and come into1 world-wid- e
prominence.
n
Tame Lions."
Police in Philadelphia have arrested
and caused to be deported to Canada
a man In the uniform of a" .. British
AT TIIH LYRIC.
e
Davttl Kendall and his father run soldier who posed as the doughty
to
a. private sanitarium and hospital
American;
whlch in tbe dead of night a young
The Im poster appeared at a convenFrench girl, Ninette Bisson, Is brought tion or lumbermen
In the Ten Eyck
with a bullet wound in the shoulder.' hotel, in Albany and gave a patriotic
The circumstance is suspicious, but address. The manager of the hptel
young Kendall, who Is usually intoz- - who had met Empey... felt certain the
ted, does not report the matter to man was a faker and wired Lee
the police. As she recovers, Nenette
his lecture
and Robert
falls in love with the handsome in- Gordon Anderson,manager,
of O. P, Putnam's
ebriate, and tie would have fallen. In Sons, his literary adviser. In. New
love with her except that he had t York
City, who wired back that Emnotion that all French women were pey
was itn. Pennsylvania lecturing.
shallow, unconventional and not to be Before the Albany
police could act,
taken seriously. When Nenette dis- however .the bogus war
hero had left
covers, that Kendall's attentions have the
'..
.,
a
(;
s
city,
no matrimonial Jntent she is heart- Warnings were telegrapnedto all
broken and returns to.' her father's
home and continues dancing In 'his large cities In the east, but It remainabout his
cafe In spite jU the offers of several ed for the importer
theatrical managers who have seen own undoing. On the train leaving

'
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The Store With Honest Values

AT TIIE

'

at

GLOVES

15c values,' go at

wit-

MEN'S SOX

Including such makes a3 Manhattan and Wilson Bros., go at

mm

A

1

hi

.

CANVAS

Big Lot of

SHIRTS

.

50 Dozen

MEN'S SILK

52.19

Wlffl

1

F1LLUMS'
FLIPS FROM THE
4
X

Qctock

v,

values, Final Clash'-

;

Store Opema Monday July
p. m. BIG SLAUGHTER
..'

In all styles and fabrics, go

93c

UP

"

1

All $7.50 to $15.00

PANTS

;

Values up to $3.00
Final Clash

7.48

'

DRESS

MEN'S

MEN'S STRAW

this season's style and
patterns including Hart Schaff- ner ' & Marx good suits, go at

..

y 5, at

All $4.00 to $8.00

Big Lot of

All

1

15c

Remember We carry the best brands of 'merchandise that are made in the United States, IlartSchaf-ne- r
& Marx suits and overcoats, Hanan and Douglas shoes; John B. Stetson hats; Manhattan shirts, Hart-man- h
trunks and suit cases. We could use space'after space telling you of. the merits of these makes that your
fathers' and grandfathers knew in their day to be the greatest makes in the world, and they still hold the
name. These are the goods we are offering you tomorrow at sensational low prices. Don't delay act quickly

All this season's newest styles

SUITS

Big Lot of
MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS

Buy $1 Worth of Merchandise for 25c

DRESS SHOES AND OXFORDS

tillD o'clock.

2c

And will, continue until Saturday when the greatest Clothing Sale Albuquerque people have ever
nessed will end So act promptly, for often you will

All $5.00 to $9.00 W. L. Douglas

Monday

bpeh

,r

1

Pipy,

Final Clash

be

r

All $1.25 and $1.50
MEN'S TENNIS SHOES AND
OXFORDS

will

evening

"

v

Sale Starts Tomorrow.

chance!

UP.

V;

purpose. We need money, and must raise $8,500.00 in the next six days. Our ent ire
stock will be a mass of bargains, we must have the cold cash big, round, hard silver dollars and Eight
Men this is your
vThousand Five. Hundred of them. We are loaded down with beautiful merchandise

and remark the stock for the final

MEN'S

Tlnem

t

With a

of clerks a free hand to arrange

$3.98

0"

li

L

A

STORE CLOSED
s

u

k,

REPULSED WITH

n,

boaalB.

k,K,r''!'
v Some
disgusted person who was on
the train tipped, off the New York,
pnlW-who easily traced the fellow, to
HEAVY
nppre,
Philadelphia, where he was- fuirtler-ort'
hended before he oould trade
Oie popularity of J3mpey. He vtfs
put on a- - train, and personally conducted across' the, Canadian border.
;
Inflict Casualties
Sergeant Empey. who spent many Americans
weeks at the yvitagraph Brooklyn
studio In. Brooklyn in the making of
on Enemy in. Belleau Region;
scenes for "Over the Top." the picturi-zatio- n
war
in
German Positions on Marne
which,
book,
of his, great
he will lake the leading part, did hoi
Shelled Heavily,
entirely let up In his "war activities,
but delivered,, lectures at various
places. In addition to driving home
to hl audiences the need for
av MOdNINa JCUNHAt tPKCIAL LKASCO
men on the other side, he
Wasliinfr'ton, JuljrlS.j General Permade especial appeals for smokes for shing's official communique Issued tothe, soldiers, (j
day by the war. department, describes
the various sectors ocoperations in
cupied by A merican f troops through
'
July .7 to 10. It says:.
COUNTRY CLUBS JVIUST
"Headquarters American ExpediV: US.E WOOD OR PEAT tionary Furcts, July 12, 1918.
vS"Seetion A: In the Chateau Thierry
region a trench raid attempted by the
(V MOHNIM JQUHNAL IPICIAL LKAUQ ftRKl ''
broke down with losses " under
Washinton, July 13. Private coun enemy
our. fire.
,:.
j.
try clubs, are i prohibited from using
"Yesterday our aviator shot down a..
fuel cf any kind,, with the exception
In
machine
the
hostile
region of' Thlau-courtof wood, or, peat eor heating or copk-in- g
...
i
,
.(,.
during the next year by orders
."Section B: In the Chate.-.- u Thier
Issued today by the fuel .administrand peat may, only e ry region, conditions on the day of
tion. Wood
used when, available without the ne- July 8 to 9 were normal. A German
railroad transportation. patrol was driven .hack with .losseB
cessity p
Permits to use other fuel may be.is- - by an American patrol In the BelLsued only upon certificate from a' leau region. - There was' much other
state luei, aaministrHoon mxiing mm patrollinf? activity on both. sidfS but
the fuVi, mav-- h cnared Without dan- thefe- vere no iticiucnts .except fire
ger to public lutwest,: i. iv .i.- v
d.rjttcu f.oi:i the Uermau front lines
a

1

-

m

:

'

caa

.

.

.,

s

on an American patrol. There was
more German artillery firo than uscirculation was
Considerable
ual.
noted In the Torcy region.
German Artillery Active.
,
"In the Chatau Thierry region from
July 9 to 10, the German artillery waB
more than unusually active, and his
Infantry nervously alert. His batteries
fire
were aetive In counter-batter- y
and in harassing fire,on our positions
In the front and rear.
There was

short concentration during the evening in the Vole Du Chatel region.
Some gas was used. There was continued Intermittent rifle and machine
gtin fire oh our positions in the Vaux
area. German airplaneR and balloon
activity was maintained.' Patrols on
both sides were, active without particular incident. ' ..
"Along the Marne, July 9 to 10, the
activity of our. artillery was the only
feature of Interest. We shelled the
enemy positions heavily, drawing only
feeble response' from his batteries.
German hand grenades thrown from
Into the river. A
the nonh bank,-fel- l
moderate number of German air patrols and a large number of German
balloons were used in bbservation. An
ammunition dump near Jaulgonne was
exploded by olir artillery.
t
Heavy Machine Gun Fire.
In Lorraine,. July 8 to 9. the enemy
showed no particular activity except
In machine gun fire. His artillery fire
wa slight. His airplanes and bailoons
Our
were constantly 'in observation.
in
fire was successful
driving back his airplanes. "Our reconnaissance patrols operated success'
;

,

:

(

anti-aircra- ft

.

-

fully.
The Munster sector was very quiet
on July 9. There was no fire .from
the enemy's artillery.. We drove off
four of the enemy's planes., One pat
, .y.
trols were active.
la the Woevre, July 7 to 8, conditions remained normal. An American
patrol bombed a German outpost, dur.
.

"

ing the night. ." i
In the Thunn sector July 9 there
Wos. no unusual occurrence except
an increase in the German machine
.., M . ..
gun and rifle fire.
The German airplane reported shot
down In the American official, communique No. 69, section A, was
brought down July II, near Thiacourt,
by Lieutenants Jones and Tobln.
.'-

DEATHS AND FUNERALS

,,

'

"

Mary iEllta Sandoval

Mary Eliza Sandoval, Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Sandoval
died at the family residence,' No. 409
North First street' yesterday after,
noon. Funeral, services will. !J9 held
in Fred Crollotfs chapel at' 4 o'clock
this afternoon. Burial will be in
Santa Barbara cemetery. ,
,
!

PORTLAND

SHIP YARD
LAUNCHES SIX HULLS

Mrs. Goblua Lucero.
frs. Ooblna Lucero, 45 years old,
died at her home In Sandoval, yestertVHO.NIN.JOU.N.I.IelALL.UWml)
day following an illness of two oays.
Portland, Ore., July
Funeral
will be he
In Sun.
M. Schwab, director, general . of the iKval at services
- 9 otlock
tomorrow morn
emergency fleet
corporation,, gave ing. Crollott will be
Inchargj,
personal assurance today to' Portland
that ship yards here will be given
'
Mr. Felipe CRannon.
$200,000,000 worth of ships to build
Funeral ... services for Mr Felipe
with the next year,- - Th announcement was made at a luncheon In Mr. O'Bannon, who died Wednesday , at
Schwab's 'honor, held at the chamber her home, 401 Bridge street, will be
held at 8 o'clock tomorrow morning at
...
of commerce.
,..,- church. Kelatives
One ship building firm celebrated the Sacred-Hear- t
have arrived here to attend the tuner-- at
Mr. Schwab's vlBlt. today by launchBurial will be in San Jose cemeing six completed wooden- hulls from
its two yards. It was eaid to be the tery. Fred Crollott will be hj,j charge.,
biggest day's launching of wooden
vessels by a single firm on record-IAntonio Montoya.
American shipbuilding. The aggreAntonio Montoya, small son of Mr.
Mrs.
gate tonnage oi' vessels launched was
and
Dugo MqntoiA died from
.
22,000 tons.
typhoid fever at the family residence
ast nignt. r'uneral service 'will be
held in the Crollott chapel at'lt o'clock
Relrhstng Adopt Budget.
tomorrow afternoon. ' Burial, will be
Amsterdam, July 13. The reich-sta- g n.. .Knnta
.
n.mDl..,, f:
1. .
0
has adopted the budget' of
marks, according te a. Berlin
telegram. The Independent socialists Naval Man Makes
Bwtmming Record.
voted against the measure and the
Chicago. July 13. Perryj. McGilll.
Poles refrained from, voting.
,
vray of the Great Lake Naval train. '
Ing station established a world's rec-- in
Russell S. Norton, 414 South' Arno
defeating tKike Kahanamoku
street, enlisted In the Twenty-sevent- h
Hawaii. In a meet at . the Lincoln '
engineering corps of the army her ParH lagoon today. iThe former rec
for the 220 yard swim.
yesterday. He left for El Paso last ord of :21
;
..."
,
night.
Oilllvray, .
.

-

,

f

1

',-

Rni-ha-

5,000,-000,00-

of

&

,

.

,

-

s

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday, July 14, 1918.

FOUR

STANDING

CUBS BUNCH HITS

i

TEAMS

Of-TH-E

NATIONAL LKAfil
v

BRAVES LOSE

.

Pittsburgh . .
Philadelphia
Cincinnati . .,
Poston . , ,

.

.

.i.'.l
. r t)

.4 7:1

3:1

::n
40

an

4

St. Louis

ST OF SERIES

.

I
, AMEP.ICAX LIvAl.l 1:.

Vaughn Pitches in Fine Form
.
Until Ninth When He Is Washington
St.; Louis ...
Walloped for Four Hits and Chicago . . .
Petrolt
Two Runs, One for Circuit. Philadelphia

.

:

SPECIALS FOR

bunched
Chicago, July 18.
hits off Canavan anil won the final
name of the series. Vaughn pitched
in fine form until the ninth, when he
was touched for four hits and two
runs, one of them a homo run by J.
C. Smith. Score:
Hostoil.
AB. It. 71. PO. A. R
2
Kawlings, 2b . .

Oxfords

S0C0RR0 HOTEL

OHrM

TO

A

co-

tt

122
".- ,-

,v,

$3.00 to $4.00, sale price

v,-.-

.

v-

-

Oil IIIIBIMIilM
'

vr

$2.00

t'

--

":

v;:.V"--

-

I

0
0
0

2
2
3

H

1

3
3
5

7

Two-ban-

V

'

-

Pittsburgh.
AB. It,
4
i

i.
........

;

Ellam, s
Blgbee, If
Carey, cf
Sonthworth, rf
Cutshaw, 2b
Mollwltz,
McKechnle, 3b
Blackwell, e
Cooper, p

4
3

. . .

lb;....
...

1

4

1

3

0

1

5

3

4

1

0
0

112

0

4

0

0
5

2,

2

1

0
7

.

...'.....000

4
5

005 OOx

Perrltt

e

6.

Second game:
500 003
New York

Pittsburgh

.

...001

Batteries:
Causey
Sanders and Archer.

0

000
and.

9
6

from

AB. II.

.4
.

4
4
4
4

II. PO.

1

2

fl

1
1
4

(1

10

y

A.
0

3

0

1

1

0

0
3
7
3
3

I

0

..

;;,

PORCH PAINT

10

.4

,

'"

--

Colors Dust and Gray
$1.05
Quarts
$2.05 '
Half Gallon
These prices are for stock on hand as painta have advanced since we purchased our stock.
Look over your furniture, floors, refrigerator and
porches and refinish them now when paint can be bought
at before the war prices.
We carry a complete line of Auto Finishes, Varnish
Remover, Brushes, .Etc.
,

Whitney Hardware Co.
R. F. MEAD, Manager.
307 West Central.

Phone 76.

Stolen bases Hooper. Sacrifice hit
J. Collins. Double plays Heboid and
B. Collins, Agnew and Shean; Agnew
and Vansbury. Base on balls Bush
1;. Bush 5.
1. Struck
Passed balls Jacobs.

Pelroit

Wusliinsron

l;

13.

O.

Detroit

by
broke) Har-

Washington, July
winning trom Washington
vicper's string of seven consecutive run
tories. Detroit made tho lone
when Bush walked, went to second on
a sacrifice, took third on Cobb's Texas
inleaguer and scored on Heilman's
field hit.
HScore:
B
1
100 000 0001
Detroit
7
3
000
0000 HarWashington ...000
Batteries: James and Stallage;
per and Picinich.

Toledo

Wallace liesselden

General Contractor
a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING 1UU1 In
this vlcluttJ.-- . i'-.
We are In

,

Office With

I The Superior Lum- - z
ber & Mill Co.
PHONE

Iulsville

4,

1.

Minneapolis 4.
Columbus
Indianapolis
Kansas City 9, Milwaukee 3.

St. Paul

,

Ijame Shoulder.
This ailment Is usually caused by
rheumatism of the muscles. All that
Is needed Is absolute rest and a few
of Chamberlain's Liniapplications
ment. Try It.

1
1

Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Cincinnati, July 13. By winning
douWe-headboth halves of a
today
Cincinnati made a clean sweep of a
series of five games with Brooklyn.
Cincinnati made only one error In the
five games:
R, H. E.
Score First game:
0
(100 000 0011 10
Brooklyn
008 200 lOx 3 5 0
Cincinnati
Batteries: Cheney, Robertson and
Miller; Eller and Wingo.
R. IT. E.
Score Second game:
001 010 0002 10 1
Brooklyn
105 020 OOx 8 18 1
Cincinnati
Batteries: Grimes, Robertson and M.
Wheat, Schneider, Began and Wingo,
Allen.

120 West Gold.

St. Tx.uls 11-Philadelphia
Louis won
Jmis, July 13. St.douhlc-head-the first game of today's
with Philadelphia by bunching hits
and taking advantage of Davis'
Philadelphia took the second

THE WM.

By Getting

2.

5--

DUKE CITY
Cieaners-Halte-

Phone

44

LUMBERBooth

J. C.

and Building Paper.
LUMBEP
BALDRIDGE
COMPANY

1.

er

Scores:
j:j game. came
R. H. E.
,
First
S
5
9
Philadelphia ..000 002 021
St. Louis
030 042 02X 11 9 1
Batteries: Duvls and Burns; Packard and Gonzales.
It. H.

000 002

4

12

'

For Cattle
Market Prices Are Paid

CHICHESTER SPILLS
BRAND.
A

R0

St Louis .1. ..j. . .000 100 000 1 10 1
Watson and Adams;
Batteries:
Meadows, Johnson and Gonzales. ,

14Im1 Aik

jr

Kraz
Fill la R4 U4 t)M inicttlUcV
imim, tmtta win biim
.
miknr. Bar f raw
Tali
AikrwCinlincs-TKa- S
jtraralat.
lUAJdO.N D 1IKA.NI
PILLS. fc SS
ran known u Bat, SKctt. Alaan RdUblt

T0CLASH

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

The Highland Sluggers and the
Barelas Browns will contest tor base
ball honors at the Barelas grounds
this afternoon. The game will be
.
called at 2 o'clock.
Armijo and M. Chaves are elated to
the slab work for the Sluggers
m do
while Gonzales and Baca will do the
M twirling and catching, respectively
for the Browns. The public Is Invited
to witness the game, t

' For Gold and Silver
A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Cold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
Yf

Hudson for Siins
Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames

lightweight Champ 40 Y. M. C. A. New York. July 13. Jack MoAullffe, who retired from the ring hiild-lln- g

th world's lightweight championship, Is included among seventy-fiv- e
men who have volunteered here for
m work as physical directors with tne
American expeditionary forces, according to announcement by the
Young Men'e Christian Association tonight. Other recruits are Tom Sharkey, former heavyweight; Walter C.
H Carter, who pitched for Yale- and
William Roper, One time v Princeton
" '
football star.
SI
JournM Want Ad bring reaulta

Ketnl! Dealers ti
SALT MEATS
a Specialty
and ' Hoga - the Rullnt

AND
Sousago

FRESH

W.S.S

FARft COMPANY

and

Wholesale

s.

.

NINE

rs

Paints, Oils, Glium, Maltliold

St.

wlld-nes-

ill

HELP
UNCLE
SAM

ASSOCIATION

AMERICAN
At
At
At
At

Fourth , St.

'

and

Copper Ara.

.,

and

Thrift Stamps
C

A. Wright of the
Post 4th
Trading
Wright
and Gold ha been placed in
charre of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.
v

Mrs.

j

Wt Gold Avennt
--

...$.95

Quarts

Vor'-c-.

er

vt
la

worth $.75
worth $1.30

FLOOR PAINT

Rarlden;

3--

-

Colors Oak, Yellow and Slate

H. II. E.

0008
0001

..worth $.45

1

0

hits

e

1

...

hit Holke.
2.
Zimmerman
Double plays Holke to Zimmerman;
Young to Holke; Ellam to Cutshaw to
Mollwitz. Base on balls Off. Perritt
1, Schupp 2, Cooper 1. Hit by pitcher
Struck out
Cooper (Fletcher).
Perrltt 2, Cooper 4. Innings pitched
Summary:

Three-bas-

Two-bas-

Pint $.30

2

Pint $.55
Quart $1.00.

.

.30 5 10 27 14
Totals
Batted for Schupp In ninth.
Score by Innings:
020 000 002
New York

Pittsburgh

.

,

1

110

Enamels and Flat White

ac

1--

L

......

IT. P.O. A.
1
1
5
! 1 0
1
1
0
0
0
2

0

$.35

worth $.00
worth $1.15

ia

19

24

Re-Nu-L-

essi-ntia- l

x

I

v.

8

4

1--

2
4
2

WITH SLUGGERS TODAY

'

!"

V:

.34

...worth

2
Pint $.25
Pint $.45
Quart 5.85..

,4

........
....
........

...

9 27

f

All Ordinary Colors

1
Pratt, 2b
Vri 11011 S: Sal L ike I.
1
0
0
0
.
Pipp. lb
'. Salt Lake .city, July ::. - It. If. E. Caldwell,
1
0
4
0
cf
Score:
1
3
0
0
0
:
3 It
0 Miller, If
7
Vernon
7
3
0
0
Hannah, c
1
7
Salt Luke'
(I
1
0
3
0
0
Batteries: Quiiin iivl U.ivormcr; Love, p
Cunkwrlght Anil liunii.
Totals
..33 4 1 1 27 3 1
Cleveland
..000 000 2013
LOCAL BOARD RULES
New York
000 OOx 4
......004
Two-bas- e
, Summary:
hits Marsans,
BASEBALL ESSENTIAL O'Neill.
Stolen base Pipp. Sacrifice
hit Love. Bases on balls Off Love
ft,
off
6. Struck out
Coumbe
BIASED WIRE
By Love
MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL
New York, July 13. Baseball was 4, by Coumbe 3, by Groom 1. Innings
was classified as an
pitched By Coumbe 6,
industry under the work or filit order by
a local draft board in Fast Orange,
St.
game postN. J., in deciding today an appeal by poned rain. '
Joseph Finneran, a pitcher for the
New York Americans. Finneran was
Chit-ag5: Boston 0.
notified by the board that since he
Poston, Mass., July 13. Chicago hit
could support hi;i Wife ad child betBush
often
hard
and
winning. Ituth
ter by playing baseball tliani iif any was
held hitleas for the first time
other way he could remain with his
8.
since
Russell exgave
Chicago
July
team. His classification In the draft
cellent support In the pinches. Score:
was
Chicago.
Finneran recently was' asked by the
A B. R. II. PO. A. E.
draft board If there was any good
4
1
1
0
0 0
rf
reason why his occupation should not Murphy,
1
0
0
2.3
be changed under the Arder Issued to Lelbold, If .
1
4
General E. Collins, 2b
work or fight by Provost
3 13
Marshal Crowdcr. He replied that ho Hisl)errf, lb . .
has a wife and child dependent for J. Collins, cf . .
.
ss
support on his ability as a ball player Weaver,
and in no other occupation could he MoMullin, . 3b
support them as well. Tho board Jacobs, c . .. ..
then notified him that he would be Russell, p
.
permitted to continue,.
27 15 1
Totals
.i .434 5 12
Jt j the first insta Bis' It' ,vvafi. sajd,
nostori.
when the appeal of a player from an
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
order to change his ocrupation had
4
0
0
0
2
0
beep sustained on the. grouidt that Iloocr, rf ..
0r 2 1 0
his work was necessar
Sbeart, 2b
0
0
Slrunk, cf . . .
1
2
Clilck F.vans tloaten.
Ituth, lb
1
0
If
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 13. Jock W'hiteman,
0
0
0
3
Hutchinson and Warren Hagen, pro- Scott, ss
3
0
fessionals, defeated Charles (Chick) Stansbnry, 3b
1
2
Evans, the open and amateur title Agnew, c
holder uml his partner, t "Warren- K. Bush, p
Wood, former western champion in
7 27 10 ' 2
0
33
Totals
the Red Cross tournament playad toScore bv innings:
day at Pittsburgh club field. Tho pro000 012 1105
fessionals won three up and two to Chicago .'
....000 000 0000
play. More than 110,000 was mticd Boston
Two-base
hits Russell.
for the Red Cross.
Summary:
1

2

0

lilt

e

BARELAS

anl Soys
1 19

4

0
0

New
!l
3
2
Sacramento
13 2
Oakland .
rf
Batteries: Bromley and McNulety; Miliums,
PeckinpaiiL'h, ss .
MeCiuse and Munay.
Pakcr, 31)"..

000 100 002
101 OU0 102

,

'

H

$7.50" $9.00
case worth
any Hat in our ........

SwAS.cuncl Street

a
0

Second game

Palm Beach Suits

Iftcorportfttd

I

Philadelphia ...200

$8.95, $11.95, S15.00,
$18.00 '" $20.00

Outfitters for Men

1

1

23

Totals

Melt's All Wool Suits

.!

2

(I

Varnish Stains

ac

3

rg

.

l- -

1

lOUftMAll

MONIN

Qf Men's Suits, Hats, Shoes and Shirts is still
'
in full swing.
'

v

0

lb,..,..,

AWARD CONTRACT FOR

'.

1

4
4
3
3
4

Re-Nu-L-

33 3 6 24 13
Totals
x Batted for Cpumbe In seventh,
xx Batted for Groom in ninth,

Oakland 8; Sacramento 2.
San Francisco, July 13.
It. H. E.
Score:

R

4-- 8.

The Big Clearance
Sale

.1

4

A.

1

Pittsburgh ft. I; New Tork
Pittsburgh, July 13. It was an
even break between Pittsburgh and
New York, the home team
the
first game and the visitors taking
the second. Scores First gome:
New York. All. R. H. PO. A. R
2
0
Burns, cf
2
1
Young, cf
3
2
Fletcher, ss
0
0
Thorpe, If
3
2
Zimmerman, 3b
10 3
Holke,
2
2
McCarty,' c.
2 ' 2
Sicking, 2b
.
1
4
Perrltt, p
;
0
0
Schupp, p
Xltariden
.0 0

IBBiraffPS

I.

n. PO.

0

e
hit O'Farrell.
Flack. Home run
J. C. Smith. Sacrifice hit Paskort.
Sacrifice fly J. c. Smith. Bases on
balls Off Canavan 4, off Vaughn 3.
lilt by pitcher By Canavan (Hollocher), Struck out By Vaughn 5,
by Canavan 2.
Thrpe-bas-

13.-T-

I

6 24 13
in ninth.

3

;;

4

Wood, If . . .
Wambsganss, 2b
vans. 3b . . .
O'Neill, c . . .
Coumbe, p . .
Grancy, x
Groom, p
Turner, xx . .'

1

.......

Total
Boston
Chicago
Summary:

e.

1 Choice of

0

,

3
5

Johnston, lb
Speaker, cf .
Both, rf

San ITanciHco 7; I,os Aiiyelrs 1.
Los Angeles, July 13.
P.. H. E.
Score:
7 13
(.
San Francisco
0
Los Angeles
Batteries: Kantlehncr and McKee;
Pertlca, Valencia and Boles, 41 pun.

0

22

c

Vaughn, p

Socorro, N. M., July 13.
has ntractor Socorro's new hotel, wWfill-ift. 3. Strong of Albuquerque
ad'trf Cost f $00,000 ana which when
leen named by the federal food"
ministrator of New Mexico as head of finished will be the finest In the Uio
the hay division of the administration. Grande valley, was awarded to lodd
The administrator said yes.erday ell
contractors, here today.
dealers In hay will be required to take and Gagner,
out licenses and that application The men were the. lowest of several
should be made to the license depart- bidders.
for the new
ment of the food administration at
Today the grounds
structure were laid off with some cerWashington.
is shown
"Hay must be handled without spec emony and much interest
ulation and on a reasonable margin of here In the proposed building.
said. "The(
profit," the administrator
dealers must sell on a basis of actual
cost and not upon the replacement
cost. They must move their product
Undelivered Messages.
to market s.eadily. Hoarding end (
all
speculation are dangerous and
transactions will be carefully scrutinized. The idea Ib to get the best
The following messages remain unsible prfce for the farmers and a cor- delivered nt the Western Union office
conlow
for
the
price
respondingly
because of Insufficient addroRs: Mr.
sumers.
A. M. Austin. S. ft. Hawks, O. H. Uur-rThe administrator also announces
Miss Bertha Jones Gavin, B. G.
the appointment of W. U Franklin of Keller, Kdward Johnson and Mrs.
Clayton, N. M., as the supervisor for Clayton Hope. .
the disposition of beans and other licensed commodities which have been
seized from the Herzstine company in
V. H. S. Arizona Win Cup.
New Mexico. It Is probable that the"
he
Colorado administer also will name
Washington, July
Mr. Franklin to handle the company's
cup, carrying with it the
of
the American
stock In that state. The administrator owing championship
here said that any sales made bv that battleship fleet has been awarded to
firm are unlawful and that the firm is the race" boat crew of the Arizona,
which won from the Nevada's crew
absolutely out of business.
In the final tests on July 4. The three
William Tecumseh McCrclght, bus- mile course was covered in 30 minutes
iness manager of the Morning Journal and 10 seconds, despite the fact tha.t
has gone to Jemez Springs to spend one members of the victorious crew
broke his oar in the first quarter..
a few weeks.

4

.

The following special prices on Varnish will
enahle you to do this at very slight cost.

WIKS1

AB. R. 11. PO. A. E

Chapmnn, ss

'

Refinish Your Old
Furniture and Floors

llcvclnml.

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

.1

MORNIN. JOURNAL SPECIAL LKAKD

New York, July 13. New York defeated Cleveland. Pratt's batting fea
tured, as ho made four hits in as manj
times up. The two clubs will play at
Celveland tomorrow,
a September
game having been moved forward
Score;

Open date.

3

3b

O'Farrell.

Union Made

IIMCI.L

IVY

2

.

33

Zelder, 2b
Klllifer, c

"THE LIVE CLOTHIER"

BY

47"

0

Patted for Canavan

Deal,

NEW

.4X7
.411!

American

'I

Flack, rf
Hollocher, sii
Mann, If
Mcrkle, II.
Paakert, cf

M. MANDELL

DEPARTMENT
FOOD DIRECTOR

.4114

ID
4.'.

National I.cnsuc.
Boston at St. r.ouis.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Chicago.

ft
.

AH. rt.

$1.39
OF HAY

. .

Chicago.

Overalls

NAMED HEAD

:;:i

C

Totals
x

$3.67

STRONG

.

.

Masscy, cf
Wickland, rf .
J. C. Smith, 31)
Konetchy, If. .
Henry, o
Maranville, ss
Canavan, p
Wilson, x

of $6.00 and $7.50

of $2.25

lb

HerzoK.

WmmMmWmOBmLWSM

Lot

x

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

PBilAl. LtAMD WtHII

JOUNNAL

MOftNtN.

Jti
.r,i:t

:.

41
:i s

.

Yankee Infielcfer Gets Four
Hit? in as, Many Times at
Bat; Teams Play at Cleve- land Tomorrow,'

4

'

Chtcat?o

MONDAY
Lot

4

WONDCRvr,

.

.47
4:!

-

ivt

i
.

UNS1L0

PRR

.:iftft

WORKS

y--J

2

,

4!i

27

Brooklyn

ft

.4'.'

4

4",

Poston .
New York
Cleveland

fV

4

CLEVELAND WHEN

o

M

35

CtSB-

.701

4:1
:!

.

PEE

Pet.

I..

...... ...,S4
.

Chicago .
New York

DEFEAT

;-

vv
1

j??:

i'Jt,Lii, Aw

Scrgt. Arthur Guy Emjiey in Vitagraph'a master prrxluction,
-''i.t.M.
V
- v
)At Cbe Un Theater Tottiijr and Tomorrow.

.i;0vcrilieiv::-

11

.

LUMBER SerfAter

Company
Albuquerque Lumber
FIRST 8TRKET
4SS NORTH

V.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday. July

WHO PAYS?

-.

FIVE

14, 1918.

ELLING FOR LE

;

for the tremendous amount of merchandise wasted in Cut Price
Methods?
;

WHO PAYS?
the enormous cost of putting on a
so called

SALE?

LastYear We Sold Over Three Million Thre Hundred Thousand Dollars in

fUl

Ninety per cent of our shoes are built especially
for our stores, and the material used is far better
than is put in ordinary shoes that sell for the

OUR SPECIAL LEATHER EXPERTS do nothing else but select the very best leather and material, going into our shoes. We placed this
spring with one manufacturer an order for
$429,613.85 worth of shoes.
t

same price or even more.

,

CHILDREN'S

LADIES'

MEN'S

Childrens all Mack kid button shoes,
White or black pumps, wood covered heel,
sizes 5 to 8
.$1.29 Men's dull, blucher style, broad toe, roomy
all sizes
1.49 Children's white canvas, lace or
I
sizes
button,
$2.69
shape, all sizes
White reignskin pumps, rubber sole and heel 2.79
8 2 to 11 2
1.49
,
'
Black
all
Black, vici kid oxfords, English toe, medium
sizes.
2.69
Vici,
button, oxfords,
Children's white canvas, lace or button, sizes
heel
4.98
1.49 Black Vici blucher oxfords, all sizes
12 to 2
3.98
Patent pumps, long vump, covered heel
4.98 Gun
one strap, Mary Jane, 8 2 to 11 1.69 Gun
Metal,
oxfords
2.98
Metal, English walking
5.90
Pumps in black, tan or white, high heel
one strap Mary Jane, 8 2 to 11 1.69
Black kid, two strap, wide last, medium heel 2.49 Pat. Leather,
n
Pat.
o.xfonte for dress wear.... 3.98
11
to
2
1.59
White
elk
,8
Patent with white kip top, lace boot
4.98 Whte (barefoot) sandals, elk sole, 11 2 to 2 1.79 Gun
2.69
Metnl,
blucher
sandals,
sole,
(barefoot)
ityle
Patent kid,
5.90 Tan
grey top
2
2
1.49 White reijrnskin, Jcao oxfords, fibre sole,
leather
to
IV
soles,
(barefoot)
2.98
Plum color kid,
5.90 Same
grey top
large sizes, 2 2 to"" 5 .... 1.89 White ii nskin. ;.ve oxfords Neolirt sole... 3.50
description,
Black kid, cloth tap, lace, flexible sole
.
3.98
,
White canvas pumps, Mary Jane, 8 2
Dress shoe, grey kid vamp, with cloth top to
to 11 2
. ... 1.39 Heavy work shoes, black, brown or olive. . . . 2.98
5.90 White canvas button
match, exceptional quality
shoe,
Heavy work shoes, black, with Goodyear welt
toe,
cap
Brown, all kid, wood covered heel, pearl bu8 2 to 11 2
1.49
sewed soles, soft uppers, solid leather.. .... 3.98
6.90 White canvas button
,
ttons, lctg vamp
shoe, cap toe, sizes 12-- 2 1.69
Vou must see our line of men's all leather work
Infants soft soles, white, black and colors
; Big line of Comfort shoes, at prices that will astonish y6u.
49c
either high or low tops, splendid values. .
shoes, to really appreciate them, prices to. . 5.90

.......
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BOYS'
Blucher gun metal, sizes 2 2 to 5 2
$1.98
1.98
Gun Metal button, sizes 2 2 to 5
Gun Metal blucher, sizes 9 to 13 2
1.49.
Gun Metal English walking Oxfords
2.98
"Gun Metal Oxfords, exceptional value
2.49
Uress shoe of exceptional worth, having soft,
pliable stock, English style, blind eyelets,
1--

1--

sizes, 2 2 to 5 2
In bur line of Boys shoes,

2

3 50

1--

we carry many kinds,

such as Scout shoes, Elk hide, velours, gun metal,
and all the grades that go to make up a boys' out

fit, whether work, dress or play.
Fall line of Tennis shoes and oxfords, 69c up.

Largest, Best Assorted Stock of Shoes in the State
No Delivery;
I$ig Savins
The government report shown
that It costs at least 8 per cent
of the retail price of goods to
delayer them. .Our customers
are never burdened with this
cost, as we do not deliver,
never have nnd never will. This
Is a big saving in the cost of
doing business and enables us
to maintain a lower cost price
on our goods than those that
deliver. The saving affected Is
of benefit to you.
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ih'ndked Cents of valce
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DOMINIONS WILL
BE

MEETING;

BANQUET IS HELD

AT PEACE PARLEY

Secretary of Mountain States Governments of British PosAssociation and City Cosessions Are to Have a Vote
in Determining Terms, Says
mmissioner Wade Chief
English Prime Minister,
Speakers Afternoon, Night,
'

from various
Twenty lumbermen
parts of New Mexico attended a gen-eiconference which was held at the
Chamber of Commerce building yesOne of the purterday afternoon.
poses of the New Mexico organization,
which was formed only a month ago,
is to bring about a better distribution
of lumber and thus aid the federal
fuel administration.
J. M, Doelittle,
president, presided, and Charles Prob-stof Santa Fe, secretary, kept the
minutes.
R. D. Mundell, secretary of the Mountain States Retail' Lumber Dealers'
association, which has it headquarters
in Denver, nnd Charles ' F. Wade,
chairman of the city commission and
Lumber
manager of the American
company, were the principal speakers.
The former spoke of the benefits of
the mountain states' association and
how the association could

with the government.
Mr. Wade
spoke of the benefits of the New Mexico asoclation and the upbuilding of
the lumber Industry.
Following a general discussion as
1r
whether the New Mexico Retail
I

umbei-men'-

s

association

should

con-

tinue as a separate organization or affiliate with the mountain states as
Kociatlon, the delegates decided to continue as a state organization and at
more
the same time to
closely with the mountain states as-

In
they believed
sociation.
with
they could keep In Closer touch
The sentinational
the
organization.
ment of the meeting was that they
could do more for the government
collectively than they would be able
A tele, to do under the old system.
lumbei
gram from J. 8. Mactavtsh, his
redealer at Magdalena, giving
grets for not being able,. to attend the
conference, was read at the meeting.
The afternoon's activities were ended with a banquet given by the Alb
hotel
querque dealers at the Alvarado
lost night. Following the banquet
Mr. Wade and Mr. Mundell responded
to toasts st the call of Wallace
Short talks were then made
exby other lumbermen, nearly all en- of the
pensing their satisfaction
held
thusiastic meeting that had been
In the afternoon.
The musical program for the banThis
quet was arranged by Mr. Wade.
consisted of solos by Miss Hortense
and
McDonald
Swltzer and Will
Huet bv the two. Each of thejr numInstrubers was loudly encored.
mental music was furnished by a
this-wa-

Hes-selde- n.

orchestra under the direction of Prof. Fred K. Ellis. Mr. Kruske
furnished all members with cigars at
J
the banquet.
iUj
..';.
three-niec-

e

'

Truths Went

Ad Way

1
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"Voiding to Give Away."
Souvenirs,
Trading Stamps
nnd Premiums of aW kinds are
on the TAHOO LIST In our
Btores.
The cost of these must
be added to the selling price
of the goods.
We mark our
foods without any extra frills
for our customers to pay for,
and give you at all times ONE

V

MORNIN

JOUHNAk SMCtAL

WtM

LIABIO

The governments
of British dominions will hove a voice
In determining the terms of peace, according to Mr. Lloyd
3eorge. The
prime minister made this statement
in a speech at a dinner given in honor of the Canadian editors who are
at which Lord
visiting England,
Eeavorbrook was the host.
"This Is a war In which we engngej
the empire," said the premier, "wh'i
we had no time to consult the dominions as to policy and it Is perfectly
true that the policy which We adopted to protect small nations :i Europe was a policy embarked upon
without any consultation with tho
It.
But you approved
dominions.
Henceforth you have the right to be
consulted ns to the policy before hand
and this Is the change which hat
been affected as a result' of the war.
"The contributions which you
have made to enforce these treaties
have given you the undeniable rltfht
to voice in fashioning the policy
which may: commit you, and for tlvat
reason an Imperial war cabinet Is a
reality.
"Another point in which you rm.sl
have a voice In Is the settlement ol
the conditions of peace. We have discussed war aims and the conditions
under which we are prepared to make
peace at the war cabinet. We arrived
at an agreement on tho subject last
Hear with the representatives of the
dominions, and we shall reconsider
the same problems in the) light of
events which have occurred since
and we shall reconsider tho whole of
these problems, I have no doubt. In
tl.e course of the next few weeks.
All Have Contributed.
"Canada and Australia and New
Zealand, yes, and New Foundland,
they have all contributed their share
of sacrifices and they are entitled to
an equal voice with the representatives of these Islands win determlno
the conditions under which we are
prepared to make peace. Unless I am
mistaken we are pretty well in agreement upon them.
.:i .
"There must be no hugger-nuggpeace. It must be a real peace. .We
are not waging war for the sake of
killing or of being killed, but for the
sake of establishing a just and durable peace for the world. You cannot
make peace unless It la both just and
likely to endure.
"We in this country, who have r?S.
hundreds of thousands'and have had
millions miamed, and you In Canada,
whose casualties have amounted' to
scores of thousands, and Australia,
who has also played her share In
these- thlngs--w- e
are hot makln'g
these sacrifices In- - order' to establish

Iondon, July

13.

...

er

-

a fraud on this earth and anything
less than a real peace will be defrauding not this generation but the next
It will be defrauding hugeneration
manity.
Huns light for Conquest.
"Germany has waged three wars,
and each time she has added through
these wars to her strength ,to her
power, to her guidance, to her Influence and each successjve war she has
waged has inevitably 'encouragud her
on to the next. .If she had had one
check you would not have had this
war. If this war succeeds In adding
one square yard to her territory, of
adding one cubit to her stature, of
adding a single lota to her strength,
it will simply raise their idea of militarism for which the world Is being
sacrificed at the present moment.
; ; "The god of brute force must this
time forever be broken and burned in
Its own furnace."

CONGRESS HEADY
TO RECESS UNTIL
LATE IN AUGUST

NTW

JOUaiAL IWCIAl LtAMO WIRtl
Washington, July 13 Congress was
ready toqight to start Its summer va-

cation
Monday. The senate, after
the telegraph
passing
resolution,
to
agreed
suspend Important business
and take a series of three-da- y
recesses
until August 24, beginning Monday.
A similiar program for the house was
blocked late today, hut It is
to go through when that bodyexpected
reconvenes Monday.
Under the arrangement onlv a few
members will remain to attend the
perfunctory sessions twice each week
and outgoing trains
carriod
senators and members tonight
of the house
departing for their homes or summer
resorts.
The vacation plan, It la understood,
hns the sanction of President Wilson.
who called upon congress last week to
aerer holiday plans to enact the
h
resolution. The three-da- y
plan
was adopted Decause or the constltu
tional provision
against longer re
ccses by wither house without the
consent of the other, and also be
cause congress technically remains In
session prepared for any emergency
action.
Plans for the recess were almost

,

tele-erap-

upset in the senate at the last minute
by informal objection from Senator
Johnson of I California, who said he
believed congress "should stay on the
Job.
Since the majority of the sen
ate was in favor of the recess, how
ever, Senator Johnson did not with
hold unanimous consent.
At the suggestion of Senator .Smith
of Georgia, however, the agreement
was modified so as to provide that If
a quorum should be present before
August 24 tne agreement eouiti do set
aside arid regular business transacted
."
three days thereafter.
--

Oravri to New Comimnd.
Washington. July 13. Maj. , Gen.
William S. Graves left Washington to
night to take command of the Eighth
division at Palo Alto, Calif. He was
relieved today as assistant chief of
staff by Maj. Gen,. Frank Mclntyre.
-

--

DOLLAR.

MEXICO

11

s

FINAL PLANS FOR

CELEBRATION TO

Canadian

HERO

WILL SPEAK, TO

LANDS FOR PARK

but for which applications must be
by the dates apeclQed:
July 30, assistant in transportation (male)
l,HU0
to 12.400.
August 13, curative workshop
(male and female) Si, 800
to (3.000.
Metnl
mining
engineer (male)
12,400 to 14,000.
Assistant
engineer
(male) 1.800 to $2,400.
Assistant mining engineer (male)
$1,800 to $2,400.
Junior mining engineer .(male)
$1,200 to $1,600.
20 safety engineer (male) $2,200
to $3,600.
Investigator In city marketing
(male) $1,800 to $2,400.
Economist
(male and female)
grade 11, $1,800 to $2,500.
Assistant in nematology (male and
female) $1,620 to $2,400.
List Nq 3.
Examinations in
Which competitors will be assembled
for scholastic tests:
filed

coal-mini-

BE MADE TODAY
French colonists willmeet In Colombo hull at It o'clock this morning
to make finul arrangements for the
French celebration which is to be held
at Robinson park tomorrow night.
The exen-lseproper, which are. being given in commemoration of the
fall of the Hastile on July 14, 178,
will consist of speuking, singing and
tableaux and will begin at 8 o'clock.
For an hour preceding the exercises,
however, n band concert will be given.
A. H. McMillen and Victor Malette
will he the principal speakers at the
exorcises. Mrs. Charles Davis and
Peter Glllion will sing the verses of
tile Marseillaise and the crowd will b
ssked to join in the chorus. The numbers of the band concert which will
precede 'the program, follow:
"Purtant I'our La Syrle."
"Souvenir de Ruisse."
"I.a Mattchiche." ,
"l.a Czarine."
,
"Solitude."
v;
'; ( ,,
"Tout Paris."
v
"Loin (hi Ball."
"La Marseillaise.''
"

;

1ST MOSMlN

a

BOYS'

AND

CLUBS

GIRLS'
RAISING

A

GREAT FOOD SUPPLY
The boys' and girls' , club work,
sponsored and directed by the state
college, is prospering In New Mexico.
The following reports issued from the
college were compiled by paid leaders
county agenls and home deinonstra- tlcn leaders and show the number en
?
gaged in the work: .:
Four state leaders, 19 county lead-er24 paid local leaders. 200 volunteer leaders and 6,317 members. The
average net Income.pf club members
In New Mexico in IMS was $20. This
excludes expenses and the time spent
.
,
at 10 cents an hour.
These 5,317 clnb members are rais489
ing this year:
purebred pigs, 65
calves, 27 sheep; ,270 chickens; 600
raobits, W acres of field crops, 60
acres of garden. A total of 1,6I members are In the sewing and cooking
clubs and 54 members
special work which wd, not Included in
the report.
This work, at artlrho when the tuition demands an increased food supply Is given added ITn porta nee by the
report showing the enormous amount
of valuable food .products which tho
boys and girls are producing and
which otherwise would not be available. Under efficient leadership they
are rapidly becoming, the real producers of another , day and their
knowledge, with the .Instruction 4hey
are receiving should exceed that of
v
;
their, elders.
a,

are-doin-

i

Tstts.

'
CI uimberlfl mis
These tablets' ar intended especially for stomach troubles, blllonsnem
and constipation, ,,If you have any
troubles of this soft.. give them trial
and realize for yourself what a first
class medii'lne will do tor you. They
;
only cost a quarter.
:
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-
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MEN HERETHURS.
Private W. E. Collinge, of Canada's
Tract Donated Toward
"Fighting Seventh," who served nine
In the trencheg of the western
Completion of What. Will. Be months
front as a bomb thrower and who was
Most Attractive Picnicing Invalided home after the explosion
of a German bomb robbed-hiof his
Grounds in State.
right arm and eye, will address an

Fifth

Jose n. Salazar. a well known local
stockman and wool grower- - vesterdav
signed a deed donating to the cltv a"
part or nis lands lying on the river
bank opposite Hanta Fe avenue for the
proposed Rio Grande park.
Accompanied by Chamber of Commerce and city officials Mr. Salazar
first looked over the tract and the
area needed for park purpose, and expressed himself as highly enthusiastic
over the park project, and offered his
services to the city in presenting the
to the property
parn proposition
owners who have not yet signed.
The Salazar tract lines In a beautiful grove of shade trees and is bounded on the south by the Santa Fe addl-tioon the north by the tvaet deeded
to the city by Father Juan Cordova
yesterday. The Roderick Ktover tract
lies to the north of the Cordova and
Salazar tract, which is now available
for use for park purposes. -'t .'
The Salazar tract is the fifth block
of land to be donated to the city fof
the Rio Grande park. The total area
already donated, according to maps oh
file In the Chamber of Commerce, Is
now nearly four times the combined
area of the present park facilities of
the city. It was stated at the Chamber
of Commerce offices today that deeds
for two additional tracts have been
promised within the next few days.
The doners to the city to date are as
follows: L. M. Tartaglia, Mrs. Hecun-dln- a
Selva,. Herbert F. Raynolds,
Father Ji M-- Cordova, S. J., and Jose
R. Salazar.
Mr. Salazar believes that the con-- t
structlon of the park road and the
Improvement of the park area will
convert the adjacent real estate into
a highly desirable residence property,
and Intimated that he might himself
build a new residence on his remaining property
fronting on the park
road as soon as the park improvements have been constructed.
It lias been reported recently among
real (state men that handsome offers
have been made for frontage on the
park road, conditional on the donation of lands for the park and the
construction of park improvements.
According to park enthusiasts, this
substantiates the claim which hr
been made that the building of the
park would give a real cash value to
the adjacent real estate, which. In Its
present condition, hardly finds a buyer
at any price.
The five tracts or lands so far donated are considered by the cltv of
ficials as especially . valuable for a
public reaction ground for the reason
that they lie. within easy walking distance of the southwestern end of
town, whioh Is too remote from Robinson park and Highland park to have
even the benfit of the existing tvrk
-

'

audience of men In the auditorium
of the First Presbyterian church next
Thursday evening, delivering a narrative of the Hun atrocities he witnessed in France and Belgium in the
early days of the war and his expert
fences in the bomb squad. Because of
the nature of his warlogue,
admittance to the lecture, which Is free of
charge, is restricted to men only.
Collinge recently completed a fortnight of lectures under the auspices
of the Red Crosg and the War Savings
Stamps .societies of K Paso and is
now en route eastward after touring
Canada and the western and southwestern states of America for the past
eight nionths..
The young Canadian does not tell
what he has heard or read but mere
ly his own experiences
while over
there. His lecture is not an excorla
tlon of the Hun. but a presentation
of brutal facts whlhc in themselves
show the Germans to be what he
terms them "the mad dogs of Europe.".
During his tour of the southwest
Collinge has aroused patriotism to
fever heat. After a lecture In Vaughn
he received a note from the Santa Fe
agent there in which was the following sentence: "Vour lecture is undoubtedly doing much good, but your
recked my force
appearance here
for on the next day after your visit
three of my men hiked off to El Paso
and enlisted."

Everv Tllpiulliv. ittinffranh.li'n.
writer (male and female) $900 to
$1,200.
August 7, csiler (male and female)
$900

to $1,200.

Information and application blanks
may be obtained from H. P.
local secretary, Albuquerque, hi. M.,
or C. L. Snyder, district secretary,
I'ostoffice building, San Francisco.
AUDITORS

TO GO OVER
BOOKS OF FLOUR MILLS

Special auditors are to- be employed
the federal food administration
within the next few days to audit the
accounts of the flour and grist mill
of the state, In order to determine
whether the mllles have made profits
In excess of the margin allowed by the
government. The profit was fixed at
25 cents a barrel and the state administrator did not Indicate that the
millers of this state are under suspicion.
The audit is ordered by the enforcement department of the administration and Is to be made also In other
states.
If evidences of
are discovered the state profiteering
administration will Immediately take up tho
matter with the national administration and ask.or Instruction An r.n.
0
allzing the guilty firm,
-

by

i

facilities.
A largo number of picnic
parties are said to have used the Cot
tonwood groves opposite the southern
end of town, even in their present
condition of inaccessibility due to lack
of road.s and the obstacles presented
by the frequent barbed wire fences.

ANNOUNCE

EXAMS.

LEMON JUICE
TAKES 'OFF TAN
Girls!

.

SERVICE
COMMISSION HERE

OF CIVIL

Make bleaching lotion
if skin is sunburned,

tanned or freckled

) The U. S. civil service commission
Announces open competitive examinations as follows:
List No. 1. Examinations In which
competitors are not assembled, hut
are lated upon the subjects of education, training, and experience, and
corroborative evidence. Applications
for these examinations are received

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons into
a bottle containing three, ounces of
Orchard White, shake well, and vou
have a quarter pint of the best frackla.
unburn and tan lotion, and complex- Ion beautlfler, at very, ver small coat.
Your grocer has the lemon and
drug store or toilet counter will sup
at any time:
ply inree ounces ot orcnard White for
Massage this sweetly fraPress feeder (male and female) a few cents.
grant lotion into the face, neck, arms
)2.2q
day to $840 a year.
and hand
each day and see how
..Metallurgical
laboratory n '(male freckles, sunburn, wlndburn ami tan
and female), per diem, $4.64.
disappear and how clear, soft nd
Lis No. 2.
Examination
in white the akin becomes. Yea) it la
which, competitors are not assembled, harmless.
v
.

'

'
'
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French Seize Plateau

;

Dom-

inating Region Through
Which Railway From Paris
to Amiens Passes, Is Report

No safer and more convenient method of investing
idle or surplus funds could be found than depositing
money at interest with this strong and thoroughly

equipped bank.

YjMORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE!

On the French

Front

In

France,

the Associated
Friday, July
Press). The superbly executed locai
action carried out by the French today southeast of Amiens brought into
their possession the entire Rouvrelles
plateau dominating the region between tho Rivers Avre and Moreuil
and the Noye, through which the main
railroad from Paris to Amiens passes
and which has been in the hutids of
the enemy since March.
More than 500 German officers and
men already captured have been sent
to the rear and. others are arriving.
The artillery preparation preceding
the attack was brief but was so
powerful and the aim so accurate that
when the infantry went over they
found the trees in the small woods in
this vicinity reduced to mutch wood.
The Germans had laid a widespread
network of barbed wire in these woods
and the shells had blown the wire into
a great tangle, making progress very
12 (by

L

ATibNAL

ffiiiNK Albuquerque.NM
AND SURPLUS

L"

INTERVENTiDN IN

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

WIRR1

V

as

13.

Military
Washington, July
well as political Intervention In Hus-niby the United States was urged
in the senate today by' Senator Borah
of Idaho, who declared that not until
that has been accomplished could a
lasting peace be made. '
Speaking in connection with the
celebration of Uastile day, Senator
Borah compared conditions In Russia
now with those during the French
revolution!
"Let us not criticise, as the na- tions of Europe sat around and crit- icised at the time of the French revo(
lution," said he.
Senator Borah pointed
out that
Russia early In the war, by compelling the central powers to maintain a
force on the eastern front prevented
the allies defeat-- at the battle of the
Marne.
"I have no doubt In my mind that
there Is a tremendous force in Russia
that is not in sympathy with the German cause,'
said
Senator Borah.
"There is a powerful force In Russia
that would be willing to
with any. force that entered Russia
without selfish purposes."
,

HELD

a.

Rea the Announcements of California's famous Hotels
Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem." Literature arid FuU
0
mation by Writing Direct, cr at
.

IT -

With the American Army In France,
13 (by the Associated Press).
On the fronts In the Marne district
held by American troops last night
was the quietest since, the Germans
were stopped at the north bank of
the river. In some sections- - not a
single German shell came over.
It has rained every &ay for the last
four days in this' region with the result that the fields and roads are unfavorable 'for marching or fighting.
At the same time the weather has
.worked to the advantage of the Amer
leans, for theyy have been abler to

July

6S5

European and Amsrlcan plan.
Hotel Clark Is situated In the hrart of the
city, near beautiful Central Park. Cars to
Beaches, Mountains, etc.. from Hill Street Station directly opposite hotel. European plan
Tariff from I1.5U per day. New Mexico patronage
solicited. Illustrated folder upon request.
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When You're THIRSTY Drink

f

GLQRETA

i

It Pleases All Kinds and All Ages- -

--

T
Y

HAVE A CASE
SENT HOME
'

Phqne 57 or 58

t?
I

leav
cool

Albuquerque today at 12:45 p.
sea breezes at

and ouoy the

M.

tomorrow. California s fascinating- - Summer playground. ''Thi center ,of.
summed attractions and sporting events."' Surf bathing, pluntre bathing", yachting;,
boating, deep sea
fishing, sui t nn.l pltr fishing, tennis, golf, motoring, dancing, horseback ruling, countless amusi mi nts, promenade attractions, dal ly band concerts, boat
trips. The always
delightfully cool resort where pleasure seekers congregate. Excellent hotel, apartment
and cottaije facilities Write for illustrated folders on Recreations liomes and Industries. L. W. Uailard. gecretiTry, Chamber of Commerce, Long Beach, Cal.

HI U S
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mniiEmmn
t
$10$3? B ABSOLUTELY
FIRE PROOF "

?ATES

I

PER DAY

A

zJSTJEl

BROADWAY
SEVENTH
The center of shopping, business and theatrical districts Convenient to all cat lines.
300 outside looms with private bath. European plan. Rates $1.50 and up. Dining
room service refined and excellent. Free
lias from Depots. Folder upon request.
WILLIAM R. FLOOD, Msnager.
i. B. LANKERSHIM, Owner.
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'taterestfag and Inexpensive Vacation

TEW ART

Stop at

SAtl FRANCISCO

II

"WIMCAMP KEAPNV'S HOME

EXCEPTlONAi SPECIAL SIM MEPJATES

for euod accomrnodatlons from 91.50 a day up. Breakfant 35c and 60c (Sun.
.
nays '76c) Lnnch 80u, Iiinner 1 (Sundays S1.25).
The STEWART on Geary Strset, just off Union Square is close to everything
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HlX)GICAL X. M. HEAIUJCARTRKSQ
A class "A" fireproof structure, 300 all
outside rooms, each with private bath.
On a ritroct car line to all points of
Interest and within walking distanct
Home-likof shops and
theaters.
with a, personality' distinctively Its
own. 'j'arlfT, Eur. plan,, (i to 14 per
day. Amer. plan, (5 per day up. Fireproof garage nearby.
Management ef Ohndlnh Rich
muuji . nut iii in i. . mi ii iis i

l.

rinp corps casualty list today shows:
Killed in uction 11; died of wounds
5; wounded severely 17; total 33.
The marine corps casualties were In
two lists. The first dated July 10
follows:
Killed tn Action.
Sergeants Uuvid A. Moskovleh, Jersey City: lienjamln T. fitruin, (Jreens-burl,
Ind.; Corporal Klljah H.
lied way, tass.; Privates Frank
n
A. CtimmlnKs,
California, Pa.;
Klirhardt, Cincinnati, (k; Hiram
O. I.uhman, Oakfield, N. Y.; Solon
A. Nelson, rife Lake, Mich.: Fred E.
James
prosser,
Fresno,
Cnlif.;
K. llcynolds, Clare. Ohio; Lowell F.
Salt Lake City; HaleiRh
RichnnlKim,
Waldran, Drummonds, Tcnn.
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strengthen still further, their dispositions of forces and their defenses.
The German
concentrations are
known to be remaining where they
were a week ago. It is considered
possible that even with the bad'eon-dltion- s
under foot the enemy may
launch his attack at any moment. The
American troops, tucked away in their
machine, gun nests, gun pits and
trenches have been paying much more
attention to fighting the weather trian
to battling .he German. Nice, dry holes
in the ground where the men had
been baking in the hot summer sun
have been transformed into sunken
muddy puddles, while the men enIjOiiIiio to "but an Incident."
camped further to the rear have been
The bolsheviki represents only a pending their waiting time under
email part of the Russian people, Sen- dripping trees.
ator Borah said, while Lenine was
'(V MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
The American patrols have been
"but an Incident."
THE ARMY.
of the darkness of
taking
advantage
Senator Thomas of Colorado, said these night to cross the Marne on sevWashington, uly 13. The army'
he had learned from Major Raymond eral occasions, thus obtaining inform- casualty list today shows:
Killed in action 14; died of wounds
Robins, of the Red Cross, who recentation. These patrols have had a
ly returned from Russia, that peace- number of brushes with enemy groups 1; died of accident and other causes
accomful endeavors In Russia would2; wounded severely 46; missing .8.
but no. action of any magnitude.
Total 71.
plish most for the allied cause.
i The list:
Lenine and Trotsky were denounKilled In Action.
ced as traitors of Russia and the allies FREE ADVICE FOR ME.N
Lieutenant Herbert A. Buermeyer,
by Senator Poindexter of Washington
.AND
THEIR FAMILIES Brooklyn; Corporal Edward Hayek,
Mr. Roblns. he added, "would have us
St. Paul, Minn.; Teamster Victor J.
' give aid and comfort to these traitGlesert, Chicago; Privates Walter W.
IRV MORNINS)
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WINS)
ors."
Arthur M.
Senator Reed of Missouri asked if
Washington, July 13. Free, legal Cole, Rapid River, N.Mich.;
J.; Raymond
Robins or his associates were so- -, and business advices for all men in Duffy, Hobokert, W.
Va.: Seachory
Howard. Newell.
ciallsts, and Senator Johnson of Ca- the military service,- and their famStufchincy, Russia; Kelbert.
lifornia, duid none of them was, and ilies atihome wherever they may be, Kryvery,
M.
Gray, Forestville, Wis.; Fred W.
that their view was that the United' sonn will be available. The war de Nenneman,
Noble, Ohio; Walter
with the so- partment announced tonight, that a
States should
Ohio;
Yerkes
Steubenvillo,
viet government, "so. Russia's re- complete system for the purpose
now is being worked out .by the Plowman, Gloinawr, Ky.;vMax R.
sources would corn to the allies."
Wadwortb, Ohio; Abe Rosen,
Moses Goldstein,, a former Philajudge advocate general of the army
American Red Cross, the coun Los .Angeles; Rayhurn. E. Williams,
delphia cigar store clerk, became the the
..' .;
cil of national defense and k the Clifton Forge, Va.
ibolshevlk official to suppress opposiDied From Wounds.
tion newspapers. Senator Poindexter American bar association.
Men in camps or in the fild are . Musician. Arthur J. Stowell, Free-por- t,
said. His oppression, he added, .reMaine.
advised by the division or camp
cently led to hru assassination.
where the case must Died From Accidents and Oilier Cn lines
"Goldstein is typical of the leaders judge advocate;
Captain James G. Ellis.
be settled at the man's nome, ,tne
of this government of Russia," comof the Red Cross will Texas; Private Malaphl McGee,
home
section
' .'
mented Senator Poindexter.
Pa.
handle it with the aid of a local
board.
advisory
TIIR NAVY
Red
Don't neglect the "Two-nil- "
Cross Club. Join today.
Washington, July 13. The
Journal Want Ads brine results.
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New Mexico Headauarters

The village of Oavel first fell. Anchin
farm next succumbed and Oroshetore
wood and Hrotiettes wood followed.
Then Billot wood was captured. All
these positions wore taken despite the
most determined
opposition of the
v
enemy.
Trench Kurrosi Remarkable.
The feat of the French troops was
all the more remarkable as between
the two extreme points of the operation Benecat wood and Arbler Oour
wood tiie ground is broken by hills
and deep .ravines from which tlirt
enemy had good shelter and was able
tq concentrate bis forces without .being seen.
the
however, daunted
Nothing,
French infantrymen and they carried
the positions with courage and daBh
which took them considerably beyond
their objectives.
Th3 Germans suffered heavily in
dead and wounded Mn addition to
prisoners, while material and machine guns 'were captured In considThe advance has
erable, quantities.
given the French good observation
posts from which they can sea every
movement of the enemy along the
main roads, and in Moreuil and Mailly
Raineval, a region which was the
scene of Mho severest
fighting in
March and April.

MORNINd JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE

;

FREE INFORMATION BUREAU AT OFFICE OF THE MORNING JOURNAL

i
r
difficult.
The assault bee.
early in the
morning and lasted three hours. The
Frenchmen advanced at sdlne places
to a deptli of 2.000 yards, along a
front extending for nearly five miles.
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The First National Bank makes a feature of receiving
Time Deposits on which interest is paid at the rate of
4
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El Paso, Tex., July 13. Archbishop
Francisco
of
Orozco y Jimenez,
Guardalajara, Mexico, was arrested
by military authorities at Lnsog, Jalisco, July 5 and is now being held
as a prisoner, accordinK to a courier
who reached here today with a re
quest for Bishop A. J. Shuler to as
sist in obtaining the archbishop's release.
V
Telegrams were Immediately sent
by llishnp Shuler to Monslgnor
apostolic delegate to Washini?-- '
ton and Alonslfjr.or Kelly, ot Chicago
reporting his arrest,
p
s Tho eMxican courier said
Orozco obtained permission
from the Mexican authorities to visit
the town of Lagos where a public reception was held, for- him. At 11
o'clock on tho night of July 5 he wasr
was placed under .arrest by a lieutenant colonel In command of tho troops
there. On the t following day Orozco
was taken from Lagoa by a detail of
one hundred soldiers, No one was
permitted to accompany him and his
present whereabouts Is unknown. No
reason for the arrest is known here.
According to ' the Catholic clergy
here Archbishop Orozeo y Jlmenea,
has hud much trouble with the military authorities of his diocese since
the triumph of the Carranaa revolution. They attribute-hiarrest to his
activities in protecting church . prop
erty and members or the cnurcn. t
Bon-zan-

o,

Arch-bisho-

s

Mrs. Barns 'letter. '
Her la
letter ' that is certain to
prove 'of Interest to people In this
vicinity, as cases of this sort occur In
almost everv neighborhood, and peo
pie should know what to do in like
.
circumstances:
Savannah. Mo.. Oct. 12, 1916.
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic and Diarrhoea
Remedy about
nine years ago antf It cured me of flux
troubles of this sort, give them a trial
or
the same comnlaint some three
four years aga and a few doses of this
nave
recom
me.
I
remedy cured
mended
Chamberlain's Colic and
Diarrhoea Tlemedy to dozens of poo-pi- e
iluca I (list used it."
. "
-
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Washington, July 13. News of tho
dispatch of British reinforcements to
s
Siberia to support the
and Russians controlling Vladivostok
and a lon stretch of the trans-Sibian railroad was received hero today
throush official channels. Apparent-- 1
ly whatever may come for plans for
allied and American military inter
vention in Russia on a rrreat scale,
s
are
tho hard fighting
to be given, by the nllies the aid nec- efsary to prevent tnem rrom oemg
crushed by Bolshevik forces operating
with released German prisoners.
Just what British forces have been
despatched is not known, nor is it
clear whether the movement
of a general plan of action detcrmln
d ti'ion In the absence or American
In an in
approval and
tervention program, tmusn, American and Japanese marines and blueVladiyostol;
jackets are ashore at
guarding war stores. ' "
Wilson Hasn't Changed i lew.
There was nothing today to. indicate
that President Wilson had changedto
his view that a military expedition
Siberia could not be undertaken without weakening the front In, Europe.
Until be is. satisfied on this point he
the United
is expected to commit
States to nothing beyond the exten.. :
sive plan for econmlc aid. ..;..
Final decision to put this scheme
into operation is said to have oeen
what officials meant last week when
they said the period of waiting was
over. ;
Russia was discussed today in both
Senator Borah
houses of congress.
of Idaho made a plea for military and
economic intervention, opening a de
Thomas of
bate In which Senator
Colorado said .MaJ. Raymond Robins
of the Red Cross had ..Informed him
peaceful methods would be most suc
cessful ana senator ; roinctextcr ot
Washington donounced the Bolshevik
leaders as traitors. In the house Rep
resentative London of New York, socialist, defended the Bolsheviki and
predicted that order would be brought
out of chaos in Russia.
jczecno-Movnic-

er
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Washington Hears That Reinforcements Have Been Sent
by British to Siberia; U. S,
Not to Act at: Present',

IfJfJ .1.
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CZECHO-SLOVAK-

V
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explosion and tire which destroyed the Spanish steamship Seran-te- s
of 3,000 gross tons, in New York
harhor, causing a loss of approximately $3,000,000. The vessel, loaded with oil, was under lease to the
Standard Oil company and;: was
scheduled to sail tomorrow for Spain.
It now lies a blackened hulk off Bay
V
Ridge.
.The men who lost their lives were
reported to have been trapped' in
the hold. Members of the crew who
escaped said the decks became so
hot they were forced to Jump into
the. water. A United Slates coast
guard cutter hastened to the rescue
when officers noticed a great volume
of smoke rising from the Serantes.
Before the cutter arrived a tremendous explosion occurred, apparently
in the hold of the Spanish ship, and
most of her superstructure was torn
away.
in an

!

mm

-
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WISE)

New York, July 13. Four men
are believed to have perished today

MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
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UKt LIVES

MORNINft JOURNAL SPECIAL

BOLSHEVIKI

I'ekin, July 8 (Monday, by the AssoCzecho-Slova- k
ciated Press.)
forces
which captured Nikolsk, northwest of
Vladivostok, are closely pursuing tho
Bolshevik troops, which are retreating
toward Khabarovsk.
The Czechoslovaks are receiving aid from a force
of 150 Cossacks and a number of Chinese and Japanese.
Railway and telegraph communications have been opened with Vladivo"
stok.
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Mrs. Field Named.
Llnd-so- y
Santa Fe, July
has named Mrs. Neill B. Field of
state
chairman of the
Albuquerquo,
treasure and trinket fund of the .National Special Aid Society for .Aviators.
.. '

Whole Family Sick

(

'

CAFE

FAYW00D HOT SPRINGS
for Rheumatism, Stomach
Trou-bles-

,.,

Inflamma-

Kidney Aliments,

Arterial , Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia. Nervous Breaking,
Pertset Treatment, Perfect
etc.
Climate.. Health, Pleas ue, Largs
Modern Hotel.- - Booklet.
Round
trip to Faywood front Albuquerque
tions,

-

-

C. McDERMOTT
;,r"T.FAXWOOD.
H. M.

"All bf my six brothers and sister,
as well as myself, have suffered since
childhood from stomach
and liver
trouble "and bloating. I thought it ran
In the family and that I could never
be cured, but, thanks to Mayr's WonFonndcre Maclilnteta
EnjrlnoCT's
derful Kemedy. since taking it nearly Castings in Iron, Brass, Bonr.e,
a year ago I have been enjoying the
Electric Motors. Oil Engines,
best of thealth and feel like a new per- Pumps and Irrigation.
son. I have no trouble from anything
Works and Office Alhucuerqne.
I eat." It is a simple, harmless preparation that removes the catarrhal mucus from the intestinal tract' and alA rcmedr foe Infections
of tbs urinary truk
lays the Inflammation which causes
inand
fsinless.
liver
i.riu'tlenlly nil stomach.
and will not strietura
appenditestinal ailments,-.Includin. .
m.
citis, one dose will convince or money
. 41mAS, .V. wmm
stniggisis
Bros.,
refunded. For sale by But
sisiied
WsMsi SBtsnstli wtttis or oj
aa nuauL
r
Brlggtf Pharmacy, and r druegists THf (VANS CHEMiCAt, Cw tlNCINNATI.
Q, "
evorywherei

Albuquerque 'Foundry
and Machine Works
m.

,

T

Albuquerque Morning Journal. Sunday, July
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TODAYS
GARICDNET

'

'

room frame, modern, 2
sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable for 2 families,
rents for 30.00 per month; rd
'
ward.
32.500.
frame, bath etc.,
sleeping porch, line shade trees.'ee-tnebiock garage, good 'barn; completely furnished; 4 in. ward.
4 room
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
""
garage; 4th. ward.
$2,600.
stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modem,' fireplace.
2 story brick res$500.
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow,
$3,000.
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Highlands, close in. ,

12,000.

4

STOCK EXCHANGE
100,000

Shares; Important Securities Fluctuate; Rails Lifeless, Many Going Unquoted,
tY IH Nlt4C JOURNAL BeSCIAt. LKASSD WtHKl
''. New York,
July 13. The new record of the year on the stock market
was
made today,
exchange
Hons barely reaching 100,000 shares.
Important stocks fluctuated within
the smallest area, but some obscure
Issues jumped one to ; two points,
mainly upward.
(
TJnited States Steel and associated
Industrials and equipments were firm
at the outset, but cancelled part of
their gains In the moderate selling of
the final, hour.
Rails were lifeless, many Investment issues remaining unquoted. Coppers were almost as stagnant as rails.
- The
only noteworthy feature of the
Irregular bond market was the in
Tlusion of new 4
issues, resulting
from conservation clauses In previous
issue. Total sales, par value, aggro
ated $1,775,000. Ola United States
i's advanced Vi per cent on call during the week.
Closing' prices:
68
American Beet Sugar
47
American
Can
,
American Smelting & Refining. 77
9!iMi
American Tel. &
18 ft
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper
67
''

Tel..........

Afchlson- -,

Baltimore & Ohio
Butte-Superior
California Petroleum

--

$24.49; Dec. $23.91:
Murch, $23.75.

Jan., $23.71;

MVESTCK'K MARKETS;
.

Chicago IJvcsUH-kChicago, July 13. Cattle Receipts
3,000. Arrivals mostly direct to packers. Compared with a week ago, beef
steers mostly 25c higher, medium and
choice yearlings 50c to $1 higher;
butcher stock 25c to 40c higher; calves
steady; stockers and feeders stronger;
quotations unchanged from yesterday.

Hogslteceipts

Market

9.000.

15c

'

1

Ray Consolidated Copper
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway

91

83
25

.....14714

Texas Company

Kn nnns City Livestock.

Kansas City, July 13. Cattle ReJl 4 ceipts 1,000.
Market steady. Prime
15"4 steers, $17.6018.35; westerns, $10.60
31
15.60; cows, $7.00ilS.00; heifers.
90

Industrial Alcohol
United States Steel
Utah Copper . . .,.

123
10414

U. 8.

1

'
ed.
',
Hogs Receipts 100. Market strong
to 10c higher. Top, few sales at

$17.25.
'

Sheens-Recei- pts

changed.-

Market

flone.

-

un-

THREATS BY EMPLOYE

WEKKLY BANK STATEMENT.

v

New York, July 13. Tha actual
condition of clearing house and trust .artciaLcoaaeseoNotNCB to mosnins jouml;
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 13.
companies for the week shows that
with violation of the federal
they hold $56.2(2,470 reserve in ex Charged
obcess of legal requirements. This is an law which makes It a felony to emexcess of $29,769,230 from lust week. struct or intorfere with a railway
ploye while tn the performance
dutyi and suspected of having planned
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
to Mow up the Banta Fe pump house
at. Rowe, John Gasy is under arrest
Chicago, July 1 3. President WilGary will have, a hearing
son's veto of the bill to enhance the hero. United.
States Commissioner W.
price of wheat gave a material' set Q. Ogle-- - Ha Was arrested Friday.
back today to the corn market. Prices,
to
Accordinc
the story told the of
and
somewhat
however, recovered
net lower, fleers, Gary, who had been employed
c to
closed nervous.
house at Rowe,
and Sep in the railway pump
with August $1.61 to $1.61
several miles west of here,' told a f il
to $1.60.
tember $1.60
c to
c and pro low employe, C. '.W. Smith that he
Oats lost c to
was tired of toihg badly treated by the
visions So to 20c.
water service, and no intended to get
''.It was. a foregone conclusion that even.
.
decided breaks in ,the altte of corn
has a wife, who Is at Rowe.
would be witnessed as, soon as .trading HeGary
cume several weeks ago from Colobegan.
...
pats were beartshly Influenced by rado.
the action of corn. Besides, arrivals
be
the
largest
for the week proved to
at this season in more than live years.
Provisions sagged with grain. Ad- BEAR
vances in the hog market were vir"
. j
tually Ignored.
Closing prices:
Corn Aug., $1.61; Sept., $1.00.
Oats Aug.. 71 c; Sept... 70 c.
Pork July, $44.70; Sept. $41.0.
July, $26.10; Sept., $36.15.
Ribs July, $24.25; Sept.. $24.67.
of-hi- s

he-fo- re

lc

'

'

1

"

INFLUENCE

i

INJECTED INTO

STQGK MARKET

KAXSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City, July 13. Butter and
poultry unchanged.
Firsts. S7c; ' soconds, 30c
Eggs'
!

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

Butter
'

13.

Market

Chicago, July
'
unchanged.' ':
Eggs Receipts 12,281 cases. Market unchanged.
Potatoes Receipts 2$ cars. Market
-

unchanged.
"Poultry Alive,
2914c; springs.

higher.

Fowls,

NEW YORK MOXEY.
New York. July 1. Mercantile paper cent;
per, four and six months,-per cent;
sterling 0 day bills, 4.72
commercial 60 day bills on banks.
60 day
commercial
4.72 per cent;
per cent; demand,. 4.75$
bills, 4.71
6
4.77-1per cent.- -'
per cent' cable.
' Bar silver and Mexican dollars Unchanged.
".."'. '.'v..
(

COTTON'.

NEW YORK

'
New York; July 13. Cotton futures
closed steady. July, 27.8;' Oct"..
,

jjl
Be

'Thrift and
Independent'!
title'

IS Is tha
of 'a booklet ex- Iti plaining; fully out Thrift Flan of
rwhr Payments. It Is Inval- -
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Writ for It Today
It wilt' be sent to you FREE
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tall light. Itetura to tins office, or 16 Mair
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HELP WANTED.
Male.

Agent.
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RUMANIAN PEACE

LEMON

FOR THE TEUTONS

ISy MORNINfl JOURNAL SPSCIAL LSASCD WINS

Amsterdam, July 1. "One or two
mote such peace treaties and we are
lost,", exclaims Herr von Graefe, a
conservative member of the reichstag,
fn an indictment of former Foreign
Becretary von Kuehlmann's "no Indemnity, no annexations" peace treaty
,
of Bucharest.
The article, which is published In
Deutsche
the
Zeltung,
develops four points, as follows:
pan-Germ-

"First,

Austria-Hungar-

has

y

receiv-

ed by frontier rectifications the lion's
share of the most valuable Rumanian
territory, but we have' to shoulder our
billions of war debt.
"Second, the petroleum agreement
is an absolute swindle. By It 'the
banks profit but not the German poo-pie.

'

'

"Third, we get Rumanian grain but
at usury prices, of which the Rumanian treasury is sure to grab the main
part by way of export duties, so it Is
we who pay an Indemnity to Rumania.
"Fourth, the dynastic question and
the position of Jews In Rumania are
dealt without the basis of Berlin
treaty of 1878. when
and rights and
in Internal affairs of conquered states
had nofhecn Invented."
Tho writer declared the Gorman
people have been sadly humbugged
and that when their eyes are opened
the
they will heap maledictions theupon
Buchaheads of those who drafted
t
rest treaty.
i

STAJE CAME WARDEN

'

t
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New York, July 13. Bearish' influences of an unexpected character
were injected Into this weeks dull and
drooping stock market. Developments
pointed tff urgent need of financial
assistance by manufacturers of war
materials and. the proposed luxury tax
also, was responsible for some unset- tiement. f Tha terms involved In the
flotation of s the Bethlehem Steel
fiftv million dollar note issue directed
attention to the mounting cost of cap
ital, apart rrom the firmer tendencies
conevidenced by general momentary
u- '
v
dition.
Call money held at 6 per cent, large
ly as a result of the previous week's
enormous depletion of bank reserves,
and time rates eeased to possess act
ual significance becauso of the me

T0J0IN

COLORS

to schim jousnal!
Santa Fe, July 13. Theoddrc Rou-aul- t,
Jr., and supposed to have been
the favorite candidate for the rcpubs
llcan' nomination for state land com.aeseiAL eoaasseoNOSMCl

missioner: will Drobablv resign
der-

in'-o-

to entfr the officers" training

saleswoman. , fhtT
WANTED Competent
Economist.
WANTED A woman for general housework
Bcxemek's Dairy. Phone 101.
WANTED Woman, for light housework.
White-o- r
colored. 100 North Walter.
For general housework; no BookWOMAN
'
Address Bos 2, Albuquerque,
ing.
WANTED
Female cook tor boarding house,
good pay; fare paid. W. B. Brown Marshall. Madrid, N. M.
WANTED Girl for general liousework at
t Cowlea, N. M. tTpper Pecos.' For particulars call at SIO North Second.
EARN $23 weekly, spare time, writing tut
newspapers, magaslnes. Exp. unnea; details Free. Press Syndicate, 757 St. Ixuis, Mo
Bookkeeping.
THraRArHYrBtinograph
Board, room and tuition may be earned
Los Angeea and
Mackay Business Colleges,
'
Fresne.
to take charge of
WIDE AWAk"w()MICN
our local trade.' $3 to $4 a day steady. No
experience required. Pay starts at once.
Write today. American Products Co., 1077
Third Bt., Cincinnati, O.
WANTED Ten bright capable ladles to
travel, demonstrate and sell well known
goods to established dealers. $23.00 tn $50.00
per week; rnllroad fare paid; weekly advance for traveling expenses. Address at
onoo Goodrich Drug Company. Dept. 5S0,
:
;t
Omaha, Nehr.
of government positions open
THOUSAND!
to men and women. Examinations' soon,
post tell you how to obtain a hiernment Rob-hlnition. Information free. Write Oeo. W.
and
formerly with the Government,Wa?h-IngtoCivil Service Expert. Jordan IBldg..
t
i.
'.
n.'C
i

t"

LOAN.'
MONEY
aeeurltf.
iiinotloan on real estate
fit nei n.. phnn
tn wat
BUSINESS
CHANCES.
A

"

FOR RENT 1'wo building at Seventh and
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to J. K Elder,
"Mining r Exchange."- - 315 8.
fit.. Chicago, booklet. Eureka Placer
Gold Mining Co. Urandeft'propoilllon offer
ed public.
FOR SALE Hotel, eevejrteen woll furnished
' room, centrally- - loegted, close to depot.
Owner will sacrifice. He National Investment Co.. in; Worth Third. '
ok Kiifti uno of Hie best uouuie store

WRITE

school at Camp Pike, Afk. He attended for three years the New Mexico
MUltaJr institute.' His father fought
on the French side in the war with
the
Germany in 1870 and antipathy toRou-alt's
is therefore in
Hohenzollerns
'
hnlldlngs and best located for iteneral
blood;
merchandise In tho city. See J. D. Enkln at
Apartments 10 West Central;
Washington- ' i" I
Cktnrder Issues Draft Call.
"i
PV
to.
13.' Provost
Wasningion,
July
Mar shal General Crowder today Issued
FOR
a draft call for 12,143 registrants of
TOlTSALE Clieap: i fin ranch, 11.0000
school education and
?rammar general military service.
acres. 8 miles from railroad, 25 miles
rger available supply. ,
154 of whom are negroes, north of Albuquerque, 50 tier cent tillable.
These
men,
Trading In stocks scarcely justified will entrain between August ! and 28 Address: Rank. 124 Stout street, Denver.
detailed comment, one issue alone
mountain ranch on
various schools for special occu- FOR MALE 1019 acres
united States Steel common contrib- for
acres ander cultivation;
river,
pational training to- - fit them for army 00 Pecosbungf
modern
I
fenced:
acros
uting 29 to 35 per cent to the very scivlce.
The
call covers twenty-seve- n
' '
alows: one mile protected trout stream.
moderate; dally dealings'. 'There "was states.
l
t
N. M.Ranch,
U'r,
Box
Valley
board room gossip respecting future
dividends on steel, rails were Ignored
lie volt Is 'Not Suppressed.
PASTURAGfc.
except for Reading and minor coalers,
Amsterdam, 'July 13. The revolu' with
u
occasional
together
movement in Moscow has not
Inquiry
tionary
r mentis tn advance.
for low priced western and south- been suppressed, according- to the limits, $1
western shares.
"1
correspondent of the Rhelnisch phone
Differences betwen the inrtrnniitit Kiev
of Essen. Thd
Westfalische
and the railroads . covering . Interest Bolshevik! areZeltung
able to hold their own
guarantees promised early adjustment through' the assistance " of Lettish
our financial 'institutions and other guards, he declares.
'
Card os NorthFlrat ftreei.
j
Important holders of railroad shares
were hopeful of further notifications
TO TRADE- .
v' i
The Joy of Living.
of the proposed standard form or conTo
we
must
have
life
good
njoy
-fj
county. Texas.
V M .... !'.'"'.
i health. No one- can reasonably hop to HIGHLY Improved Kendall
tract"
farm and ranoh, 12S0- acres, Trade tot
The most encouraging note of the get much ; real pleasure out ofllfe
oasturage, fit tor pasturage and cattle. tOO
week wa ssounded by the federal re .when his bowels are clogged a good acres
In cultivation. Best Improved property
serve board which reported highly share of the time and the- poisons southwest
Texas. Large residence. Two
satisfactory business. Heavy bank ex- - that should be expelled are absorbed
Thres
residences. Three
statement
into
headache
mer
and
the'
the)
of
system, producing
Changes
large barns. Inexhaustabla , eraser. Wells,
A few doses of creek
cantile agencies ware confirmatory of and Indigestion.
and springs.
Windmills,
gasoline
Tablets will move the pomp, tanks, etc On Boaroa-SaAntonle
wiey. conauions. j ,
t, :V,,r .',. - Chamberlain's
n
the. digestion and automobile road. Adjoins town and railroad '
to
realize
a
real
chance
the
give you
$56 per acre. Address
It. 'A. Bbomaxd,'
Journal
.5 Pay Bf cause uoy o Uvlnf. Trjr It, "
'
Botrna, Taj, ' i,..,....,, .ii

iff

'

.

SA14Vnchefc

-

-

'

."...,'

CAfTERWaj--;-

,

.

-i-

;

-

two-sto-

;

n

bowel.-rtrengthe-

fm

..'

brick, basement,

Sale,

Phone
Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. gume cash and $18 per month

furnace,

Investment

hardwood
features,
floors,- good porch, garage, splendid
location, l'rico and terms right.
built-i- n

Co.,

102

cement

Rooms.

.

adobe
FOR SALE A
house In Old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be sold. Address P. O.
Box.' 36, Old Abuquerque, N. M.
eix-roo- m

North Third.

FOR SALE

modern cottage, furnished,
garage, barn, cellar, shudo

Underwood
Style No.
Cheap.

trees; $2,500.00.

NortU.
t'OK KENT Moaera ruri.i:..o rooa-isuu
aleki runnlns water. C3Vs West OntraX

.

409.

GREAT BARGAIN

K.

tie W. (jnld. rtrnn M7.
Firs and Auto Insurance,
Notary rubtla

FOR RENT

LOST.

118 West Gold Ave.
Have a, nice line of Furniture
Several g;is plates at low prices.
Still Pitying 2nd hand furniture.

will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National

dandy

Cafe.

LAND HIM IN JAIL

" iffilRD 'AND OOLD.

216 West Gold.

WANTED -- Chef cook. Pullman Cafi.
WHITE
Angeles V. X. 0. A. Aute School.
Train for service.
WANTlfiU
Machinists. Albuquerque Foun- dry and Machine Works.
First-class"
inouliaiilcT
WANTED
auu
Dcinliig Icq Cream Factory.
feALEMUN
i inunen t
UxrHl.nt
position
capahlo salesmen In New Mexico. Vacancy WANTED A Buod'fann hand. 11 lo Grande
Industrial School. Phono i0li-F3- ,
July 15th; stuplo line fur ' generul retail
trade. Lllicral commissions. $3S.0(I weekly WANTED Ice cream maker;
goodaiary
advance. Itlce Co. 633 Williams llldg..
to experienced man. Ueiiilng lea Cream
Factory.
SALESMEN Capat.lo specialty
man frtr WANTED tfirst-clas- s
barber at once, $24
New Mexico. Staple line on New and Exguaranteed. Address Exchange
Barber
terms.
now.
ceptional
Attractive
Vacancy
Shop, Bilver City, N. M.
commission contract. $35 weekly for exWANTELWCarueiitera $4.20 to i icr day.
penses. Olllctt, ' tail's Carlln Bldg.,
Laborers $2 0 to $a.80 por day. 40 labori
ers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
South Third. Fhone 304.
WANTED
MEN Age 17 to 4o. Experience uniiecusHary,
AGENTS Big Summcr8ellerT
Something
Travel; ntaka secret Investigations, renew Concentratecl K.ft Drinks: Just add ports.
Salaries; expenses. American Forwater. Delicious drinks In a Jiffy. Popular eign Detective Agency, GOO St. I.ouls.
for the home, picnics, parties, socials, etc.. WANTED At - once, bookkceperTmale
or
Small packages: carry In pocket. Enormous
female. You must have practical experidemand. Agents maklnir ik to til a day. ence' and know that you can hold position.
Outfit, free to workers. Just a postal foitay. Address Bernalillo
Mercantile
Company,
E. M. yellman, 31, 3d. St., Cincinnati, O.
Grants, N. M. '
INDUSTRIOUS mqn for light work. Entirely
new business; no canvassing. InexperiFQR
enced man made $15 day. Typewritten
for stamp. Krafft, Box 898, Han FranBesemek's Dairy. Phone 351.
cisco, Oallf.
FOR PALE Good drlvlna
r work horse
WANTED-BK3
PAY EAHY KI'ARE-T1Malso splendid riding horse. Rio Grande WEN
WORKWo want an energetic man
Industrial School. Phone 2t0(l-F'
introduce aut- llne Term- each locality
r'uft HALE Extra fine, youmr pedigreed in
nnsltlnna:' nav un lo 140 a- week to
mint
Zeastock
flemish
New
Olunt.
hreedmg
our branch
land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. William start. Opportunity to becomo or commis
salary
Oestrech, Sr., 924 North Eleventh Street, manager
sion.
)
Alliuqtierquet, N. I.
The work Is pleasant: no investment or
previous experience Is necessary to secura
one of these fine positions. We explain and
furnish everything. It you are a hustler and
appreciate an unusual opportunity to make
big money, we want you and will pay yoo
well. Start In spare time earn more In one
or two hourt each evening than you do now
for a full day's work. Promotion to full-tim- e
position as branch manager will be offered
A
as soon as you 'demonstrate your earnestness. Make application at once, staling age.
We will reply by return mall, giving full Instructions for starting the work. The Ruby
Company, Depl.e$4, Oomo Building, Chi
cago, in.
ITOTare.
Mecca
waltresa.
WANTED Experienced

TREATY

TBAETON A CO.

LOANS.

.

stockers,

Pennsylvania

Good

First Class Office Man
wants work. Not sick.
J. J. T., Journal

t7.S016.50,
$8.0016.00r
63
calves. $8.00f(.14.25.
99
900.
Market
steady.
Hogs Receipts
. 33
Bulk, $17.5017.6Ii; heavy, $17,600
11514 17.70;
pigs,
$17.4017.60;
light,
98
$16.60(fi 17.00.
28
1,000.
Market
Rheep Receipts
2314
Imbs, 1 6.00 (fi 18.75; year6514 steady. $14.00(S17.00;
wethers, $12.00
lings,
'
711a
14.50; ewes. $8.0012.50
87
43
Donvor Livestock,
244
Denver, July 13. Cattle Receipts
89
500. Market steady, prices unchang-

...

-

Jin
Bear

r

39
4514
66

'

".'
15.

?

BUSINESS MEN

The Star Furniture Co.

REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,
"
Phone

MSI

Mimft

Modern Furnished flat 15. Centrul
las.Sit.
Modern Furnished Iloyse K.
Furnished House, E.
Central, $25.00.
Unfurnished House.
Central, J 15.00.
Furnace and Iiante, $30.0(1.

CO.

-

to 20c higher than yesterday's aver-agBuilt of sales. $17.15 18.00:
butchers.
$17.66
8.00;
packing,
85
$16.9017.65;
light, $17.66 fcf 18.10;
54
17.25.
$16.50
pigs.
28'
Sheep Receipts 9,000. Nearly all
18(4 direct to packers. Market
weak;
147 ' compared with a week ago top sheep
87 14 and yearlings mostly
50u higher;
56
lambs,
quotations un. 4114 changed abnusteady,
from yesterday.
"
,

A.L MAETO

BeeJ KstaU, Insurance, Lwh
'111 outb Fourth tree.

'

Canadian Pacific ,
Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Louis
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Susar
Erie .
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Tfd. Ctfs
Kennecott Copper i
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power .
New York Central . . .'
Northern Pacific

.

IFir

""

New
modern, on Kant Silver, completely furnished, hardwood floon. flro place
water
heat.
A fine heme for $75 per
hot
monlh:
modern completely furnished
modern brick, sleeping 110Pt., OB
130:
South Edith street 121. So;
modern
bungalow,, glassed In sleeping porch hardwood floors on South Waller street
21.0.

,

FLE1OTE1

'

FOE KEKT

;;

'

A.

$0

SOME

--

nt

Deals Barely, Beach

SEVEN

14, 1918.

Money to T.onn.
McMlLLION
W co. uold,

V. 11.

4,

Typewriter

in flrat class
fc

THE ECONOMIST

200

;.

o
FOR RENT Rooms '
fraek, bat&T
sumtnor rates; nu aick; oyer Golden Itute
Store.
well
FOR RENT Large,
ventilated bed
room. 219 North
Fifth
street.' Phoiw

FOR SALL

Miscellaneous.

FOR SALE Alfalfa.' rhn'no
feather pillows
FOR SALE Home-mad- e
and good plnnn. Cull 6R2.
lSST-Tt you neefa u Mlpciuul, tall
VVANIED
itiO GRANDE! HOTeT Rooms and apart- J. 8. Durllng. Phone 159b-J- .
menta, t19 West Central. Mrs. Richard
FOR SALE Twin cylinder llaiiey David-- .
(Vest,- Proprltrees.
son motor cycle. Phone 1!H1-Nic
clean rooms;
IMPERIAL BOOMH
washed and
rates by day- or week; over Woolworth'a, WANTED a.aca aurialna
1
.119
West Central) stretched, 36c per pair. Phone tot.
FOR RENT Nicely turnimted outside rooms FOR SALE-tiwe- ll
player pinno, cheup and
by :(n week or month; also furnished room
easy terms, sjf North Fourth. Phone
for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, cornsf sns-w- .
a
First and Tljera
FOR KALE Three pool tames and fixtures;
fcouUi.
also set of bar fixtures; cheap, ( A. E.
'
FOR RENT Furnished 'rooms. 414 West - liSlegner, Clovis, N1. M. '
ver; no alcK, no children
FOR SALE Illgli-grad- a
upright
piano,
FoTrnkBNTP
Nicely irurnnaed front bed
walnut finish, slightly used, cost $400.
$01 Bouth will tnlte $100 cash. Box 34, care of Journal.
room; close In. Phone 14a-JFifth.
H Foil SALE One 10jO lb. driving horse;
FOR RENT Three furnlslied rooms
one
one good pony; one good
West Lead, Inquire at residence or at the
runabout; one surey; one cart; one surrey
rcrwood Bakery.
one
ono
two
harness,
saddle;'
single
pole;
RENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping. Coal stove and gas. It 4 heavy. 620 North Second.
'onth Second.
HOOF -- A!NT
o per gallen. Roofs
under our ear will
FOH RENT Nicely furnished room with
next
board
class
first
sleeping porch,
Improve from year to year. We can pot m
door. 60S West Hold.
a new roof that will last as long as tha
Phone Uel-building. Tha Mansano Co.
FOR RENT Two rooma for light housekeep'
'
il
South Walnut.ing. Couhado Apartments and furnished
rooms. 418 South Second.
ERIE carbon root paint ana roof eement
FOR-!tEstops leaks; last five years. Use Devoa
Largo" furnisned room; light
ready paint, floor paint,' Valspar, Jap-a-lahousekeeping. Well peoplo; no children;
cold water kslsomlne, and be satisfied.
phone; bath. 410 West Gold.
Thoa. F. Keleher, $01 W. Central. Phone 41.
tor
Furnished
housekeeping,
FORRENT
one large room with six windows, upstairs
10 Went Coal.
$10.00 per month.
FOR HALS
house,
Furnlshd
ONE
Centrifugal pump and
with canvass sleeping porch, light and wamotor.
With pressure control. ApCoa
ter paid; $10.00 per month. OH West
-D.
ears
Economist.
Weinman,
ply
T"
I40S-F3-

.

...

HtgniaoO.

IU eosta
FOR RENT rurnishad rooms.
Walter. Phone $0$.
t
Foil RENT Furnished room, gentleman
preferred, lot South Walter
wltn sipu
FOR RENT Large room
1
East Central.
porch; Ideal lor two,
Furnished
room
with Bleeping
FORRENT
porch; lady preferred, loi South Walter.
FOR RENT Large furnished front room.
Well gentleman prefercd. 107 South

ATTORNEYS
IOUN W. WILSON
Attorney
Room 11, 17 and la
Cromwell
Phone 1171
BOOB

llln

..

ROOKY

Attorney at I .aw .
Suits I, Law Library Building
DKNTH4TS

J. E. KRAPf

0$

. .Dretal Sargeea
Harnett BuildingPkeaa IN
Mad
Mall
bf
Appointment

Aeom.

1 $,

aTTtbrr

'

77
DealM

Rooma $ Mellat Building
rHYSIC'IAKS AND
l'RKON
W. T. Ml Kl'IIY. M. D.
Pnictlce Mmltril tn Tiilierrulnsle Wright
hulldlng? opposite ' poslofflce. office hours,
10 to 13 a. m.. t to 3 p. m. Phojie, of tie
3!I7-residence, 307-IMt. etAROARET O. CARTWRIOBT
PraeUce Limited to Women's aad OkJU
drea' niaaaaea
.
111! D. Central Phene $7L Albuguerejoe. H.

"

Til L MA KM
Prsrtrre Umlled tn Fye, Wmt, Na
v
THROAT
Office Hour: 10 to II; I to I

DUN.

Stat

weal

National Bank Building

COKEK
Practice Limited
Rooma 1 end
a
Fourth and
Houts S p. m.
Residence Phone $071.
OR. SARAH
Offloe

'.

.

to Chlldre.
I. Wright LM
Oold.
to $ p. m.
Offloe Phona

ttl

FOR SALE fourtry and Egga
C R, I. rtea. Ist tu tai.
futt aALE- - ri. and
$3
chlcka. C P.
Stock,

egs,

Hay.

Vtrlh High.

WANTE D

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

Miscellaneous,

FOR SALE

Automobile.

FOR SALE Onklnnd "Sensible Six," net
Ki'ljClAlg rates made to picnic and ntUUn
40 North Fifteenth.
partlra. Call 10M3-FdlfilALE 131$ Overland good running
WANTKl
At once icconrl hand furniture
'
and kitchen utenatls; alio cook stov of ' condition, $250.00, or Fird. $05 South
First?- ranire. Phone 2196-VV
ANTED $."oglit
per cent on flrat FOR HALE Roadaici in good condition,
nt
mortgage ?Mv estate. Worth double. W. P.
fully equipped, genuine bargain. Will
Metialf. 321 West Gold.
Liberty Bonds. Ask fer Moore, Phillip
FOR KENT Rooms luruuneu lor housekeeping, large sleeping porch. 110' South
WANTED A man or a family to occupy Garage, 811 West Silver.
V
Walnut.
a house to look after ranch In Coyote
FOR RENT Rooma with sleeping pores Carton. Address L, F. care Journal.
FOR SALL-nou- e.
with or without board. Phona $71. 112$
WANTEDOcntle driving and riding jiony
'
East Central.
for Its keep with privilege of buying; also FOR HALB Nrce home, furnished and a
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, private buggy and
harness. Address J. W. M.,
good paying business, $4,000, half cash.
entrance, suitable for couple, reasonable
Journal.
Ilungalnw, Journal office.
628
touthjt
FOR BALE Besutlfur
bungalow
swuet pas, FOR HATIPheap7four-7ooi- n
pcnv-iFOR RENT Three rooma and large sleepPhono
with nice war garden. ' terms.
long stemmed, fragrant, assorted colors
ing porch, suitable for family, with table 7fic per hundred, order In advance. Rio ir,47-W- .
1110
Call
South Broadway.
-'
board If dslred. 1700' East Central. Phona Oranrt Industrial School. Phone
A SNAP.
213S-uIShbst' "cAfirflFwaf
FOR SALE Five large' room modorn bricks
BT THE BOUTHW;STERf
JUNK CO.,
General.
or unfurnishclose
furnished
In,
house,
11$ WEST LEAD. PHONE $1$. Wl ALSO
ed. If you want a real bargain, phone 141S-- J
model u BUT OLD AUTOB.
furnished
'
r'UH KENT Nicely
.
177$.
Call 80 West Coal.
rooma for light housekeeping. Phone
WANTED-8eolind-and
men' and boy'
clothe, shoes and underwear. Alas trunk
FOR RENT Dwellings,
and suit case. Call sl. Chicago aooad
TYPEWRITERS.
hand store, $17 gonth First.
Aortn.
All makes, overhauled and
TfPBWRITBHB
WANTED-o0,0- U
no
so
from
lo
bags. Pay
repaired. Ribbons for every machine.
FOR RENT Four room fiat, furnished. 40$
each, too ton scrap Iran. Pay from
Typwrlter
Kxchang. I'hon $1$
$-South
$11
Modern.
North Third
to
lb.
ear
Inquire
Patrtotlo duty. St. Louie 12$ South Fourth.
"
'
.
"
First.
Junk Co., 401! Mouth First, street Phone $73,
WANTED Csretul kudak riuitioiiig by masSouUi.
Twice daily service.
ter photographers.
FOR
house
FOR RENT One furhlihea tour-roo- m
Apartments.
214
satisfaction guaranteed.
Send
West
403 South Seventh.
Remember,
Apply at
unfurnishsd house at your finishing lo a reliable, established firm, (Wl RENT li'ui nislieil apaltment. threa
(lold. Also four-roo- m
rooms and both, modern, 314 West foal.
flanna AV Hanna. master photographers.
411 Koulh Seventh.
FORRENT Two andthra-rooapartHigh
ment and sleeping room.
Highland
Rent Rooms With Board. nous.
modern
Desirable
FOR RENT
furnished cottage. Phone tlW-- J.
Ult RENT Furnished housekeeping
and
FORRENT Furnished two.rbom cottage
single room,' new modern building; nil
with sleeping porch. 108$ South Walter, i
FOR RENT Clean furnished rooms for well '"k. $1,1 North Seventh.
house two glassed
'bree or four rH,m furnlsnt-FOR iiE'rFour-roopeople, with or without board. 1201.' South FOR RENT
'
in porches. Water paid. $14. Phene iftza-- J
Walter.
apartinenta, modern; tho 20 Mock South
furnished cottage. FOH RENT Nice- - sleeping porch for two. Rlxthi Inquire Snvoy hotel office.
FOR KENT Three-roo"
CHANCE for a happy, winter home. Owil
Inquire $17 South Broadwar. Phona jdm-j- .
Boarding house close. '.721 South Walter.
, .
,
already atored, a frw nice little furnished
"modern house. Also
Phona (106.
FOR RENT
vacant. Suitable for two persons,
apartment
four-ro900
house. Near shops. Apply ti
HIGH
alas
board
and
with
porou
steeping
(Tenants called by Uncle Sam),- If taken
.
Williams.
roam at summer fates, $3$. is eolith Are
will
for the former all year round
let
quick
.
i
- i
furnished house Phona 16H-FOR RENT Three-rooprices at Til H WAHHINaTON, 1003 West
with sleeping porch, $15.00 per month, ., Ml RENT Very doslrable mom, sleeping Central. J. D. JCakins, Prop. '
porch, hot and cold wafer, 1st class table
water paid. i'Ji South Waltor
hoard. Caaa de Oro III West Gold.
house with
FOR Rent Furnished tour-rooW. H. REED, or the Lockhurt Ranch
MRS.
sleeping porch,- light and water paid, $17.
"
has moved to 60$ South Arnn, where she
;
per month.- 140$ South Arno.
I
seekers. Phone
prepared, to take health
work. Apply $11 South Broadway.
.
FOR REN'JWAfler July 15th, modorn furn:
3.136.
,''.-- '
ished house with bath and sleeping porct
--Situation
by lady. Bookkeeping
EHCONDIDO"
JARIJIN
L'
'BL
will, have a WANTED
at 07 South Edith. Phone 21S1-F- J.
or
Burrough' operator, phono 6t.
large room, suitable for one or two, vai
UK RENT New three-roocottage furncant
15th. 18ul West Central. Phone WANTED Position
as housekeeper
by
ished. Bleeping porches. 1400 South High 111?. July
.
cometcnt American woman. Would leava
treet. city Realty eo.. Phone 77.
town.
M., Journal,
s
convales-centERCONDtDO"
JARDIN
For
.u
FOR RENT Modern bungalow three rooms
a Mttle better. " Coolest VVA.NTELv Work In grocery or
with large sleeping
porch, furnished, plsee In Something
city. Pleasant surrounding. Rate
merchandise atora, by strong reliable wo.
Phone 671.- - Inquire 11J Bast Central.
reaaonabl.. 1801 West Central. Phona 1112.
RENT Modern furnishod flat n East 8HADT NOOK "ranch "of fers'excelleat room man. Addreaa X. T. Z-- car Journal;
toil
PMlUonbTlkir experienced mid
Central ear line, convenient to mnator-lum- a
end board. Just- - the place to gef af rong. WANTED
d
Tbaxton
elerk In general merchandise.
C6., Third aad ijold.
For rata phone 1439F-4- ; free transportation
on
Special
goods. Brat reference. Coundry
FOR RENT Furnished cottage,
modern, Aocommedatlon sow available. Mra H. B.
" glaased porches - University car . lines. Thomas.
'
try preferred. Address J. J, B.. care Journnl
Phene ail, mornings. 1634 East Central.
FOR RENT Th'ree-roomodern bungalow.
CHIROPODIST.
FOR
flco Roomt.
Completely furnlahed: two porches;
CoUia AND. CAlXOUaEtl removed with- FoTfRiSfTOfffte"
neighborhood. .Call 11 gouth Cedar.
out pain or scorenes. Bunions treated.
Harnett Building.
FOR RENT -- House In Highlands. . four-roo'
Arrh supporters maije to fit your feet. Will
bungalow. ' furnlihed;
glot sed In FOR IlEN'T Offices tu suite ui
be
here until July 1.1th. C. ' K. Chase, 309
vM
siugie.
also garage. Call 1201 East
sleeping porch!
!
West Central. Phona 604.
upstair, over Woolworth's store
.
.
"entrnl. '
.
i
CUK RENT
front connecting office
FOR RENT 4n Highlands near University
rooms over- Ooldetc Rule fjtore, InQaire
car line, new'
.
modern furnished ftntieii-eeFhona
bungalow. - Rent Very reasonable.,
'
m. '
'
''
bt Ati e
PERSOPAt.
FOR RENT Pumltid iu-rnin- i
cottage
Phone eallJ anywhere iny ' time,
with glassed In sleeping porch; convenient LADY farmer, 45, worth $50.0(10, would luar-' Lv. silver city 7 a.m.; ar. Mogollon $ p.m..
to shops;llght and water paid.. $U far
WL'-Bo- g
' - Lv. Mogollnn T .m,5 nr. Kllver-c?li- v
n m.
as, t9gne,Tflteitir Ohio.
month 1406 South Arne.
Best equipped auta livery In southwest.
LADV-wli- h
car will drive parties; reasonBENNBTf MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
General.
able rata. Phona
V
'
SUref CHy, N.. M. ' '
FOR RENT Furnished, bungalow. The Exyou WRITE MB Widow; worth
t$0,Di)0; "lonely; will marry; O . Mission
change. Phone lilt.
Unity, San Frannlsco. Calif
TIME CARDS.
FOR RENT Eight-roohouse, sultabieToT MARRT
' twe
a Farmer wnrtlT)4i),000, Full
apartment. Phona ll.
H , 25a Minna
mat.
return
by
uti RENT
.house, furnished1 or St., San Farncleco, Calif.
"
unfurnished, close In. Newly papered end CUT
this out for luk. Your future foretold;
nalnted. City Rearty Co. Phone 17. '
and dime, age. birth date, for trial read
rooms ing. Mm.
FOR RENT Modern houses.
Seidell. Wow am Toledo. O.
Soma furnished. Money to loan,' W. 8.
MARItT Thousands lonely, congenial miu
. .
20$ West flold.
McMllllon,
bers. worth $25,000 up. will marry. De. ATCHISON, TOfCSKA it SANTA KB BAIIe- house, 3 rooms up
FOR RENT
WAT CO. .
scrlptlon Free, Ralph Hyde, San. Francisco,
r
,
stairs, $ room down stairs, nicely furnWastbousl.
ished, suitable for two parties. No children YOt'U Fl'TURE FORETOLD Kend
...
No.
.dime.
Claee..
, Arrlvee
' "
Depart.
Phone6!4 or call 1 West Oold.7
1. Tha Scoot
age, Dirtnuate for truturui,' rellasie. cont:1 om. 1:10 Nn.
on Upper vincing trial reading.
FOR RENT
H. Hausa, 611 St, I. California Limited . .11:45 am. 11:4$ pro.
IS
from
mile
Olorteta.
Pecos,
T. Fargo
Paul'Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Fast
llim. 11:1$ am.
ll1:1$
road and telephone Jine, good trout Ashing TOl'tV future
. The Navajoam. 1:1 em
foretold, questions answered
Tha Cmllderr Cottage, inand hunting.
'. free, send dime, age, birthdata for truth'.
MewibaamaaV
North Eleventh, Albuquerque,
quire 40
m
Or.
301.
trial
reliable,
ful,
10:1$ pns.
convincing
Pao
.,
Sxprsas
reading.
" ,t f. Chrlsrensen. Box 732. Toledo, O.
Phota 1637.
'
J. U
xraa ...
11:4$ am.
KaashaaML
LADIES
FOR
am. : $:$ am.
1. The Scout ;
-i
stfi Ha 'Vis
).
HK'iiwmr
nnini,i
,
..
S. Tha- Navajo
:0 pm. 1:40 pnt.
When Irregular or delayed as Triumph
FOR RENT Barn and garags. Phone lis.
4.
Limited
California
,.
:e
pea.
f : pan.
Not
and
Safe
Pill.
always dependable.
, SaxsU Ve Hlghtf
rtOH5 and Big to Jemss (pring,
Ueld" Dti'drug stores. Po not esperlment with
t:M em.
:$ pm.
'
T
:
rate. . Oarda. tm North Araw.
'
"lie-liei
,
Unaillk,
save
Toe
,V
fiate
disappointment, write.
other,
horse and bi'g- FOR
and particular. It' free. Address Na- - 111. Kansas City aad CMcaea. Ttee am.
-Qt, fAMWxl Ot U4 CJUrri. VM
A
I bvurr. Pivnt
UeMl Medlral IniUtatt Mllireke. Wl
tt.df

"
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Albuc,

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WEST CENTRAL

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQCERQUE,

moNE sis.

623 SOUTH

A UNO

F'ulck, !U8 nunlel
run 1,000 miles, perfect condition Address Box 2(1, Eiisl Las
Vegas, New Mexico.

Ita alleviation, and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Flrger Surgery.
O. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Oflri,.. c.u. ii..i.ii'iv
- Phones
Office 665. Residence, S3B

GRIMSHAWS
Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wiinls to See Von"

USED
Look Over

Brand New Modern
Bungalow
517 Luna Boulevard

One

Mrs, Genevieve Anderson

The

United

Slates

Food

Administration says:
"We are not asked to save
food in order to save money,
hut to save llvcslliat will win
the war."'

4

Matteucci, Palladino&Co,

f

GROCERIES AND MEATS
0
601 W. Tljcras. Tlioncs

f

495-49-

Brothers
Strong
Undertakers
PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
STRONG BLK., COPPER
76.
AND SECOND.

SUITSLEANED,
Four suits

$1

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning
Itallverr. Phone Ado.

Co,

$1.25.

pressed

LOCAL ITEMS
Pullman
Phone 273.
Martin
Felix Baca hits returned from a trip

Tourist lunches.

Cafn.

W. if.

buglers for Railway
ment Apply

Propositions
Sec

gInTRY'S EGGS

Joinlhe8 "TWBit"

Red Cross club. You are
needed.

,

Bryant's Delivery

tons

Payyour

Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect.
Let Us Send a Man

Forty-sevent-

WANTED

The Economist

(Altitude

ANYTHING

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone 710.

$950

613-51-

CO.
W. Central.

5

JOURNAL

A Talc of Adventures of the
Canadian .Mounted Police.
s;ory by TDM MIX

Also a
Ccmedy

Two-re-

!

Sunshine

el

The Rest Win. Fox Comedy
made.
RAISE

Tomorrow, July 15, at 906 South Edith
' Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

TOM MIX

IN PRICES

TIME OF

MZ?,

PIRCT10M-Wn.T.lAr-

to 6. p. m Adults, 10c;
6 to 11
Adults, lTx-- :
THE SHOWS 1 :00. 2:80. 4K0.

1

rrtv

t'liildrenV 5e
Clilldren,
7:on. 8:30. 10 I. M.

lt!

!

5:!(.

CRYSTAL 5c

Four rooms of Furniture to go to the highest bidder
for cash. Note sonic of (lie following articles to - sold:
Library table, rockers, Axminslcr rug, Brussels rug,
bed sprints mid mattress, .baby bed, golden ouk dining
table, buffet and six chairs, bit by
books, Mrch
swing, carpet sweeper,
refrigerator, kitchen range,
kltchcu cabinet, fruit jars, cooking ulciiSils and many
other articles not mentioned.

TODAY ONLY

1m-

"QUICK TRIGGERS"
"DOUBLE DUKES"
TWO-PAR-

These goods were used by Mix. Tubcrgeii and arc
(military and in good cijiidllion.
I0H't forget fl 10 date mid place be on hand early.

& PUTNICK

Suits made to ordr fur ladles and
Kents. Kitting and workmanship
guaranteed.
Friers reasonable.
Cleaning,
precrlnR and rr pairing. NV T. Armljo
Building, corner Second and Central.

I ME
IDEAL THEATER LAST
TODAY
WOKI, I)

Hahn Coal Co.

.

PnONE

Gallnp Stove

Gorrlllos

Stove

I'KTl

RES PRESENT

CARLYLE BLACKWELL and
JUNE ELVIDGE
-- IX-

91

ANTHRACITE, ALL SUES; STEAM COAL,
Coke, Mill "Wood," Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling,

r

'

v

COMEDY

625.

Gallop I.nmp
Ccrrllloa Lump

COMEDY

L.-K- o.

T

"THE STINGER STUNG"
'

J. L. GOBER.

EYES
FITTED
RIGHT

FEATI RK

WESTERN

go-cu-

TAILORS

SPEplALIST

$

cer

ADC ON SALE

OFFICE

605 North Third St.

DP. KING.

s

Wild Women and
Tame Lions

PRICES

Household furniture Includfurniture new
ing licdroom
sanitary couch, chairs, tables,
one White sewing machine, refrigerator, gas range and ' gas
heutcr, WiNon heater, one
small heater. Party leaving city
must sell at once.

Plum

'

y

mzM,,,,,,,,

FOR SALE

KOBIELA

rt

ftp"

'

NO

"THE CABARET"
Lime.

CHILDREN.

ALSO SIDNEY DREW COMEDY
ALL DAY, 'u
ADCLTS, 10c and 15c

Will be In his office Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday this week.
West Central Avenue. Phone
508
085 for Appointments.
1-

STAGE LINE
Albuquerque to Santa Fe
Commencing week July 22.
Singer Taxi Co., Phono 600.

Leaves Mondays,

Wednesdays, Fridays
Car leaves Albuquerque 7:30 a. tn.
Santa Fe, 8 p. m.
Fare One Way, $3.75
Round Trip, $7.00

LOUIS C. GIELITZ
MERCHANT TAILOR
Ladles' and Gentlemen's Suits
Made to Order
107 SOCTH FOCRTn
Third door north of Fostofflce.

l

?

;

NEW AND MODERN"

SERVICE
to the

Special Attention and Ratea
Traveling Public

HOTEL HALL
H. 8. HALL, Owner and Manager

Magdalena, New Mexico

Hotel's Free Auto Meets all Trains
ELECTRIC
STEAM
HEATED,
LIGHTED, VACUUM
CLEANED

IN VITAGRAPH'S MARVELOUS
PHOTOPLAY OF EMPEY'S WORLD
FAMOUS BOOK

AUTO SERVICE

to

JEMEZ
HOT SPRINGS
ROUND TRIP, $20.
Notify Undersigned.
CHAS. H. CLAY,
Jemez Hot Springs, N. M.

At the

Right Place

Feet)

T. J. Prairie
Proprietor Sulphur Spring Hotel, Sulphurs,
New Mexico.

Here Is Your Chance to Get
Into The Fight Yourself

The Greatest Production in the
History of Motion Pictures

All of us can't go to the firing line, but the marvel of
motion pictures makes tt possible for all of us to be with our .
thrills and fights with them.
boys in spirit and to share their
Empey's "Over the Top is being read by the millions because
it Is the most human document ever written by a fighting man. v
How much greater even is your opportunity to see the living,
trencn stories Drought
breathing pages of this greatest ot all
into action by the wonder of
the motion picture, camera.
Come on, all loyal Americans'
'
herq 'is your chance get
into the fight with Empey him-

Vitagraph has spared nothing in making "Over the Top"
the, tremendous production the subject so richly deserves.
Lois Meredith, James Morrison and a host of other screen
cast in support' of the .."Fighting
favorites make up an all-stmnArm innovation in motion oicture mak- vaer niimt,pre nt actor, and actresses: many hundreds of
trained American soldiers and aviators all have been assembled
by Vitagraph for the making of "Over the lop.'

.

Automobile road all the way Stage for the Sulphurs leaves
every Tuesday and Saturday. Write for iHtrtlculars to

self.
via Janiex Springs,
'
.

,

'

-

:

.

,

.

ar

"B" THEATER

i

TODAY AND TOMORROW
to
ADULTS, 15c; CHILDREN,

i

MATINEE
!;''

jI

iL

-

-

D

1

,

;

'

10c.

.'
.
(Plus War Tax)
Adtdts, 3ef War Tax $c, Total, 2Vf
children, iscj , wur las. ac, toui, ioc.

EVENING

i

7-

,

Arc

SPRINGS
SULPHUR HOT
8,060

HAULS

Regi-

210 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

Farm Labor Agent

Spend Your Vacation

I

$276

.. .$450

One Overland Touring
$250.00
pasflenger
One Ford Touring
$400
On'o Dodge Touring
$250
MANY ' BARGAINS ' AMONG
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
-LOOK THEM OVER

FRED K. ELLIS,

WANTED

SPRINGER

Touring,

"

to Vaughn, N M.
Hawkins, skinner. Champion, Con-ro- y
O. A. Matson and family have gono
mid Sun .lose Market; (10c dozen.
to Jemez Springs for a vacation.
W. ft. W.
Fidel Romero and family will leave
B. M. WTIililAMS
Jemez
at
visit
a
for
Springs.
today
Dentist
Howard Vaugnn of Santa Ke upent Rooms 1 and 2. Whlrlng llolldlnz
business.
on
in
Albuquemue
yesterday
Phone No. 6ft t.
What is the matter with the M s.
Corner Second and Gold.
dues.
They should pay their "Two-Bit- "
v,in. 8
Thomas N. Wilkerson has returned CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
at
Jemez
visit
from a Xwo weeks
PnONE 667
Springs.
AND
CALL
DELIVER
E. B. Garcia returned yesterday FREE
BATCH'S OLD STAND
from a business trip to Belen and
Socorro, N. M.
F. R. Frankenburger and family of
Espanola, N. M., were visitors In Albuquerque yesterday.
Dr. Frank has returned from his
in New York where he has been
' home
visiting for some time.
Mrs. R. K. Stumps and children
BITTNER "HOUSE ROOMS
have returned from Nashville, Tenn..
where they have been visiting for six
319
South First. Phone 221.
weeks.
Nick Kennedy, boilermuker forePersona who wl&i to renew or take
man of ' the roundhouse at the San out
membership In the Red Cross
Marclal Bhops, was in Albuquerque
.tin do so by calling nt Strong's Book
last night.
Harry F. Williams, toolroom fore- Store, O. A. Matson Jt Co.. Grinishaw's
man at the Santa Fe shops, and fam- or Mrs. TI. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
ily have returned from a trip to Buf- the chairman of the Membership comfalo, N. Y.
mittee. No. 1SS1-Mr. and Mrs. Yancy of San Mareial
last
were visitors in Albuquerque
Llrery and saddle horses. Trimble's
night. Mr. Yancy is an engineer on Red
Barn.
the Santa Fe railroad.
Mrs. R. C.
Lay and children of
Mrs.
Oil City, Penn., are visiting
Lay's sisters, Mrs. J. A. Redly and
FOR QUICK SERVICE
Mrs. Frank Hubbell, Jr., here.
225 West Copper.
Phone 601.
Dr. Marion Browning of Deming
S. H.
is here attending the ministers' In"Two-BIt- "
Don't
Red
the
neglect
Alstitute which Is being held at the
roks Club. Join today.
(
town.
of
buquerque college north,
Lieut. Arthur H. Sink, stationed at
Orders taken for service flam.
Fort McArthur, Tex., has been pro- Women
of American Army. 22S West
moted to captain, according" to word Gold Avenue.
received here yesterday.
The quarterly meeting of the Loyola
YOUR TtAULING"b7
general assembly. Knights of Columbus, will be held In St. Mary's hall
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
at 8 o'clock tonight. Visiting Knights Phone 939.
will be welcome.
French colonists will meet at 11
"'Two-Bit"
t o'clock this morning at Colombo hall.
to make final arrangements for the
French celebration to tie hold at Rob
inson park Monday night.
Genla d'tlarioff. who has been
singing with Italian and French op
eras at San Francisco, was in Albu
querque last night en route to New
York to enlist in the army.
C. M. Botts, Steve Roehl and P. F.
McCanna, who comprise the city's
new financial advisory board, met in
To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
the office of the, city manager yesterday, and familiarized themselves with
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
the city's financial condition.
42S N. First.
Phone 431.
Carroll H. Johnson, member of the
h
infantry, has been pro
moted to corporal according to word
Edward
received by his brother,
Johnson of Miami, Ariz., who Is here
visiting. Johnson formerly lived here.
Dr. A. P. Wedge will speak at the
Experienced man to take charge
Baptist church Sunday morning on
of cotton goods and linen depart
"The Springtime of a New Era." In
In city. Apply Postofflce Box
ment
4he evening he will speak especially
.
'
200, City.
to the young men on the subject "The
Challenge of the Church to the Young
Men."
James Hutchinson was fined S30
or sentenced to thirty days in Jail by
Judge W. W. MeClellari In police court
He was charged
yesterday morning.
with forging a check for $3.
Delivery Boys at
Frank F. Jones, son of Prof, and
Mrs. F. A. Jones, and formerly employed in mining and smelting work
in Hayden, Ariz., has arrived safely
in England according to word recelved here yesterday. He was at one
time a student at the high school and
also bf the university here.
A. A. Woodworth, assistant toolroom
foreman In the Santa Fe machine
shop, was hit In the head with a
sledge hammer while at work Saturday night. Woodworth and another
employe were repairing a pllcdriver. A
nsledge hammer which the latter was
i

Overland

0H'ii Now.
MORNING

"Ace High"

$100

5-

Fifteen young men for

T

ARMMO'S TAXI LINE
Two large care at your service, day
and night Cheap rates by the hour.
PHONE 414.

& Thorn. Taxi.

Good

You Way

passenger

I WANTED.

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Muny

ho List

One Overland Roadster.
One
Buick. Touring,
'

Dressmaker
205 North Walter

I

CAR SALE
I

Find Just What Von Want.
One Overland Touring

FEATURE IX FIVE REELS

swinging accidentally slipped, striking
Woodworth between the eyes. The
injury Is not serious.
Harold McClunahan and Eugene
Parker, both graduates of the high
fchool here, who went to EI Paso
Wednesday night for naval examinations, passed the examinations Thursday and at once enlisted hi the radio
corps of the navy. Both left El Paso
for San Francisco at once to begin active training.
Charles Roehl, postmaster, yesterday received from the. assistant U. S.
treasurer a telegraph order to display
the French flag on the post office
building today in honor of the French
nation. Mrs. A. Chauvin has donated
the use of a large flag which will be
suspended on the building today.
A washout at Pinta. Ariz., a station
between Gallup and Winslow, delayed
Santa Fe train No. 10 yesterday morning. The train, due here at 7:35
o'clock, did not arrive here until 2:30
o'clock yesterday afternoon. Westbound train No. 3 of Friday was delayed eleven hours on this side of the
washout.

it

TOM MIX

FOR RENT

206 EAST CENTRAL.

Lyons and Moran Comedy, "Shot in the Dumbwaiter"

Win,' Fox Presents

.

WANTED

IN "A BROADWAY SCANDAL"

1

TWO EXTRAORDINARY
PRODI CTIOXS

Chocolate Shop Chocolates

HAY FEVER

FOR SALE

An assistant in work room.
WILLIAMS MILLINERY

M.l'E-lUR-

li
1U1JAI
UmUKKUW
HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC
The Coolest Place in Town. J
A1"MU

in.

.

mat

ALONSO

The Real Hoover Candy

I

THEATER
TODAYONL Y

Apply after

323 Smith Third

IV. M.

T YRIC

First

Furniture Fur Side

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces

MARRON

81H WEST CENTRAL
.
I bono 831--

CHALMERS TOURING CAR.
clasn condition. Consider
Dodge- rondhter ami some nli.

Hoiim;

Modern

DR.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

AVE.

14, 1918.

jerque Morning Journal, Sunday, July

.

6 to 11

As a photo production alone,
"Over the Top" is a supreme
achievement, but in addition it
is one of the most thrilling, in- -.
tsely dramatic, deeply human
stories ever screened.

;
.

MJBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAE.
--

Society Section

Editorial

Albuquerque, New' Mexico, Sunday, July 14, 1918.
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Luncheons, Teas and Dances Are

.$

Robinson Park. Sunday, July I I.
8 p. m.

Principal Activities in Social
i

"

r

)

"Blaze

3

electric fans,
at the river or In the
DANCES ,aml the
visitors In the city oc- -'
CD pied Albuquerque
Bociety the
past week. War work by the lied
Cross women, thP Women of the
liny and otlxr organization))
went on with the same zeal It has
Am-tric-

eiiice the beginning of the war.

The Fh! Mu sorority had a delightful picnir r.t the river Friday evening.
O

Mins
in

SimniR gave u farewell
l;i;,'
lunur of Miss .Marsarei
Srhu-uiak'e-

r,

4
S

certain pretty stenographer and b
very popular young man of Albuqtler-- i
to surprise tneir
que ure planning
friends soon. I am not sure when the
will
take
wedding
place, but It will be
a great surprise to their many

who will soon leave for the
Wednesday afternoon, at
on West Central u venue.
The !i:esta occupied the time by knitting and later Hunt refrenh men t. were
served.
friends.
lust
eat, home

her

O

J

Miss Grace Btoi tz hoa ta hor house
Litlle Miss Marguret Grace celeguest Mi:-- s Loicl.a Mnngan, of .Mem- brated her fifth birthday with a party
phis, Tenn. Mis Mancan is the Muter at the home of Mrs. C, E. Quler, 85
ll
of Frank Mangan of ihe
West Silver avonuo,
last Tuesday
afternoon. After games were played a
Sheep company.
O
dinner was served at 6 o'clock. The
Mr. Ernest Landolfi gave a most en- decorations were red, white and blue.
joyable dinner parly at bin home In The guests were Delia Singer, Marthe Stern apartments lam Saturday garet Johnson, Helen Johnson, Dorevening.
othy Weddle, Spellman Downer, Mabel
O
Downer, Junior McKee, Irene llaney,
Leona Haney, Lucy May Francis, GerINFORMAL DANCE AT
SIGMA t ill HOUSE.
trude Sloop.
O
A very delightful
informal dance
A very pleasant evening was spent
was given at the Sigma Chi houuv last
Friday evening by the local chapter. at Mt. View ranch on the 11th, nt the
The Sigma C'lti's have Biv. n a number home, of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Booth
cf these informal dances during the The party was given In honor of Carr
summer ,and each oil's proves more M. Osman of Osdale ranch, who has
enjoyable than that precuiiiK. Pro- been home on a furlough. He will re
fessor Seder was official ihnperone turn to take up his duties at Kelly
and Miss Blueher furnifhed the music. Field, San Antonio, Tex., next Thurs
Hoover punch was served throughout day. Five hundred was the game of
the evening. The guests were Misses tne evening, and later light refresh
Alberta Hawthorne, Horteiisp Swltzer, ments were served. The guests were
Mae Laub, Loehs, Swedes, Carnlyn Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Booth, Mr. and
Michael, LeClier lhivtinuui:h. Mary Mrs. Werning, Mr. and Mrs. Thaxton,
Pratt; Mfssrs, Hill Baron, Herbert Mrs. Beckwith and son 'George Beck- Hickey, George Givan, Guy Mitchell, with and C. M. Osman.
O
Charles Caldwell, Swedes, Allen Hruce,
Dick Bruce, Jimniio
Wait, Stanley FIRST BAPTIST SOCIETY
GIVES PROGRAM.
Seder, Joe Woods.
O
The Ladies' Aid and Missionary so-- J
Miss Margaret Mathes, enierlalned a ieiy oi me r irsi tsapust cnurcn met
few of her friends at a knitting party Thursday from 3 to 6 for a social tea
the church parlors. Instead ........
of the
at her home on Mouth Third street, in
1.
IIKiml taa minnh an1
last week.
er
were
refreshments
O
provided and a
Mrs. It. n. Archer lV.iiriud this varied program given. Miss Lilian
was heard in piano solo,
week from a two months' v. sit to rel- Hammond
Ihe Misses Eblen in piano and ex
atives and friends in Missouri.
pression numbers. Miss Eulalia Wal
o
ler In a violin selection and Miss
GOOD TIME DANCE
Frances Lathrop read "The Call oi the
Women."
Many members of the Good Time ment was The plan for the entertainpromoted by the finance
club nd several gueuts uttended the committee
composed of Mrs. W. L.
regular monthly dance of the club at Kay, Miss Frances
Colombo hall Friday
Lathrop, Mrs. w.
The M.
night.
A. Hammond and
whizzing of electric fnns overhead Mrs.Hayward, Mrs. J.was
Stafford, and
carried to commade the hall mora appropriate for
pletion by Mrs. James L. Curd, Mrs.
dancing on a summer evening. iMiring J.
W.
Green, Mrs. Hurt and Mrs. Ray
one of the interval! between dances
Miss Grace Winfrey rang .a solo as hostesses.
O
"which was loudly encored. The committee on arrangement!! for the dance of Mr. GeorgeareF. Mahoney and family
Chicago
s
contemplating .permaconsisted of Koy Schick, Fred
nent residence
in Albuquerque, Mr.
and John Seth.
Mahoney having recently left the office of the county treasurer of Cook
RECEPTION GIVEN' FOR
county, 111., to accent a position with
(SI MMER STUDENTS.
the United States employment service
Dr. and Mrs. D. R. Boyd held a
under Mr. D. A. Macuherson here.
at their home last Friday Mrs.
Mahoney for the last three years
evening for the students now attend- nas been
connected with the sales deing the university and the faculty and
their wives. More than one hundred partment of the Mandel Brothers comIn
Chicago. Three children acstudents and members of the faculty pany
were present. A music program was company them.
given during theevening. Professor K.
Stanley Seder was In charge of the GEORGE DOOLITTT.E NOW
music.
refreshments were STUDENT AT WEST IMMNT.
Light
served. The decorations
were sweet
George Doolittle, son of Mr. and
peas.
Mrs. J. M. Doollttle, 1018 North Sec
n
ond street, has been admitted to West
MR. HORGAN ACTIVE
Point, having passed the final examIN COLORADO SPRINGS.
ination there, it wag learned hero yes
friends of Mr. and terday. Doolittle had two years mil
Albuquerque
Mrs. Edward Horgan, who are spenditary training at the military instl
summer
in Colorado Springs, tute
ing the
at Itoswell. When students of
will be interested to know that Mr. the school with two years training
Horgan Js taking a prominent part In were given the opportunity to go to
patriotic work in that city, along the the
camp at Presidio, Doolines of similar work done here in the little training
was one of those to seek the
Loan
'berty
campaigns.
During the training. It was while at Presidio
Mr. that he received the appointment to
t "t stamp savings
If )' i; as a publicity campaign
expert, put a west Point.
Vi rui
the work on a dull duy of
O
J. B. Herndon. Jr., who was attend
Ing the University of Missouri the last
year, nas arrived to spend the re
mainder of the summer with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. JL B. Herndon.
Following the close of school, Hern
don was one of eighty-fiv- e
students
from the institution to take a course
In military training at Fort Sheridan
111.
He ranked high In his work at
the camp and was offered a position
an rfssistant instructor there. He will
return to the University of Missouri
lioml-Coime-

.

."

i

Hig-gin-

In

the

fall.-

Messrs. Amado Chaves; Hiram Cuda- Harold woods. William and Hea
cock, returned ,thls week from the
summer training camp at Presidio,
California, where they went soon after
the close of the military institute a.i
itoswell, where they were students.

nc,

Diamonds, Jewelry

Gruen Wrist Watches,
Etc., Etc.

Louis Gerphlde has returned from
El Paso, Tex., where he has been em
ployed nt the Harvey house there.

You know our line.
You know our prices are right.
You know our aim is to please and
satisfy our customers.
W want you t'o know that we sell
Thrift Stamps. Let us start your
card with that quarter you get in
chang. The government needs it
You won't miss it
BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

She has been attending the business college here. -
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Miss Irma Llx
home In Madrid.

left Thursday for her

Mr. Edward ' Johnson of Miami,
Ariz., is visiting in the city for a few
..
..
,,
days.

.,

(mlll-

O. Jones
otic)
"Joy to the World" (grand
..
sacred potpourri) Barnhouso
"At a Georgia Campmeet- ine" (old time cake walk)

Mills

, .

S

"The Standard Bearer,"
Lawrendeau
(march)
"Star Spangled Banner"

CHICAGO GIRIi AND '
M16. BOWN MARRIED.
Malvln Brown of Eager, Ariz., employe o fthe biological survey and Miss
Etta L. Brand of Chicago were married at 6 o'clock Thursday night at
the parsonage of the First Methodist
Episcopal church, the ceremony being
performed by the Rev. O. O. Beckman,

-:

Do,-your nc
July '13.---today, with Serious w nrk to do,
mean more than your life or former
years when you were, free to I. lie ts
you chose?"
Lady Vivien Decies r.nux ;!! e bit
into her cloak, thought deeply
for a
moment, and then turned her luce
Convicwith
animation ;iul
alight
tion, toward the writer.
"I'll tell. you, frankly it means more
now," she said.

:-

-:

of ;

"

Coffee was being served on the board
walk of the Royal St. George' Yacht
club overlooking Dublin harbor. Conversation turned on the great ques-- ;
tlons of the day the war, and th
led to talk

As Vivien Gould, her wealth had
accompanied her here, acted ih
bridesmaid at the wedding and M. L. given hercommand over whatever she
office
of
the
local
of
the
Musgrave
might wtsh. As the wife of Lord Debiological survey, was best man.
cies, the chief censor of Ireland, there
Miss Brand was visiting at Luna, N is war work to do.
M., when she met Mr. Brown. The
And it Is in this that she finds the
courtship followed. Mr. and Mrs keenest pleasure she has known, save
Brown left Albuquerque Friday morning to make their home on a ranch at
Eager. Miss Meta Hrand has re
turned to ,Chlcago.
.

."! '?

to a larger extent than

comPOSSIBLY SantaInFe other
la wrapped
-'

Chautauqua programs
that are, being given each afternoon
and evening at the mew museum.
Crowds ranging from 400 to 1,000 are
in attendance. The Chautauqua will
continue during the coming week.
Of equal interest though not as
largely attended, was the community
war works meeHng'on museum night,
Tuesday evening, when woman's work
during the war, in all Its phases, was
presented and discussed, although
food conservation and child ' welfare
were the main themes.
,
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Miss Almee Wlttnian on Wednesday
evening entertained the War Relief
club at her home on Federal place.
Marie Ponley, i
French oradopted by the club.
phan,
has-bee- n

IS HONOR GUEST.
A charming visitor to Albuquerque
last week was Mrs. K. E. Curry of
Phoenix, Ariz. Mrs. Curry has a host
of friends In this city, and many delightful affairs were given In her
one of the prettiest affairs
honor,
given for Mrs. Curry was the 1 1
o'clock breakfast given by Mrs. Conner Thursday morning.
A delicious
two course
Hoover
breakfast was served and bridge fol
lowed. The table was decorated with
pink and white sweet peas, the center
piece was a basket of sweet peas
twined with pink tulle, and pink tulle
streamers floated from the basket to
ine corners or the table. In the afternoon Miss Reba Conner and Mrs.
Curry entertained the ' guests with
vocal and piano solos. Mrs. Curry
possesses a beautiful voice and her
hearers were delighted with her solos,
as much as with her charming man
ner. The guests were Mesdameii
W. C. Qxstreleh,
Petit, Harry TTStrong,
.
Vl!l Dm...,
.ijuiil, jtiui,T. jt. isuscn, II. F.
LaBelle, Tessler,
G. Winfrey, R E.
Curry and Misses Reba Conner, Bessie Strong and Susan Curry.
LI

O

mils. oESTitracii

PARTY FOR MRS. gives
CURRY.
Mra. W. C. Oestreich was hostess at
a delightful bridgo party last Friday
evening at her home on West Central
avenue, in honor of Mis. It. E. Curry.
mere were tnree tables, and after
several games of bridge refreshments
were served. The guests of the even
ing were Mesdames, Hust, Strong,
Busch, Conner, Misses Heba
and Bessie Strong; Mesars.Conner,
Hust,
Harry Strong, s. H. Busch and ?. H.
Conner. .Mrs. Curry, accompanied by
ner little daughter, Susan, will leave
juouu ior riagstarr, where she will
Join Mr. Curry.
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Lady

;Dec!e:
pleasure of caring for her keeps me occupied and there are no
These are three sturdy and dull hours.
"I never cared to bo an idler. But
beautiful.
now
is only one thing for every"Every one must do something," one tothere
We must ail do everything
she said. 'We farm 400 acres. I man we can do.
to
help win the wur. I can
age that farm myself, I .have manman
a
for the war, ahd I am doaged It since shortly nf ter- - war "was ing that."
declared.
Our age,nt who formerly
As
of a
farm
managed the farm wnt to war. 1 tak Lady manager
Decies is aiming at increasing
his place. In addition to that I manproductivity of the land, and as
age my house. I am busy every min- the
manager of Letxlip Castle she Is tryute."
to conserve the
in
ing
The "house"
which Lady Decies her dual rolo she Is food supply,
really releasing
manages Is Lelxllp Castle, a beautiful two men for war instead
of one.
old pile, a portion of which dates back
She is
of her work, and deto the eleventh century. "Managing" clares lifeproud
Is made more worth while
to Lady Decies means overseeing
it.
It means directing the by "I dem't believe I shall ever he
everything.
of
is
that
there
food,
seeing
purchase
without some
comfort and convenience for unex- again," sho said. serious occupation
pected guests, and seeing that her
There is no ostentation about the
family is properly looked after.
Decies family. Lord and lady are like
"Lord Decies Is busy all the time hundreds of other busy people. And
also," she said. "Some days I scarcely the car in which Lord Decies flits to
see him a moment. But my own work and from his work is a Ford,
one--th- e

children,

400-ac-

sticks, roast of. mutton, mint sauce.
baked potatoes, pineapple salad, cof- leo.
THURSDAY.
Breakfast:- - Asparagus omeelt, cof- -

Loyalty Menus

ico,

BY BIDDY BYE.

(

Hot weather meals, the emphasis
placed on simple, cooling foods, served
with extra care for tempting appearance, are the July housewife's special
concern.
and tradition have
Experience
taught us that hot weather is hard on
babies and that in summer they are
stomach und
especially susceptible to
intestinal difficulties. ' '
Adults, too, are affected by certain
combinations of weather and food and
it behooves the family menu maker to

.
take thought.
The meat ration should be reduced!
io ins minimum.
Eggs and milk, too, except for
'

be reduced.

Fruit und vegetables form the bulk
of the diet and should be inspected to
Insure cleanliness and proper condition.

Cool, but not over-col- d
drinks and
desserts take the place of pastry and
fruit should be the usual dessert.
It Is wise to serve at least one hot
food or beverage with each meul.
SUNDAY.
Breakfast: Fresh pineapple chunks,
rice and corn meal griddlo cakes,
honey, coffee. (Wheatless.)
JMnm-r- :
Chicken pie with rice flour
crust, new peas and potatoes, head lettuce and green pepper salad, cottage
cheese dressing, corn sticks, red Raspberry Ice cream, barley sponge cako.

(Wheatless.)
Supper: Boiled hominy with cream
and sugar, fruit cup,, outmeal bantea.
nocks,

.

naKed

auiiriower

and

cheese, French fried potatoes, cross
and lettuce salafl, orangs tapioca, cof- -

'One thousand nurses sipplled for
enrollment in the first four days of
New York's- - Red Cross
drive tor
five thousand.
,

,

iruit. (Wheatless.)

Lunch: Young beets In butter, cot
tage cheese club sandwich, tea.
miner: Baked fish with tomato
sauce, triple biscuits, cabbage salad,
fruit, coffee. (Wheatless.)
FRIDAY.
Breakfan' : Oatmeal and cream, corn
mutnns. rhubarb sauce, coffee. '
LitiW'h: Cottage cheese potato balls,
tomato sauce, fruit cookies.
'Dinner: Mutton stew jwith fresh
vegetables, baked potatoes,
tomato
salad, fruit, coffee.
SATURDAY.
Breakfast: Cream codfish, boiled
potato, fresh plums, coffee.
Lunch: Swing beans and corn,
,'
honey, cocoa. (Wheatless.)
Dinner: Cream of tomato soup, corn
sticks, hot potato salad, peas In cream,
barley biscuit, peaches, coffee.
,

corn-bread.

Artesia

-

Springs.

For a time It was a question
whether the bishop's ranch should
become a sanitarium, a resort, or o
prosaic farm, when a few weeks ago,
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Pfaeffle with the
aid of New York and Denver friends

organized the Bihsop'g Lodge company
and took possession, transforming the
place Into a hospitable all the year
o
easternaround resort for.
ers, but extending also hospitality to
SaAua Feans and their guetss.
Already they have made it one of
the most attractive places in the state
and are entertaining guests from New
York and Denver. The farm connected
with the nlacn Is already vieldimr rich
harvest of alfalfa and grains, of fruit
and dairy products? while the wide
verandas and charming ingle hooks
and pergolas looking out upon the
landscape overwhelming In its beauty, ruggednesg and color are thronged
with guests,
Golf links are to be laid out, a
well-to-d-

plant Installed and
other attractions provided lln addition
to those which the Pulitzer money had
no means were
already established, fornouses
comrori- spared to make tne
able, spacious, elegant and suited to
hydro-electr-

ic

every living purpose. Garages, stables,

uoring tne continuance of hot
weather the churches of Artesia will
hold a union servico on
Sujiday even- -

barns, dairy,

were

q.w.

"

-

.

-

(Continued on page four.)
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acquaintanceship.
Mrs. Pfaeffle was constant compan- - '
ion in her southwestern pilgrimages
of Miss Natalie Curtis, famous as author, composer and research worker
as well as lecturer, now Mrs. Paul
Burlin. The Burlins at present are at
Taos from where they went from the
Bishop's ranch, expecting to return
early in fall.
The Southern Workman pays a high
tribute In its July issue to Mrs. Bur-lirt- 's
lateBt book: "Negro
olk Songs."
"Many have essayed to analyze ths
peculiar quality that gives to negro
music its extraordinary charm, but
though they give it various namen
few have ever caught Its deeper and
namcleSs meaning. Miss Natalie Curtis now Mrs. Burlin who has shown
a gift, almost unique, for catching the
in Indian mustc, was
i Indefinable
asked three years ago by Dr. Frissell
and George Foster Peabody to attempt a similar service for the negro.
This she was glad to undertake, and
came to Hampton to make a study of
African songs never before written,
and of the negro harmonization of the
Hampton."
spirituals as sung at
o
ARTISTS.
'ART AND
Clement J. Barnhorn, famous both
as painter a'.nd sculptor, although of
late years devoting himself entirely to
the latter art, arrived this week from.
Cincinnati to spend the summer jxt
Santa Fe anil Taos, for which place ho
will leave on Monday.
He Is a particular friend of Julius
RoWhoven and J. H. Sharp among the
artists in New Mexico. Mr. Barnhorn
was enthusiastic In his expressions of
admiration and praise for the museum
here.
"I have observed in the short time
I am In Santa Fe," he said, "that you
have more visitors right along than
we have in our Clnoinnati museum.
The renaissance and perpetuation ot
your type of architecture is the finest
is
tning mat any town,I smaii or Dig,our
have written
doing in America.
museum director of the influence
that your museum hag upon the com- muntty which to me is a splendid
achievement.
"In France, aa one travels from
town to town, one finds each has an,
atmosphere oi its own tnougn oniy a
few miles separates them; in tns.
United States, Santa Fe is as yet the
only place where a great Institution!

right off with fingersv

:

ttHot

his-tlrl-

built and

"Freezone" is Mamr I

.

'

equipped like those for some great
estate.
Acequias and ditches were
cement lined, water falls were created
and ponds were stocked with trout
And then came' the Pfaeffles, thoroughly imbued wtth the southwestern
spirit and acclimated to its atmosphere, enthusiastic with the history,
the romance and archaeology of New
Mexico, determined. to make the place
typical of the environment.
Mrs. Pfaeffle was a few years ago
on the high road to fame as a musician, a pianist of more than high merit,
a genius, but a nervous breakdown
compelled life in' the open spaces of
the southwest and she saturated herself with its- spirit,
visited every
pueblo and every tribe, roughed it on
ihe Navajo reservation and camped
in the
places that test- ed even the temerity of strong men
and thus gained knowledge of Indian
music and folk lore, of ceremonial
dances and drama, such as comes to
but few research workers. ...
,Mr. Pfaeffle was noted as an intrepid guide, a man who loved the wilderness ahd knew its heart. He met Mlsa
romancs
Stanley,, there blossomed
among the cliffs and prehistoric community ruins of the Chaco Canyon,
the Canyon de Challey. then .a wedto many
ding that cam a as
friends, and a happy settling down oii
the Ramon Vigil ranch among the
cliff and cave dwellings.
c,
Now they are at home on the
attractive Bishop'B ranch, with
its gnarled apricot trees, hundred,
two hundred and more years old
planted by the early Franciscan fathers, Us meadows alnd lakelets, Its foothills and gardens with beauty on every
side, the loveliest spot In New Mexico.
Next Thursday evening? there Is to
be given a dinner at the Bishop's
lodge at which ths directors and staff
of the museum with their families ars
to be guests of honor and which is to
mark the formal
opening to the public of the ' place that will become
a mecca for tourist visitors and for
the elite of New York and Boston
among whom Mrs. Pfaeffle has a wide

ift Off Corns!

Miss Love De Long has"
to
Okalhoma City for an absence gone
of sev-

eral months.
William Doolay is at El Dorado,
Kans., on a business trip. Mrs. Dooley,
who is visiting friends. In the north,
will Join Mr. Dooley later,
.
V. H. Doubek oji'd family have motored to their old .home at Bay City,
Tex., where they will remain during
July.
x
E. L. Selby has resumed his old position as assistant cashier of the First
:
National bank.
J. M. Story has gone to Jonesboro.
Ark., to look after his farming Interests there.
' ,
'
W. L. Gage
has ' gone
Springs, Ark., for treatment for rheu-matism.
Ted Rowan is at' home for two
months' vacation nfteivft term of in-

all

struction at the reserve officers'
training camn at the PrsMln" San
Francisco. At the end of his vacation
ne win return to the military Institute at Roswell for the next term of
nine months' schooling.
'
Rex Williams spent the past week
visiting his parents and friends. He
came from Baltimore whore he was
called some months ago for special
training, qnd is on his wav back Ho
littla FVeerone m an aching
Drop
'
California from which place he exWKDNESDAY.
com, instantly that corn stops lnirt-biBreak fa.st: Blackberries and cream, pects to soon start for France.
rice waffles, syrup, coffee,
.
Col. W. H. Withlngton and Wife,
then you lift U riglt outi , Jt
i
liiiiuii: Baked eggs and cheese, fepln-ac- of La Pryor, Tex., are visiting relatives doesn't liurt one bit, ' Yea, ms'gio!
.
in town. They are parents of Mrs, Y.
sliced peaches. (Wheatless.)
(cUi1
Your
waitt,
Wlty
(truggiit
...
Dinner: Puree l0f green peas, corn L, Gates and Mrs, Rex Wheatly,
I

Tuesday.

Breakfast: Broiled fresh mackereM
creamed new potatoes, fresh berries,
coffee. (WheatleBg.) ..,
LuiM h:
string beans and Hew potatoes, oatmeal bread and butter, fruit
getatln with cream.- Dinner: Cream of nsparsgus, cottage
cheese und peas loaff beet salad, cof.
fee, fresh cookies.

The motor, cars for the Y. M. C. A.
at the resting camps in France are
.
driven by American girls.
.

re

,i

v, wunjun,

One Red Cross Unit in Honolulu includes Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese,
and American women.

pocket in the cedar and pinon-cla- d
foothills is blossoming into new beauty
and is becoming a
for city
dwellers of means.
It was rather anomalous that the
place where the archbishop built a
chapel, where he set out fruit trees,
to which he would retire occasionally
for rest, should fall Into thi possession of Harper Cunningham, head of
the Masonic order for New "Mexico,
who planned to carry out to consummation
idea of making the ran? h a fertile beauty spot. beBut Mr. Cunningham, too, died
fore his plans had been realized and
it remained for
of Jo
seph Pulitzer, the late publisher of the
New York World and newspapers else
where, to make the dream real.
They built two splendid Santa Fe
residences Just below the old chapel,
they put in lawns and flowers, planted
trees and shrubbery, parked and terraced the grounds aroind the houses,
augmented and conserved the water
supply, put in huge tanks and attractive ponds, and were planning still
further development, when suddenly
they gave up their residence in New
Mexico and returned to Colorado
rest-have- n

(Wheatless.)
MONDAY.
hominy
Kipe berries,
muffins, syrup, cocoa.
Lunch; chicken broth with rice and
barley, cucumber and tomato salad,
oatmeal
wafers.
apricots.
,
,
'! fresh
(Wheatless.)
u
Mnmm:
clear tomato soup, rye

Three thousand Girl 8couts"in Phil
adelphia pledged themselves' to a safe
and sane Fourth of July.

met with

THE BISHOP'S LODGE.
If the late ArchblBhop Lamy were
to visit the bihsop's ranch In the lap
of the Blood, of Christ Mountains,
three miles north of Santa Fe's city
limits, he would observe one of his
splendid dreams coming true. After
many vicissitudes, that lovely little

Brakfasc

OF INTEREST70 WOMEN

O
SeTvice- club

Miss Ramona Beckner on Wednesday
evening.

'

MR. AND MILS. WILL KELEHER
BACK FROM WEDDING TRIP.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Keleher who
were married in St. Ambrose
cathedral in Des Moines. la., .innx vk
.
rived In Albuquerque Friday
morning
a
honeymoon in
inyuis spent
omaha, guests at the new Blackstone
iiuiei. jirs. Keleher, before her mar.
riage, Miss Mae Josephine Kelly, Is
well known here, having sperft the
Breaier part or 116 and 1917 in Albuquerque with her mother.
A Des Moines girl, born and reare
? 'V!'ener ' a graduate of West
high schbol and of Drake university.
Friends of the newly weds here will
be interested to know that the Des
moines newspapers describe their wedding as one of the prettiest of the
" pretty June weddings there.
miougn no invitations were sent out,
the main aisles of the cathedral were
comfortably filled with relatives and
friends on the morning of the wed-- d
ng. The bride was given away at the
altar railing by her father,
Mr.
E. Kelly. Miss Georgia Kelly, aGeorge
sister
of the bride, was bridesmaid, and Mr.
Edwafd Flaherty, of Fort Dodge, Iaf,
was best man. The ushers, Mr. Fay
rtniey and Mr. Carl MessnTer, life
long rriends of the bride, wearing the
uniform of the United States army,
added a military touch to the wedding,
Mr. and Mrs. Keleher will make
their home in Albuquerque, Where Mr.
'WeM
Keleher, who is an attorney,-iknown in business and the social
world. For some month
past, Mr.
Keleher has devoted much of "his time
to legal aid work on behalf of soldiers
and to work In connection: with the
home service of the Red Cross.

. 'v

-

.Tuesday evening was installation
night for Santa Fe lodge Knights of
Pythias, Chief Justice it. H.' Hanna
being the chancellor.

PHOENIX VISITOR

Q

-

Thursday evening, in honor of the
"ReglWntal Sisters," Santa Fe lodge
B. P. O. E., gave a dance at their club
houHe.
Morrison's orchestra furnished the music. A committee consisting
of Paul A. Hall, Leslie Gillett and
Samuel Cartwrlght was In charge.

O

I

-

DANCES AND PARTIES.
Monday evening, DeForest Lord,
home on furlough gave a dance to his
friendfc at ills parents' home, "The
Willows," on East Palace avenue.

-

Mr. and Mrs. J. 11. Under, mother
und father of Mrs.c. H. Conner, and
Mrs, J. R, Linder. sister of Mrs. Con
ner, will arrive Wednesday from Hg
gins, Tex. They are motoring over
win tie the guests or Mrs. Conner for
some time.
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Afew friends were invited to the
Conner home last Tuesday evening to
hear Mrs. Moore give birthduy read
ings.
.
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Mountains Enjoyed, by Visitors

,

,Mrs 'R. E. Curry is the house guest
of Mrs. C. II. Conner.

Over six thousand extension workers, a large percentage of them women, are aiding the department of agriculture In its food production and
pastor of the church.
.
Mlw Meta Brand, sister of the brldo, conservation programme.
'
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Irish situation.
Finally Lady Decies was
of herself and her work.

,

Mrs. T. G. Winfrey and Mrs. H. T.
LaBelle were joint hostesses at the1
home of Mrs. Winfrey last Monday
evening. A few friends were Invited to
hear Mrs. Moore, the astrologlst, give
birthday readings. Later in the evening Mr. and Mrs. Moore entertained
the guests with songs. Refreshments
were served.
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Lincoln
"if Trovntore," (selection)
. , .
Verdi
"I'ljcle Sam You're aGrand Old Man," (patrl-

the campaign by getting out an extra
edition of one of the afternoon papTrs.
C
Copies of the extra reaching here
show Mr. Morgan's cleverness as an
advertising man. The reader was ?8 -7
shocked, startled and amazed by the
headlines, which doubtless persuaded
8
many people to Invest further in savings stamps.
9
It will be remembered that Mr.
Morgan was a member of the Third
Liberty Loan, publicity committee in
Albuquerque and gave valuable service In helping Bernalillo county over
,
the top.
who
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County Needs You
Now," (one step) . . .Cormack
Bob." (march)

;

World in Albuquerque Past Week
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Lcidy Decies Manages Big Farm Chautauqua at Santa Fe Occupies
... ...
::
!! i ::
Heiress Prefers Work to Idling Capital City Folk; Breezes From
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CITY BAND

PROGRAM
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Morning journal, Sunday, July 14,

tjny bottle of Freezone for a few cents,

to rid your feet of every
hard corn, soft corn, or corn between
the toe, and calluses, without sore
lies or JiriUtkm. ?ry UJ Nft humbugt
sufficient

'

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday, July
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Women's Neckpieces
Midsummer styles Just received afford interesting choosing
new varieties.
,
Collars, Collar and cuff sets and vestees In Filet Lace.
White and striking color
Organdie. Georgette and Satin.
combinations.
In crisply

Phone 84
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The New Veilings

M

- Various meshes, weaves and textures In the
prevailing
styles. Shown in taupe, plum brown, navy, black and white.
The veiling in popular demand at prices that will meet

approval.

AND WOMEN'S READY.

S
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TO WEAR GARMENTS EXCLUSIVELY
mAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILUfcP.
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THE ECONOMIST
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ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY COODS HOUSE

DRY COODS, MILLINERY

50c, 75c, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and upwards

i

r

THREE

14, 1918

Founded in

Now

1881

Qriginal Sfcl

15 Times

50c, 65c, 75c, $1 Yard and Upward

(Main Floor)
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THE ECONOMIST
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Our July Clearance Sale Begins its Second Week Tomorrow
"

".The first week of the Sale was a tremendously busy one and the second week should be even more so because in many instances where quantities have diminished
prices haye also been made lower to make a complete clearance, so this second week of the Sale will be more fruitful of bargain opportunities than ever. And remember
many of the best bargains cannot be advertised on account of the limited quantities. So you must come to the Store to realize the full extent of this great money saving
event.

Silk Remnants

Sale
of Women's Wear

Extra
i

Special-Ju- ly

Remnants and short
Silks. Among these
sellers. All sharply
ance. Shown in Silk

All Spring and Summer Coats
All Georgette, Foulard and Crepe Dresses.
'All 3p"ng and Summer Suits
"
T All Jersey Dresses
! All Silk Coats and Capes
,
The Increasing Costs of

ft

lengths of staple and fancy
you will find the season's best
underpriced for quick clearsection.

3 Blouse

n .r

Aw

Crcpc Dc Chine
Striped Silks
French Voiles

Remnants of

Women 's Suit Department

Wash Goods

Crepe De Chine Silk

and Mixed Fabrics

And Striped Silk Waists
many worth to $5.00

Of Vital Importance!
This year Is an exception to all
previous buying experience for
merchants as well as for
.
, customers.

Lawns, Crepes, Tissues, Batiste,
Chambray, white and colored Voile. Especially
beautiful are lengths of pretty cotton material
suitable for women's dresses, children's school
dresses or blouses. AH sharply reduced to close out.
Ginghams,

It Is the wisest sort of economy to buy
clothing now, because the sort of materials you
want, and the, prices you want to pay, are within
your grasp.
To buy good suits and dresses now at nominal prices will be a matter for self congratula
te tlon a little later on.
We do not mean that there will not be
If1
clothes for sale later on, but we do mean that
A instead of golifr down, prices are steadif ad- vancing and some desirable fabrics will not be
i
Lon the market at all.
AA1
is why the reductions of this year
J are This
01 unusual significance.
jr

Special Prices on Scarfs and
Center Pieces
Made of Indian Head material nicely trimmed
with cluny and other laces. Scarfs are 18x45 and
with machine embroid18x54. Centers are
ery. To close out at 59, 49c and 39c each.

Here are some extra values offered tomorrow:

lf

Broken lots, odds and ends. Not all sizes in every
style but all sizes in the lots marked to close out.
49c
LOT 1 Are values up to $2.00 at
98c
LOT 2 Are values up to $3.00 at
$1.98
LOT 3 Are values up to $4.00 at ..,
$2.98
LOT 4 Are values up to $5.00 at

Dresses
Comprise summer
$19.50, specially priced

n

at
Other splendid values at

and early fall styles. Values up to

i

--

$9.98

... .$12.48, $14.98, $17.48, $19.98, $24.98
All other Dresses less a discount of 15 per cent.

Sahlin Bust Formers and Waist
To close out regular $1.75 values go at

Coats

..... .98c

Made of Gingham, Chambray, Voile, Lawn, Organdy, Batiste, etc.
Exceptional values in this departmentValues to $5.00 for.... $1.98
Others priced at $3.48, $4.98, $6.48, $7.48, $9.98 and $12.48 for $20.00
values.
,

Children's Dresses

fine
lace
um-

44.
85c

$6.50.

All other merchandise in our
Department not
advertised carries a liberal discount from our regular low ' prices
at from 10 to IS per cent less than regular prices.
Ready-to-We-

Summer Drapery Specials

Distinct Economy Advantages for Next Week Shoppers.
An unusual assortment of Crctones for porches, sun parlors, living
CRETONNES
rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, etc., Artistic patterns that produce a
(TQ
cool, summery effect in home decorations; yard 25c up to.
..iJ)OeUU

(f

ar

Bungalow Nets and Scrims

39c , 29c
19c
Kayser Silk and Chamoisette Gloves

Size 45x36 inch, while these last they
... ....
go at, each

at
bert Iluebush spent the week-en- d
Green and children are Elephant Butte dam.
Mrs. Charles Edwards and mother
spending the summer with relatives
In Aricona.
were in from the Cook's Peak country
Mr. and - Mrs. William Blackwell Sunday.
of the Eighty-fiv- e
Miss Emellno Frye left Thursday on
mine, hear Louig-buran extended visit to relatives in Chispent the Fourth In Deming.
Mrs, Casper Wray and her moth- cago and other catsern cities.
Mrs. James Tracey and daughters,
er, Mrs. Alice Fulghum of Hillsboro,
were guests at the home of Mr. and Misses Jack and Mary, left Sunday
Mrs. J. M. Crawford July 4.
evening for a visit with relatives in
Miss Laurys Fenley,' who has been New Orleans and Alexandria, La., aid
employed in the Western Union of- expect to be absent several months.
fice in El Paso the past four months,
Miss Bessie Brown, business direcIs home on a vacation.
tor of the Y. W. C. A., has resigned
John Masefield, the celebrated her position and returned to her home
English poet, from the British Min- in El Paso.
Mrs. Gus Wehmhoner . and son,
istry of Information, delivered a lecture o)n "Conditions as they are In Martin, departed Sunday evening for
front line trenches In France," the El Reno and Oklahoma City., Okla..
afternoon of July 4, at the stadium. where they will visit her parents' and
A large number of soldiers attended. other relatives.
Mrs. F. M. Lancaster and son reMiss Nora
Wehmhoner visited
turned Sunday evening from a six friends in El Paso last week.
in
weeks' .vl4 with (relatives
Mrs. T. F, White arrived home
Miami, Arhs.
Monday evening from a visit with
Mrs; A. L. Gibson alnd daughter, friends, and was accompanied by Mrs.
been
have
the
who
visiting
O. Ketone and Miss Lucile Hails, who
Beatrice,
former's mother, Mrs. Helen de will be her guests for the week.
Volln. for the past three weeks, have
Mrs. M. L. Hensley, operator for
returned to their home In ' Carlton, the Santa Fe, has been promoted and
transferred te Syracuse. Kans.. .where
Tear
Misses Georgia and laurys Fenley she will be In charge of the telegraph
Mrs, Hensley has been
and Messrs. Arthur Bean and . Hu department
Santa Fe.

Mrs. A. I

,
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.
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with the Santa Fe system for twenty-nin- e
years, and came to Deming a
; ;
year ago.
Miss Dorothy Dean, director of the
Y. W. C. A. cafeteria, left Monday
evening for New York city, where
she will take a four months' course in
the Y, W. C, A. training school.
Mrs. Charles M. Smith of Ray,
Aria., was called here Tuesday by the
Illness of her sister, Mrs. Helen
Baker, on Platinum avenue. On Wednesday she accompanied Mrs. Smith
home, where "he will remain indefi..nitely.
Mrs. E. J. Tilley returned from a
two weeks' visit to the Mimbres Hot
Springs 8rid with friends In HUls-bOr.
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Mr. and Mrs. 3. H. Barksdale went
to El Paso Tuesday morning on business and will remain several weeks.
Mrs. Mary C. Madru was in the
city "Tuesday on her way home to
Silver City from a visit to Califor-nia.
;!;; ' Rev. Marlon Browning, pastor of
the Spanish Methodist
Episcopal
Wedneschurch, was in Albuquerque
4
on
business.
day
' .Mrs. A. 8. Roane has moved down
from Silver City, Mr, Hoane having
been able to securing living apart-!e.
.
n Deming,
-

V

All Styles, All Colors, All Sizes
Chamoisette
Gloves
are washable and retain their .newness; pair. . ..$1.00
Kayser
Kayser Silk Gloves, in two clasp style, with embroidered backs and double finger
75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00
tips, pair
Kayser
Length Silk Gloves shown in black and white, $1.25 quality
95c
featured at, pair ....
Close Out Offer of Kayser Chamoisette and Lisle Gloves, natural color in 2 clasp
length. To close out while these last
length and white and black
1Q.
vrv
only, pair..........
on

Our Special Pillow Case

s

!,:;:

the Government has requested thei Man iifneturcrg to cut down the amount of
for women's Hosiery there will be About only 10 to 13 colors to bo had after
present stork In exhausted.

Hemmed Sheet Special

?

,

At 75c a pair, a fashioned Hose without a seam has just arrived. The delay was
caused by the dye situation, but we now have them in forty colors, including all
wanted shades of gold, gray, bronze, champagne, green, purple, yellow, pink, rose
hose boot length with mercerized
also white and black. Also pure thread-sil- k
lisle tops. High spliced heels and soles, very elastice.
fTt
f DC
Splendid wearers at, the pair'.....

About 50 to 60 pieces placed "on special counters at special prices, comprising plain,
hemstitched and printed border Scrims, etc. Figured and plain Bungalow Nets, in
white, cream and ecru, also green, blue and old rose Marquisettes divided into 3

...........

year sizes, made of Galatea, Gingham, Kiddie Kloth, Lawn,
Voile, Chambray, etc. Priced at less than the wholesale cost of the
materials, as follows: Values to $1.25, July clearance prices ,..'.-..98to
Others at $1.29, $1.79, $2.19, $2.98, $4.48 and $4.98 for values
-

,

Long Delayed Shipment of "New Fashioned Silk Lisle" Hose

50c grade of Sea Island Cotton Union Suits, made
low neck, .sleeveless, tight knee orumbrella knee,
open or closed Btyles. 39c a suit for all sizes.

The Economist Special Bleached Sheet, no seams
.$1.35
in center, size 72x90 inch, each
72x90
Brand
size
The celebrated Pepperell
Sheet,
.$1.75
each
inch,

v

2 to 14

man and D. O. fnodgress returned
Saturday from a three weeks' camping trip to the Grand Canyon of
Arizona. Mesa Verda national park
other points;
MIbs Dorothy Gilfillan, director of
the Y, W. C. A. hostess house, resigned her position and left Monday
evening for Colorado Springs, Colo.
Rev. J. B. Bell, pastor of the Methodist church (south) left Mdnday
evening for San Antonio, Tex., where
h will spend several weeks studyMrs. Bell
ing war work methods.
and Elizabeth and James accompanied him as fa" as El Paso. From there
they wiH go to Gilmer; Tex., to visit
'' j
.
her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hatter and son,
Don, left Saturday evening for Lv
Junta, Colo, r
Dr. J, O. Moir returned Saturday
from Chicago.
Mrs. C. W. Hpward and two children are expected to arrive - this week
Tex.. )t- Join Mr,
from Amairllo.
Hoffsrd, w&o III employed on the

'

White Goods Special

Women's Cotton Knit Union Suits

Tub Dresses for Women

The families of Judge TVed Sher-

Our entire center aisle counters given over to the display at special prices of 27
inch Amoskeag apron check Gingham, 27 inch stripe and' check Dress Ginghams,
27 inch Mercerized Poplin plain and fancy, 27 inch high grade Galetea plain and
figured. 40 inch plain and figured Voile, 36 inch Skirting white with colored stripes
and all white Gabardine and Rep, 32 inch Jap Crepe, and 36 inch
--it)C
Cretonnes, your choice at only, the yard.....

Ah

The celebrated Globe Mills brand, made of
Sea Island Cotton Lisle, low neck, sleeveless,
"trimmed yoke, button at crotch, cuff knee or
brella lace knee. Sizes 3,4, 36, .38, 40 and
Regular $1.00 grade, special, each

We have an immense variety to choose from. Sale price starts at
$1.98 for values to $4.00. Others at $2.48, $3.98, $4.98, $7.48 and $9.98

J

$3.98

$2.98

.

Materials for Summer Dresses

Women9s Knit Underwear

Skirts

Deming

$2.48

All colors and all styles
in the assortment many
worth up to $7.50.
,

color

Made of Velour, Poplin, Serge, Silk, Taffeta and Satin. Some full
lined, many only lined to the waist. Many can be worn in the evenings
now and in the early fall. Values to $12.50. July clearance price, $4.98
Other exceptional values at $7.48, $9.98, $12.48, $14.98, $24.98, $34.48

N

Filet Lace trimmed and
hand embroidered, regular values to $3.50.

32 inch white also colored striped Madras, 36 inch Sea Island full count .Percale,
AA
light or darks, 32 inch checked and striped Flaxons, regular values to.
50c. Special for this week 35c or 3 yards for
iJ)JLUlJ

Corset Specials

And all other Suits reduced in like proportion. Most all other Suits
Former Prices.
Reduced to One-ha-

,

Georgette Silk
Waists

French Voile

Special at

24-in- ch

Suit Values to $22.50 for $9.98

'

and
Georgette Crepes

Materials Make These July
Sales in Our

mid-seaso-

-- 1

Skirt lengths and odds and ends in the Dress
Goods Section; are sharply reduced for clearance.
Fir.t Floor

:

n

mm

Dress Goods

$

'

Anxj

16-butt-

........

Miss Dorothy Davidson, who has
been doing volunteer Work at the Y.
has returned from a visit to
her parents tn Fierro.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Aldrlch left
Tuesday evening for Portland, Ore.,
where he has been transferred to the
Portland division.
7
Miss Mollle Ratcllff and daughter.
Mrs. W. A. Langston, who have been
the guests of tho former's sister, Mrs.
left Wednesday for
Mae English,
Hurley.
Mrs. William E. Evans of Alamosa,
Colo., left Tuesday for her home after
a three weeks' visit with her aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Davis.
Mrs. O. A. Olds' of Hurley, was the
guest of Mrs. Adolph Summers Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Deckert of this
city, received a message Sunday even-In- g
stating that their son, Joe Deckert,
at Camp Mabry, Austin, Tex., and Miss
Ruth Cox, of this city,, were married
Sunday In Austin. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Deckert have spent the greater part
of their lives in Demllig. Mrs. Deckert wilt remain in Austin while her
husband is stationed at Camp Mabry.
from
Mrs. Nellie Messene wag down
.. ... .
Santa Rita Tuesday;
W. C. A.,

Join

te

"Jwa-Bi$-

"

Belen

Miss Crane of Albuquerque spent of John Becker.
Mrs. J. R. Brsnch was an Albuquerthe week end in Bolon the guest of
;
que visitor Tuesday.
Mrs. Merrill. .
Mrs. Bradford has returned from
Miss Johnie Tuilner and brother, a visit
to her old home in La Junta.
Vurl Turner, of Fort Worth. Tex.,
Conductor H. H. Wilson and fanv.
have come to Belen to make their
home with their parents who came ily have returned to Belen and exhere some time ago to be with their pect to make this their home.
Mrs. Carl Fraser of Hurley, N. M ,
daughter, Mrs. Severance.
short visit
Messrs. L. C. Becker and Roy stopped off tn Belen for
before
returning to her home after a
Bookland have gone on a fishing trip
In
Kansas.
month's
visit
to Jemes Springs. They expect to be
Miss Sadie Rhea of Colorado is the
gone several days.
Miss FiUgerald and Mrs. John guest of her sister, Mrs. Lee.
Mrs. Hornbeck
leaves today for
Fleming came down from AlbuquerMesllla Park after a visit of two
que Friday.
at
home.
Mrs. Henry Abell spent a part of weeks
the week In Albuquerque.
Mrs. Bowland was an Albuquerque
N.
.
and
.
Wilson and family
visitor this week.
Claude
Mrs. R. K. Bates spent two days in
Schools for the training of women
Santa Fe this week.
Messrs. Ernst and Wetmore re- ticket sellers for .railroads have been
turned Wednesday from their vaca- established by the government in sevtion trip. - V'hlle away they visited eral centers.
t
Valley Ranch, Las Vegas and Santa
Mlsa Fanny Durack. world's eham.
Fe.
"
Carey Harper, formerly of Belen-- , plon swimmer' from Australia, now
He is now In this country, uses the "Australian
visited here Wednesday,
fled, Cross Club. livinf at Deming and was hers to crawl" q sr contests,
.
:.

nt

procure some laborers to do some
contract work at Camp Cody.
Miss Marion Krochjnke
and her
cousin, Mr. Hensel, came down from

.

.

,

,-
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Ihe Flag

Shall Women Salute

Jemez Springs

14, 1918.

Goes By?

Mr. and Mrs. Noa Ilfeld are spend-tn- g
several weeks here for the benefit
of Mr. llfeld's health.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shoup, With
their son, and Frank George spent the
Fourth hero, returning to town the
next day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Ocstrclch, Dr.
and Mrs. C. K. Conner and Misses
Iteba Conner and Nell Bryant came up
on the Fourth.
from Albuquerque
They returned home last Sunday.

f

Flagstaff, Ariz,

j

J

Magdalena

The Presbyterian Ladies' Social
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lear are going
overland Friday to Prescott to attend club jiiet Thursday at the homov ot
the Rebckah assembly there. Dele- Mrs,' A. II. Carter.
i over the
Miss Harriet Williams of fteserve
gates are expected
was visiting in Magdalena tne first of
state.
'
returned
;
last week.
Mrs. A. W. Brown has
from Los Angeles where she has been
Master Arthur Thomas was the sucfor the past three months.
cessful contestant in the health cruMrs. C. B. Wilson is expected home saders' campaign, having won the
tomorrow from Galesburg, Hi., where medal out of over two thousand conshe has boen visiting her mother and testants.
Frank, Jr., son of Mrs. Frank
father.
died at the home of his
Mrs. H. G. Ehlers has returned from
Mrs. C. Barrcras, In east Maga month's visit in El Paso, Tex., Albudalena
M.
The child was about
Sunday.
N.
querque and Shuster Springs,
of age and death was due to
Her young nephew, Jo Bionson, ac- 3 yearsfever.
scarlet
Burial was In the Mag-companied, her home from the latter dalena
cemetery Monday.
place.
was a Magdalena
Miss
Martin
Faye
Misses Kathleen Carden, Beulah visitor over
Sunday with friends. MJss
Helen
Bryant Velmar Eddington,
Martin is a student in the Albuquerque
Reese, Georgia Halee and Kathleen Business college.
Lynn went to the cliff dwellings the
Miss Margaret Madaren, who has
;
Fourth of July.
her vacation ivi'h her
been
Miss Minnie Mickelson spent last sister, spending
Mrs. Edward C. Becker of
week-en- d
with Miss Pauline Jones at Springerville. Ariz, .returned to her
Williams. They, went overland from home here
Saturday. :
there to the canyon to spend the
Rev. and Mrs. J. J. Richards, who
Fourth of July. Miss Jones returned have been
in
the Estancia valley for
to Flagstaff with Miss Mickelson, for several
weeks, where Rev. Richards
a short visit.
was holding revival services, recurnod
Mrs. J, D. Williams of Phoenix, who to Magdalena Tuesday.
has been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Rev. A. Caldwell, pastor of the First
Long, here, returned home Thursday. Presbyterian church, held services in
'
Miss Eva Mae Erhart of Phoenix Socorro Sunday for. Rev. Ervien.
Is in Flagstaff, spending a few weelm
Miss Peal Phillips is expected home
witn ner sister, Marie- Erhart, who is the first of the week from Silver City,
attending the normal.
where she has boen attending the
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Wheat and lit- normal school.
tle daughter, Betty Jane, have gone
to Wichita Falls, Tex., for a months'
visit to Mr. Wheat's parents, Mr. and show.
Mrs. J. O. Wheat, of that city. The
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Finloy, Misses
elder Mr. and Mrs. Wheat were Jean Armstrong,
Sallie McCall, Ida
guests of their son and daughter here O'Brien and Mrs. Peterson of the norlast summer.
mal
school
weekare
Circle No. 1 jjave a social and re- end at the canyon.spending the
in
of
honor
evening
ception Friday
The Altar
of the Church of
Mrs. C. S. Brown at the Presbyterian the- Nativity society
met Wednesday after- -'
church. Also the new members of the noon with Mrs. George
Babbitt.
congregation were especially honored.
The Five O'CIock club met with
The members of the congregation and Mrs. Edgar Hash on Thursday. About
their friends were the guests of the five tables were present.
evening.
Misses Mary Coulson, Jeanette
s,
Archdean Jenkins of the Episcopal
Effie
Myrtle Pcxtpn,
church entertained the girls of the Verona Hills,Crawley,
Carson and MesStella
local church and their friends at hie srs. Allen, Wood and
Dewey Campbell
home Friday evening, July 5.
spent the Fourth at Grand canyon.
Mrs. B. L. Hilburn had as her.
guestts last week Misses Nan Daugh-ertTho Danville, Va..
of the
and Ines Bcevens of El Paso. Sat- Red Croeg is using thechapter
room in which
urday evening, July 6, she entertained Jefferson Davis signed his last official
with a dinner in their honor after the proclamation to the southern
slates.
ti-o-

Lan-davaz- o.

Rrand-moth-

Frank Harris and his two daughters
also came up on the Fourth. They are
still here.

Harry Benjamin and Guy Kogers
motored out on Sunday. They returned the same evening.
Joseph Barnett and Charlas Kunz
drove to the Cebolla last Monday.
Ward Anderson is spending his vacation here.
Mrs. E. R. Edffar and her son. Russell, and Mrs. Harry Benjamin are
among the Albuquerqucans who are
enjoying the delightful climate and
scenery here.
W. H. Trimble and son are paytng
their annual visit to the trout streams
In this vicinity.
Roy Bucklin and Louis Becker of
Belcn, came up last Sunday and the
next day went to the Cebolla in the
former's car. They are camped where
the trout are most abundant.
Karl Filler and Frank Georges, Jr.,
are camping on the "vega," near the
hotel.
n
Mrs. Wolf and her sister. Miss
of Albuquerque, assisted by the
former's children and by local tulent,
gave readings and piano, violin and
vocal solos at Block's hotel at which
the sum of $14 was netted for the
local Red Cross.
From 'the sale of refreshments, the
auction of chickens, rabbits and a pig
and the afternoon and evening dance
on the Fourth, about $200 were raised
and turned over to the local Red Cross.
A Bhort, but Interesting program
was held before the dance on the even
ing of the Fourth. A brief talk by
V. C. Oestreich, readings by Mrs. J. T.
Ortega, chairman of the local Red
Cross, James Marshall and Mrs. Linus
L. Shields and solos by Misses Lily
Abousleman and Stella Williams were
interspersed with the singing of patriotic songs. Mrs. Rose Dester prepared tho program.
Mr. nnd Mrs. D. W. Roberts, their'
daughter and two sons, Mrs. R. L.
Roberts, wife of the sheriff of McKln-le- y
county. Miss Joan Taylor of Gibson and Fred Baxter of Gallup, made
up an auto party which spent a week
here.
F. L. Wilkcrson, an Albuquerque attorney, is In town after a vacation
spent at tho Sulphurs and on the
Cebolla
Angelo Vivlani has been greatly
benefited by taking the mineral baths
for rheumatism.
Miss
Emilio Flintermann Is here
from the east cn route to California.
Alt-ma-

er,
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'

'
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THE WAY WE DO XOW.
the men's hats sweep off.
(By Betty Brown.)
They want to express the pride and
Watch tho crowd when the flag
reverence they FEEL but how?
is carried by.
are
The giggle and
What happens?
not intentionally disrespectful.
then
forward,
Everybody rushes
are only the nervous reaction
back as the parade advances. There to They
sudden, strong emotion which deis a nervous twitter of voices, then mands expression in movement.
That
breathless silence, the tramp of mea- expression is supplied for men in liftsured steps, a sudden crash of music ing
no
are
There
the liat.
accepted
"The Star Spangled Banner" and gesture for women.
then, the FLAG appears.
the same pride nnd reverFeeling
Every man's hat comes off, and he ence there is nothing for women to do
stands at attention, eyes front.
except to stand, or move awkwardly,
woman just stands and, miserably inarticulc.
Every
These are the days of marching
stares, and smiles, or looks solemn,
o cranes her neck to see what's commen, many parades, martial music,
nose
ing next, or maybe powders her
deepest patriotic feeling. The flag,
and giggles!
symbol of our ideals, our courage and
saour sacrifice, is dearer and prouder
The flag goes by and the met
than ever before, and women, too,
lute. The women do nothing.
Women want something to do when demand a gesture to signify their reverence, a simple- - act to match and
the flag goes by.
They want to have some way to supplement the lifted huts of men.
How shall women salute?
show that sudden throb and swelling of
There is the ordinary military sa
the heart that touches them too as
summer, no resident pastor having
been appointed.
V. LaFontain
and
Mrs. Charles
daughter, Ruth, accompanied by Meron
met
them
who
the
train
here,
rill,
left Thursday morning for San Antonio, Texas, where Rev. LaFontaine
is engaged in Y. M. C. A. work. Mer
rill has been offered the position of
musical director of one of the training camps but feels that he will continue his work with the Rev. Bulgin
evangelistic party.
Sgt. C. Raney, who has been delivering lectures throughout the country on tho war questions, spoke in
Williams last evening. He talked on
the possibilities of peace and ex
pressed his conviction that Americans
in general are too optimistic on thifc
subject, giving statistics to uphold his
theories. Ho also described the- latest
methods of utlack, the use of the gas
mask, the life in trenches and dugouts, and showed his souvenirs per- sonaly obtained before he was injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Howe have
returned to their Garland prairie
ranch for the summer. Mr. Howe has
had excellent success with his crops

THE WAY
lute of open hand lifted to the fore- head. But that Is impractical for
women. The present modes of headgear and halrdyensing would render
It inconvenient, ungraceful, and in
by
.danger of being made ridiculous ana
an unexpected tangle of hair, veil
The military salute will not
rings.
do.
There is the possibility of the
"chautauqua salute," the waving

handkerchief. But that too is inconvenient and undignified. Tho handkerchief is not always In easy reach
anJ must be searched for in purse and
pocket. Such a 'salute also involves
too much movement, a violent and
conspicuous waving of the arm, unpleasant to the waver and to immediate neighbors. Handkerchief waving
also expresses excitement rather than

reverence. . It will not do.
What is needed is a simple act, inconspicuous and dignified, an act expressing tho deep, permanent emo- - OR THE FLAG.
tions of loyalty and respect.
WOMEN, ATTENTION!

.Sunday Church Services
fcZI WHERE

WE SHOtTIiO DO."
Here is 'ons altitude wnich will appeal to every woman as having those
qualifications simplicity, dignity, respect.
When the flag is carried past or
the "Star Spangled Banner" is played
and nre n uncover their heads the
women present should assumo the
shoulders
of
attitude
attention,
Btraight, eyes front, heels together,
the right hand placed on the heart.
Let this become the universal women's salute to the flag Attention!
Hand on heart!
Every woman can and should learn
and use Jt at once, and on every oc
casion when patriotism suggests, its
appropriateness.
The woman's salute proves loyalty
and citizenship.
Don't hesitate! WOMEN WHO
SERVE TH FLAG SHOULD HON-

-
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TOO MANY COOKS

CZI

TO WORSHIP TODAY

SALUTE!

i

DON'T SPOIL BROTH

Calomel Loses You a Day's Work!
Take Dodson's Liver Tone Instead
.

tor's theme will be "A Lost Art."

AVKXCE MTCTHODIST
CHI Ki ll, SOUTH.
Corner Arno anil Central.
Joshua C. Jones, l'ustor.
The pastor will preach ut 11 a. m.
i
and 8 p. m.
Morning subject: "The Contribution
the Church is Making to ' Win tho

CENTRAL

;

CHIP IEHHY

Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
UT
A feature of the Sunday school service at 9:45 a. m. at the First Metho.'
dist church will be an address by
Read my guarantee !
bilious, constipated or headLieutenant I.'.lanchard, an officer of
the French army, who havins been
achy you need not take nasty, sickening, dangergassed. Is in this country on
School for Men Who Want to
.
.
A class of girls will sing "The
War."
ous calomel to get straightened up,
Chorus choir will sing anthem: Mursellaise" as their tribute of the
Learn to Be Chefs and Bakof the French national holi"Remember, O Lord," (Carrie B.
day.
Adams.)
ers; Fare of Recruits InEvery druggist In town your drug- constipation, you have only to ask for
Evening subject: "Devotional ValEpworth League 7 p. m.
ues."
cludes Large Variety,
Special music at; all services.
gist and everybody's druggist has no- your money back.
Red
F.
of
school
A
a.
m.
9:45
the
John
welcome
Dodson's Liver Tone Is a pleasant-tasting- ,
The regular meetings
for all.
Sunduy
ticed great falling off in the sale of
Cross started Friday, in tho manual
Major, superintendent.
remedy,
purely vegetable
calomel.
reaThey all give the same
Senior League 7 p. m.
ST- - JOHN'S ciiirncir.'
harmless to both children and adults.
training room of the school. Allot(Aanp4tel Frew Correspondence.)
son. Dodson's Liver Tone is taking its Take
Silver avenue nnd Fourth htrwt..
a
at
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening,
ments from headquarters have been
wake
and
up
Calif.,
spoonful
San
night
Diego,
Camp Kearny,
8 o'clock.
llcv. K. N. Bullock, Hector.
and show that Williams
received
feeling fine; no biliousness, sick head13. The army machine which place.
July
The
"Calomel
Woman's
Mission
cla3s
Is
Seventh
least
after
fifty
or
at
Study
Sunday
Trinity.
dangerous and people ache, acid stomach
constipated
turns out any type of worker needed know
chapter should provide
will meot with Mrs. J. Finley Sims,
7:00 a. nv
it, while Dodson's Liver Tone is bowels. It doesn't gripe or cause inHoly Communion
year.
for military service is busy nowadays
pairs of socks and fifty sweaters and this
re- convenience all the next day like vioWeBt
safe
and
Church school 9:45 a. m.
better
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cureton and 801
raw
Marquotte,
Wednesday
perfectly
gives
two hundred and fifty other garments
cooks.
The
on
a laree order for
said a prominent local druggist. lent calomel. Take a doseof calomel
The yarn Mrs. C. B. Hume were in from Red afternoon, 3 o clock.
Morning prayer and setmin 11.
by the first of September;
material was selected from among the sults,"
rou win una a hearty welcome to
University Heights Mission school-9:3- 0
tpday and .tomorrow you., will feel
for socks and sweaters is on hand, Lake Monday.
recruits of the California June Dodson's Liver Tone is personally
draft
m.
be
a.
will
,
above
Mrs.
of
the
services.
Gordon Holloway was in Wil- ail
guaranteed by every druggist who sells weak, sick and nauseated. Don't lose
and the materials for clothing
quota recently received here.
It.
A
cost
a
bottle
doesn't
liams
The
stitching
machine
very
large
day's work! Take Dodson's Liver
Wednesday, having motored in
here at once.,
When each skeleton company was much but if It falls to
give easy relief Tone instead and feel fine, full of
ST. TACL'S ENGLISH LUTHERAN FIRST PRF.SBYTF.RTAN CHURCH
will be done at home by those volun- from Grand Canyon.
recruit
at
the
reaJy
camp,
organized
case
v
..
of liver sluggishness and vigor and ambition.
(Corner FlfUi and Silver Avenue.)
CHURCH.
teering to do it. Allotments for surto absorb the incoming arart men as in every
Hugh A. Cooimt, Charles 11.
(Corner Silver and Sixth.)
gical dressings have not been received
number of
a
certain
arrived,
they
for
commence
Pastors.
McKcan,
so this work will not
Arthur M. Knudsen, Pastor.
cooks was part of it. Most of them
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Edward were
another week.
Residence, 306 S. Sixth. Phone 2299.
graduates of the school for
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Ferrin have re9:45 a. m. Sunday School. Lesson, B. Cristy, superintendent.
cooks and bakers maintained here. To
11 o'clock.
,
Morning
Acts
worship
turned from an extended visit in VirBible.
Armin
the
Reading
these were added as "student cooks"
Communion service.
ginia.
men who wanted to tbe cooks, who
superintendent.
Kraemqr,
and
In
town
Music
was
Prelude:
"Prayer
Miss Dorothy Wilson
11 o'clock
Morning service.
the mental qualifications to
Mrs. Fred Hill returned last week to
possessed
(Gullmont-Eddy.Cradle
)
Song,"
for a few days last week.
Sermon topic: "Searching tho Scripdo tho work and who had absolutely
her homo in Deming after a short visit
Vogt.)
Miss Mary Chilholm of Gallup, N.
(Jean
Offertory:
"Lullaby,"
here, she was the guest of Mrs. W, tures."
unimpeachable health. No man who
W. Faw.
Organist Mrs.-IM., is the guest of Miss Jean Rosseau. Ri Or me.
Vocal duet: ''Oh, Morning Land," E.
,!
has the slightest taint of any kind of
"Far
Male Quartette:
Away,"
A son was born to Mr. and Mis.
II,
Phelps.
diseaso may work in or around an
Miss Alice lioyland was in Estancia
Messia. Padel, Kanady, Mc- Isaac Brown July 9.
(Parks.)
M.
Mrs.
so
Kenneth
Baldridgo,
army kitchen.
Kean, Wait.
Miss Grace Bull is visiting friends Tuesday.
Adah Pinnell left Wednesday prano.
The regular cooks and the corps of
BradL.
E.
Choir
director
In California.
She expects to remain forMiss
Mrs,
Miss Hildegardo Erstead, alto.
her home in Santa Fe after a ten
cooks' instructors stationed here are
ford.
8
there for several weeks.
in.
p.
Combination
service.
visit at the homo of Mr. and
putting the students through their
8 p. m.
William Dillon was in town from days'
Evening worship
Christian Endeavor and congregation.
Farton.
A union service
the young paces now. Special training Js requ'r-e- d
with
Ho was Mrs. s. W. A.
Grand Canyon Wednesday.
cordial
A
to
welcome
all.
Mrs. P;
to enable the army ration, to he
Speckmann has as 'her
on his way to Chicago.
people. Topic: "Lessons from Favorite handled
to advantage, and the cooks'
guests her mother, Mrs. P. C. Lentz
Parables." Mark 4:1. 8,
While Louis DeBold and M.
NOItTH
FOUimi
STREET
GOSPEX
her
and
of
son,
instructors
George,
Magdalena..
prefer men for training
Loader Miss Margaret Johns.
were driving to town from Red
C. L.
HALL.
who have had no "previous kitchen exand Dr. G. H. Buer were
Fifteen
minute
Favorite
talk
Lake Tuesday a tire on their car blew business Burt
"My
1300 North Fourth Street
At the detention camp,
perience.
Dr. Cooper.
out and the car turned over into a nesday. visitors to Albuquerque WedSunday school and Bible class, 9:45 Parable,"
where the field ration is In use, many
music will be rendered.
ditch. Neither was injured.
Special
a
m.
this
Mrs.
week:
God's
Mr,
and
J. H. Griffin, their
Topic
substitutions must be made for articles
"Reading
Miss Mildred Finney is the guest of
not included In that allowance. Tim
Gladys, and Mrs. Voss re- vvora. Classes for everybody, i
Miss Mildred Owens in Los Angeles, daughter,
KVAWflFXtCAi
LVMAXCFJ,
At 8 p. m. Mr. Carl Armerdlng will
men get plenty o ffood, however, and
an overland
this week. After a few days stop turned last week fromIdaho
LUTHERAN
CHURCH.
sufficient variety. Here are some samtrip through Arizona,
and the preach the gospel. Subject: "The God
there Misses Finney will go to San coast
Cnrl
Schmld.
Pastor.
of This Age."
states.
ple menus:
Francisco and other coast cities.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Lee have motored to
Wednesday at S p. m. a meotin for Residence, 308 South Arno street.
Breakfast Stewed peaches, steak,
Leo Hostetter, formerly one of the
2047.
Phone
Tex.
prayer.
homesteaders of Garland prairie was Thurber,
Our services are held In the public Hashed potatoes, coiree, Dread, syrup.
8 n. m. a meetina for
at
Mrs.
Pearl
Pearcn
of
Thursday
Abernathy,
In town this week, on furlough from
Dinner
soup, roast
Tex., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. the study of Paul's Epistle to the Ro- llberary, corner of Edith street and beef
and gravy .boiled potatoes,
Camp Kearney. where he has boon D. Shaw.
mans. This is a mixed class to whicn Central avenue.
i
In tralnnig since last year.
creamed onions, fruit pudding, bread
Sunday school 10 a. m.
Mrs. J. A. Bcal and Mrs. Ralph all are welcome.
Mrs. W. D. Finney is the guest of
and coffee.
11 a. m.
Preaching services
are spending the week at the
her son Ray and his wife, at Wins- - Stewart
Supper Irish stew, boiled, pqtatocs.
Beal ranch near Manzano canning curSubject; "Our Daily Bread a Gift of
FIRST CONGRKGATIONAIi
low for a few days.
uou.
apple sauce, coffee, bread, butter.
and other berries.
CHURCH.
Word received from Lyle McLean rants
200 men ;from army com
About
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
Corner Coal and Broadway.
expresses the thanks of his comrades church gave a social
mands all over this section now at
Wednesday evenSunday school 9:45 a. m. W. L
in the 10th and 11th Overseas com
tend the cooks' and bakers' school.
at the home of Mrs.
Miller. Byrd, acting superintendent.
,
pany of the 158th U. S. Infantry, for ingNews has been received Marv
from John
Morning service. 11 o'clock. Ad
the kindness received here from me
Owing to the sqarclty of woolen
dress by Lynn H. Foxsecrctary of the
Red Cross while the company was en ijoyio mat nas arrived In France.
'
Y. M. C. A. Solo by Miss Grace Storti,
yam women are using cotton twine
route to New Jersey. A number of
for crocheting articles that are nol
.)
"Gloria,"
Williams boys were with this contin
'
intended for comforts..
Organ selections
from French
gent.
Ariz.,
composers, Prof. E. Stanley Seder, or- is Mrs. John Rohe of Winslow,
Mrs. Mary Pritner Lockwood con
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
visiting
Just make the proposition to
ganist.
tinues to please her listeners in her
D. Roberts, and her sister. Mrs. L. A,
Christian Eendeavor 7:30 p.m.
summer school cookery lessons given
woman who uses an Elecwas
Rousseau.
Rohe
formerly
Mrs.
any
'
All are invited to attend these
each Tuesday afternoon In the MethMiss Zella Roberts.
Iron
to take it away. See
tric
odist church. Last Tuesday's meetRev. W. J. Waltz left Tuesday for
what
ing was well attended and many valany of the
happens
he
will
join
Minneapolis, Minn., where
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY.
uable recipes were taken down in
Mrs. Waltz, who is visiting their
housewives
of
thousands
who
From
(Continued
2.)
Pago
Barnote books for future reference.
Christian Science services are held daughter at that place.
use
them!
which
loaf
418
bean
West Gold avenue, every Sunat
ley muffins, and a
H, I. Spitsmesser is in Albuquerque
seemed like meat, and delicate spice like your museum has set Itself to th
day, morning at 11 o'clock.
on business this week.
cakes without wheat flour, were made task of developing a clvio Individual.
school
9:45
at
o'clock.
The M. E. Ladies' Aid society met at
Sunday
Doea this catch the eye of a woman who is
and tested by the class. Personal in- iiy."
Wednesday evening meetings at 8 the church parlors Monday .afternoon
vitations to attend these lectures are
o'clock.
ot
of
held
election
the
and
annual
a
sick and tired of the old sad iron and a hot,
Barnhorn is
pupil of Marcie,
not necessary and everyone interested Puech,
Reading room open dally except ficers. Mrs. McGhee was elected presi
Bouguereau, Ferrler and the
should be present.
stuffy kitchen on a summer's day?
Julien of Paris, which It is Sundays and holidays from 2:30 to dent, Mrs. Will Elgin, vice president,
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Tarnell are vis- Academic
.ura
5,:30 p. m. at 418, West Gold, avenue,
carl
Sherwood,
airs,
secretary,
also
remembered
to
awarded
prizes
Listen your troubles are over You phone us
iting Mr. and Mrs. Ira, T. Yarnell, miss Eva springer and the' lute Don second floor.
Minnie Mason treasurer.
from Sunberry, Pa. Their plans In ald
A
Mr.
free
of
Mrs.
and
McGllllvray
we deliver you the Electric
circulating
John
library, including
Beauregard of the museum staff. all the works of
clude several- weeks here with their Barfhhorn
Mary Baker Eddy, Lucy visited in Estancia Tuesday,
s work received-honora'
on.
wasJ
Dr. C. J, Amble
',
you Bay right away.
of aMountalnair
in the Paris salon of 1895 and and other authorized Christian Science
..
11.- .Next Wednesday will hold especial mention
i.. .....
literature, is maintained In connection in
he
In
at
exhibited
the
Paris
exposition
Interest for the poultry raisers of 1900. He is a member of the Cincin with the reading room.
his duties as member of tho local
Williams for N. P. Harris, rSeciallBt
The public Is cordially Invited to at- board and also attended the seml-a- n
Then you iron wherever it's most convenient
in his line, will lecture at the school natl Art club.
tend the Sunday services, the Wednes- nual meeting of tho directors of tho
O
and comfortable- - right by the window, on the
mem,
is
He
a
afternoon.
the
during
'
day evening meetings, and to visit the estancia Savings bank.
ber of the U. of A. Hxtension service,
Edwin L. Sabln, tne noted writer, la reading room.
of
Hurt
County
Superintendent
porch, upstairs or down. , Get through. in a
Services were held at the St. John's coming to Santa Fe for the fall and
Mountainair was in Estancia Tuesday
'
Mission
this morning, winter, arriving with Mrs, Sabin in
Episcopal
on
fraction
of the time and do much better work.
official
'
business.
Archdeacon Jenkins of Phoenix being September. They will make a systemTnE CHURCH OF cilRIST.
J. B. White
Charles Miller of
in charge. The church will hold serv atic study of the landmarks of this , Meets each Lord's day at the Albu- Lucy were in and
you've tried these. That's what
Estancia Tuesday on after
ices every third Sunday during the section, especially those of archaeolog- - querque public library in the north- business.
one of our customers tola her friend
- Mrs. E. C.
And
knew what she was talklnc
she
leal, historical and ethnological inter-es- t. west corner basement room.
and daughter,
Song service begins at 10 o'clock a. Princess, of Sharpless
wore in Es- about, for it first she was decidedly
llountainalr,
a.
m.
Bible
aftei
lesson
10:30
m.,
Oat
skeptical regarding any bakinc done
tancia Monday.
-i
.
services. All conA dance whs given at the Pastime outside' the home. , But why prals
4
t.'
The ten new landscapes hung this which communion
12 m..
at
about
cluding
Try' some pies and
theater Thursday evening for the bene, our baking?
week at the new museum by Sheldon
Bible
lesson
14,
and
cakes
the
for
p
raisin.
Sunday,
do,
you'll
July
of
fit
the
Red cross.
Parsons, show how this Santa Fe ar- fourth chapter "of second Corinthians
Mrs. p. j. Moe of this placo died In
tist Is achieving more and more the All
Interested are Invited. Elders, R.
boldness and freedom of the modern- A.
Albuquerque
Tuesday morning.. She
H. Edwards.
Talley and
colds
had boen in poor health for sometime
ist in handling his theme and . that
und had been taken to . the hospital
that ssftj without running into grotesqueness or FIRST
k fcuiflr Caldomonrofrto
eompiin4 and
there for treatment. The body was
EPISCOPAL
throat losing any of his own charm. Such
METHODIST
lunr
narda
prepared
A
trouble.
to Estancia Tuesday afternoon
brought
on
Lead
as
us
canvas
of
and SoutH Third.)
he gives
(Corner
glimpses
(bus
without harmful, fit
Charles Oscar Bccknuui, Pastor. ' and services held In the Methodist
the Chi mayo Sane tun rlo and of the
Try Hum. Kiday.
.church of which Mre. Moe was a mem
Miss lid ll h, Gorby. J)eaeonesn.
St. Francis cathedral, form striking
"At Your Service" t Z
pO cenU box, jnchrrling vfV MK variations from
Phone 88.
It K. BALLING, Prop.
such canvases as the . The Kev. W. II, , Cable, D. D., of ber. She leaves a husband and eon,.
'
s
U
IrrnarrlaU
11
sal
For
'
Council Bluffs, la., will speak at
by
and
Tram
Plcuris
Lag
pan
mountains,
.
. iCcknaa Lavre tor, t'bUdJU
Join the "Two-Bit- "
a. m. in the evening- - at Bthe passcenes nearer and within Santa Fe,
Red Cross Club.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday, July 14, 1918.
GONE TO JOIN THOSE HE SENT BEFORE

sollererns as, in truth,' ."militarism"'
has ever been and still is. , t ,
...In Itself the emperor's moralizing,
as reported by his newspaper Boswell,
is very edifying, and to those" who
have eyes very instructive. He had
the two men bandaged by his own
doctor, and after supper he held forth
PUBLISHING
JOURNAL
CO,
upon the, pure, and lofty humanity
with which the Germans make war.
J.
Andrson. IU.
."e Blflf
"We Germans will preserve our
., Cttteasot
lOrqiwtU
conception of Christian duty towards
'
luttn R.RprmaMtlT
the ill and wounded. We will so wage
" RALPH
MUULIdAM.
s llul
na Str.t. fiy--r Tora.
war," he went on, that "when men
maltar t
Bntsrd m ncvad-cla- ,
again extend a hand to one another
N.
., nadat
soctoffle of Albuqut-nju.we may be able to recall with a clear
Don't lose interest in your bank account. Transact
of ContrMt of March U U7.
consclenco and without remorse,, evbusiness with a bank that is a human, helpful
olrtmlaUon ilium au etbf ppr
your
la New M.xlco. fhs only
pr In Nw ery day and every act of these hard
service-givin- g
In lh rar.
toxic tailed tvery d
organization.
times." The sheer audacity- of ihese
TBKMi OF UUlifsClUlTION;
fine
on
sentiments
the
of
the
.Wo
lips
ooo
oat.
Get all the possible good to be had from your banking
Daily, by oirrlm or by mall,
" man, wtyr.by a word could have
Toorly, In advano.
connection.
Pay your bills by check because it is con
the
TO
jJUBSCKlBICK.
of
NO'ilca
stayed
campaign
outrage and
Bakacrlbara tu tli. iuytnmi wlwn wrltlnt cruelty that has been carried on
safe
and business-lik- e.
by
n
Open an interest-bear-venient,
to
etmnteU
ti bTmuMtb.trbo paptr
tho uld nddrow. his officers and by his subjects, men
uro to
ing account and just as soon as you have a dollar to
u
and women regularly and ruthlessly
blglm
"Tb Morning Journal ba
Mhr
lo
to
any
spare,
than
deposit it to your credit where the interest will
almost
passes belief,
ratio,
"""
wlis."r-T- b
paptr in Mow
too
It
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add
the
for
who
PI
tyrant
your income.
.story.
Nowapopof
hacked his way through Belgium,
OF TH8 ASSOCIATED
who applauded
the sinking of the
rnjsno.
In
Tills bank aims to remler a cheerful, useful personal-servic- e
Lusitanla, who would not save Miss
Praia
axclualTaly
Tko
Oavell or Captain Fryatt by a word,
exchange fur the business you give it.. You will find It greatly to
ntltl.d to tho uaa for ranubllcaUon
at nil nowa cradltad to It or not otu.r-wlwho introduced wholesale piracy and
your advantage to confer freely with our officers; their opinion is
indited In thin papar and alaa
reintorduced slavery
aawn publlabad baraln.
into European
impartial and often reveals advantages which you have overlooked.
til ioc
Give us your account anil let us give you our service.
warfare,
whose)
have
systeTHB JORKAL takaa ant prlnta
matically devastated even the fruit
alxly boar and thirty mlnutaa ot
trees In the lands they have occualualvtly Aaaoclatad Praaa laaaod wtra
aarvlca oach week. No other new
and now who comes forward
pied,
Mexloa
In
taken
New
papar published
hour of An
mora than twenty-fou- r
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Wartime London in Sharp Contrast
to Merry London Dickens Depicted
(Anonrlatrd TrM rorrmpondcar.)
London, June 8. An interesting
contrast of wartime London today
with the London as Dickens knew it
Is drawn by the well known writer,
George K. Simms, in one of the daily
papers. He had been wandering
around the old familiar spots immortalized by the great novelist and he
thought "of the happy days and
nights of long ago when Dickens
found the Joy of life ,in every street
and byway of the big city, a'nd the
feast and the wassail bowl were typical of the Merrie England in which
a nation
he lived." He compares
when the food of the people is
strictly rationed, when the houses
f cheer are plosed during many
hours of the day, and when, long
Curfew rings out
before midnight,
and hushes the great city to silence."
Entering the city from London
bridge he steps into High Btreet .There
"a bulldog peers out from a narrow
alley leading to an old world slum.
There is a wistful
look in the animal's eyes,
and I think of Rill Sikes and his dog,
and I wonder if Nancy would have
managed something for the faithful
beast with one of her coupons. But
the Nancy who passes me today wears
Bill's regimental badge. He. is doing
a bit of good work for a change, and
doing it on the western front."
Near the top of the street he sees
an air raid warning, and: "I think of
Fagin on a raid night. He would
probably have been down the nearest tube, and the artful dodger and
Charley Bates, being 'physically unfit,' would have been with him. And
what an ideal hunting ground the
tube on air raid nights would be

for them!"
As he strolls along the street he
and war
notices that conscription
conditions have played havoc with
the Dickens types that until recently
were to be found there.
"By the entrance to the yard of the
Old George," he continues, "where the
galleries still repicturesque wooden
main to remind us of the old Pickwickian days, a couple of 'Waacs'
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Throughout Slav Empire.
(AMorlirrd Preu Correspondence.)
Chicago, July 13, A great religious

drive for the redemption of Russia,
for Evangelis the aim of the Allia-ncizing Russia which has Just been
formedi here at a general conference
of delegates from all parts of the
United States and Canada.
with
The alliance. In
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tional society, recently Incorporated
in Pennsylvania, is intended to form
the hub of the movement In which
similar societies In America, trance,
England, Sweden, Denmark and other
nations will participate, according to
officers now working out details of the
big campaign to be opened early Jnext
autumn.
Moscow to Be Center.
Moscow will be the clearing house
of the proposed giant revival. In that
a tabernacle
city it Is planned to rear
it
at a cost of $300,000 and Burround
with a group of educational and vocational schools ranging from kindergartens to colleges. Two orphanages
' for war children and a training school
who
large enough Infor 2,000 students
the task of spiritualwill be used
izing Russia, are Included in the plans.
have found our way
"At least-wclear financially, to begin the great
of
redeeming Russia," said Pastask
tor William Fetler of the Moody Bible
Institute of Chicago, who Is now
go with
training 100 men who will the
work
him to Russia to take up
under the direction of an executive
board representing the various
cietles.
To Oust Greek Church.
t "Russia, hungry for religion, is litre
a vast field ready for planting. The
Greek church, more a police system
power
than a church, against whose
four years ago all attacks were futile,
has been abolished and its property
was
izl bv the radicals. Russia than
more religiouB In the old days how-vashe Is now. It was a religion,liberate. r
that did not Inspire or
The present regime Is without relig
'
ion- ,
. .
In
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United
the
like
a democracy
months, net-h- ns in September,
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genuine fruit and the leaders of the
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company.

but let them go after a brief captivity.
u. A. i.yie, or Portland, ore., and
the two other engineers, capture,! in
Honan, were not so fortunate, however. Besides losing all their persona)
property and $12,000 they weva carrying to pay off workmen employed on
a new railroad, they were kept many
days, enduring the hardships of long
marches and wretched surroundings.
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Off on Silk Taffeta Suits
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A Great July Sale of

July Sale

,

July Sale of Corsets

BLOUSES

All Summer Fabrics

Scores of choice, dainty
waists in the best 1918 styles
models for sports, dress and
ordinary wear !have been decisively reduced You'll surely
find your size in the models
you want if you come here
early!
Voile and Organdy
Waists
Georgette. Waists (PP AC
values to $7.50 ior,pOVO

;

Silks, wash goods, ginghams all warm weather
materials that you'll need to make additional garments for your wardrobe, now at prices lower than
'
:
you have seen this season.

....... .15c

Regular 25c Voiles, sale price
Regular 33c Voiles, sale price ,
Regular 75c Voiles, sale price
Ginghams, values to S5c sale price
Madras, regular 60c, sale price

White Wash Skirts

Graceful new styles, made of splendid materials.
we've rereally big offering when you see how
worn
with
be
can
duced former prices! The skirts
exthe
you
the
coat,
saving
without
a waist and
pense of a new separate skirt.

I

Regular Prices

fall! 'Twill be many a month before an equal opportunity to save
is presented.

A

Just 50 Silk Dresses in this lot, values from
$15.00 to $40.00.

n,

Pretty practical styles are these,

that can be worn way into the

Suits at Lowest Prices

Undoubtedly the best values of the season!
Clever, practical styles that won't look out of place
even during the late fall ! Dresses for all occasions
in the assortment.

July Sale

Skirts

a Saving Day for You Here

July Sale, Silk Dresses

oners.
Shantung leads the five Chinese
provinces in outalw population, having
Shensl has 7.000, Anhwei
19,000.
Honan 3,000 and Fuklen 3.000.
The largest single band is in Shan
tung, under the leadership of Fan
who rules a veritable principality
inhabited by 7,000 persons. Tu Shan- het; whose followers number 6,000 is
the chief rival of Fan Tu-liThe daring of the brigands in Shan
tung recently became so open that
the Tuchun of the province, Chang
Huai-chiasked premission to resign
his command as leader of the army
against the disaffected southern prov
inces, and return to his own state to
restore order. Many of the bandits
are believed to be disbanded soldiers
of Chang Hsun, who endeavored to re
store the monarchy, but was defeated
and took refuge in the Dutch legation
at Peking.
The Shantung bandits not lonar ago
abducted three American missionaries
and an American employe of the

July Sale of

greet you!
July sale prices are, in many instances, lower than
we expect to pay wholesale for goods of equal quality in the fall, Yet in spite of high costs and the
shortage of good goods, we must clear out incomplete assortments, odds and ends and remnants of
all spring and summer goods to make room for fall
stocks. We rely upon such low prices as these to
accomplish our purpose! You're not likely to see such
values again for a long time!
:,

$9.50 Dresses
Sale price $7.00

IM

tobacco

'

A generous share of bargains will be offered from
day to day in several departments so that every day
you come to the store, new saving opportunities will

$12.50 Dresses
Sale price $9.00

Pre. Corretpondenre.)

n

2

2 21

July 14th and July 21st

There's months of service
ahead for every one of these
smart practical Dresses!
Even some models fabrics,
colors that have been
hard to get are

sus of Chinese outlaws has been made,
showing that in five provinces there
are a total of 37,000 brigands. This
total does not include the bandits of
Mongolia, who are very numerous and
have been extremely active this year,
nor does it include those of Honan,
where the Americans were taken pris-

British-America-

US)

Every Working Day Between

In a July Sale

values
of them.

Yu-li-

M

and Summer
And
six dajs, we ofTer 1918's greatest values in
Merchandise. Be here every day and watch in the windows and inside the store for
the new daily offerings.

Institute Washington. July 13.
Following
the recent capture of three American
Trains 100 Men for Giant engineers
In
bandits
China, a cenby
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members of the Woman's Auxiliarj
Army corps are chatting with i Ked
Cross nurse. On the spot where Mr.
Pickwick first met Sam Weller, two
Australia'n soldiers are making an
inquiry of a pretty postwoman. I
wonder what Mr. Pickwick would
have thought of Australian soldiers
at the door of his Inn. And what
would Sam have to say to the pretty
postwoman?
"I turn down a narrow passage at
the back of the old Marshalsea.. Here
are still some portions of the prison.
At the door of one of the little holmes
that are faced by the walls of the old
house of captivity where Mr. Dorrit
lay a prisoner for debt, a youth In
the uniform of the Royal Air Force is
d
old lady,
talking to a
probably his grandmother. 1 wonder
what the old lady thinks of airplanes
and airmen, and as 1 glance up at
the little windows let into the high
prison wall, I wonder how the poof
debtors would have felt on a Zeppelin night.
"In Little Dorrit's playground children are still at play, but one of the
little girls is being called home by her
mother. The mother wears a uniform with trousers to it. How Little
Dorrit would have stared to find a
mother in trousers in her playground?
And what would Maggie have said?"
Nearby are two establishments thai
were familiar objects in Dickens' day.
One is a public house and the other is
a pawnshop. But though it is early
in the afternoon the public house is
Before the war, the writer
closed.
says, "this establishment was so liberally patronized by the workers of
the neighborhood that the proprietor
to placard the
found , it necessary
windows with a notice that no drink
must be taken outside. That typical
scene of Dickens land In London has
passed with the war, probably Inever
to return.
The" London
that Dickens knew
throbs now with the staid and sober
work
and good will,
note of good
good work for the war, and good
will to win it,"

In small sizes only
Sale price

BRASSIERS
Odd Lots, July Sa e at

98c

..............250

.490
.25c
,39c

AQp
71
Price

One-ha- lf

JuluSaleofCurta in Nets and Scrims
Regular 35c and 40c
July sale price, yard

v

25c

WORKSHOPS NOT

T

81x90 well known
Sheets at
$2.25.
worth
brand
July sale, $1.85

Turkish Towels, large size, our
regular 35c towel, July sale, 23c.

HOSPITALS HELP

Phone 283.

WOUNDED MEN

313-31-

West Central.

5

a

Many Recoveries Among Sol
diers Brought About by
consolation."
Skillful Application of Exer
campaign, the
jn the religious
language will be taught along
English
cise in Manuel Training.
.m. thA Russian language. Pastor
people will go into control. Then will
the big Russian soul seek spiritual

months In hospitals, many of whom
tiad undergone several operations."
Now all that Is changed.
Half or
the hospital buildings do not look like
hospitals at all. They are merely
workshops, where men are making
all manner of things, from surgical
boots to cigarettes, from Bteel splints
to scenery for theaters, and It Is only
when one sees a crutch lying against
the work bench, or whdn the man
hops across the' shop, that one realise that all these men are, for the
time being at least, Invalids and crip."
i' i'
ples.
The man who is busy sawing a
piece of wood for the framework of
the back scene of a play, is really engaged in working an Injured elbow
back to health. Probably he does nor
really realize this; certainly he is not
thinking of it, and that Is the secret
or tne whole treatment.
The man
may not even be working with the In.
jured limb at alii

Fetler said, "for the Russians already
realize the high place your mnguuBn
f
(AMoclatcd Press Correaposdnc.)
now takes In the woria.
London, June 25. "If you give a
The late Gregory Rasputin, the man
a. damn ra
and set him to work
of Russia," four years
'vil
windows, you jtvlll see that
ago brought about the exile to Serbia cleaning
he is continually working nis ringers
of Pastor Fetler for nis gospei ies.cn
h. nm hut later iha aentence was com' as though he were grasping a spring
dumb-belBut while he would tiro
muted to "banishment abroad."
In a few minutes.
of the dumb-befor several
he will clean windows
hours without excessive fatigue."
the officer In
This, explained
charge of the military orthopedic
Associated
Press corhospital to The
respondent. Is the principle of the lat- est and best curative worKsnops.
Dr. W. A. Parvls returned from Wounded men who have been left
mornwith some disability stiffened fin
Bpringerville, Ariz., Wednesday
Activity Is Helo.
The carpenter at the next bench la
or arms or legs are given some
'"'fhe local Red Cross chapter will gers
exercise which is necessary for them planing a piece of wood so vigorously
end a box of magazines once a month In a form In which they do not tire that it is evident there Is nothing
to the soldiers stationed at Camp of it. and in which their minds are wrong with his hands. As a matter
occupied not with themselves and of fact, he has a stiff ankle, but as
Cody and all those having, magazines
are requested to leave them at the their Injury, but with the work they he works he thrusts forward his right
do.
Hilton pharmacy.
leg with each move in order to get
more power Into his stroke, and so
Mrs. Lon M. Fletcher and young
Is Shown.
Ingenuity
These workshops have brought I unconsciously works the lame ankle
on have returned to their home at
Mrs.
great change into the military ortho all the time.
Hope, N. M., after a visit with
The first of the British curative
Fletcher's brother, County Agent pedic hospitals. They have become
Powers.
the most interesting Dart of a won hospitals of this type established by
P.
Homer
Mrs. Ellas Spear and son Martin, of derful course of treatment!, ingenious the army was at Shepard's Bush, a
London suburb, and It Is still the
Itetancla, are guests of Mrs. Louise surgery and manipulation, which
most complete establishment of the
Martin of North California street.
restoring to the army
with
met
or the cnppiea men wno past tnrougn kind in Great Britain. It has sepa
The Saturady Card club
"
rate workshops for carpenters, tail
week.
the hospitals.
Mrs. M. C. Mechem last
Sir Robert Jones, head of the or ors, bootmakers,
entertained the
sign
iin. W. B, Huston
tnopedlcr hospitals In Great Britain painters atvd
photograph
Monday Bridge club Monday night."
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Reynolds of Al has described them In the early dayr retouchers, cigarette makers, black.
places run or oispiritea smiths, Ironworkers, plumbers, elec.
buquerque spent several days this as "dreary
men, moat at, whom had psut fatutyl Mwiuns Knit engiaevra,
pre In Socorro.
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three or of a "will to victory" which, being

In-

reprinted
five numbers
THE BELGIAN
DISCUSS RELIEF FOR
terpreted, means a "will to conquest."four times after tneir originm va
In that nation every discouraging
cation.
tluence is carefully avoided.
TUBERCULAR SOLDIERS
GADFLY, TORMENT
One of the most Interesting features
How vastly different In Belgium!
is Its monthly
0F GERMANS of La Libre Belgique
.
In Flemish
ISPt CIL CO.MI.,ONMMCS T. MO.NIN. JOURNAL)
Among this people no act is omitted
supplement, giving
air
national
Santa Fe, July 1$. Dr. E. Klder,
Vrannh the news of the war. It that might serve to sap their
paof
n-

chief of the medical section of the
state council of defense, Mrs. Ilfeld of
Albuquerque and Mrs. Bullock, con
ferred yesterday with Governor W. E.
Liinasey and Adjutant uenerai james
Baca, regarding the 100 New Mexico
men discharged from military service because of tuberculosis before they
had been enrolled Jn the United States
"'
army.
,i' .'
It has been reported that the hospi
tal quarters at Fort Wingate are being
repaired and that 600 men might be
accommodated there If the state would
bear the expense.-- Chairman Springer
of the executive committee of the state
council of defense has asked the fed
eral government to grant relief for the
zoo aniicted men,,

.

for-arie-

pub-Msh- ed

:.

Crcnmorv Firm at ncmlnsr.
Fe. Jutvs II. The Wiley.
Newell & Barr Creamery company of
iteming filed Incorporation papers today, the capitalisation: being $21,000,
The incorporators and directors are:
H. L. Wllev and J. C. Barr of Demlng
and J. J. Newell of Los Angeles, Who
has subscribed .118 of the ilO shares.

i

.

T- -a

'

Trranasa Rnllnjr Marin.
Santa Fe, July J S.- - That the owner
of lands crossed
by a
stream has the right to prevent or forbid fishing thereon bv other persons.
the oplnioik hahdfttJay Attorney General Harry
Pattoa upon inquiry by
Attorney J,jpraijrrt of Kswell.
ttue Two-- rt
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their
i. txihii.had abroad and scattered in spirit, to blunt the edge sense
of intheir
to
blast
or
triotism,
in
oupjjicophib
aviators,
Belgium by
Coarseness dally offends
this sort of Journalistic enterprise dependence.
testes; an enslaving
there Is very little that the authorities their sensitiveattacks
their passion for
can do except injure or penalize vis- frlghtfulness
liberty and bribery insults their perresidents or districts In which air
its .are made: so after a rain of air sonal honor.
Yet in the face of it all there is no
supplements was poured over the
lit some of the Brussels letting down, no moral surrender, no
promenaders
an iarnts; fatuus arising from the boulevards thettlzens were forced to loosening of the national determinaIs a quiet and dignified
graves of Belgian compatriots maw
remain Indoors within prescribed tion. There
cred at Louvain, at Tamines, at Dl hours without lights.
outward submission which seeks to
there Is
nant. But it is also the
Besides La Libre Belgique, there avoid offense, while ofalways
a fine nature
the Inner protest
wisp that issues from the tombs of are various other clandestine newspa
those Qerman Bowlers wno were siain pers .which have enjoyed varying
which refuses to be degraded. There
s'
at Liece. Waelhem. and on the Yser,
Is real heroism in this steadfast firmas
Vlrlte
which
La
such
miserahla
now
see
what
for
this will to die rather
and who
seven numbers - In May and ness of spirit. Insoul.
.
one's
oroiect of .domination they were sa.
1916, and Le Beige which lasted than lope
crtficed to the Moloch of war under.) June,
to
Hovemoer,
i
from
September
the pretext of defending their coun A secret
Flemish paper, De Vlaam- try, it is, finally, the voice of an tne sche Leeuw, announced
Itself as proall
the
mothers, all the Widows, and
curable "everywhere and nowhere.
orphans, whose cries 4 can not be and referred
office as
Its
editorial
to
IaproveYoiisJ
hushed. As the days pass this voice located "nt thn Kbmmandant's
In
will ever grow In volume and will
Appearance)
estab'
the
Brussels,,
printing
facing
Know nW In at a
reach to the very frontiers.
ltshment
of
Libre
Belgique."
La
ktttercosipinlan.
The tone of the paper Is delightful
AntmiMwut With An AnOlOffV.
You an imtantlv
It always keeps Its serenity of temper,
Hnletaua once apologized
lendartoyourtMa
and Its spirit is irrepressible. The to Its l.ihra
a beautiful soft
close association
for
readers
Belgians enjoy it, and all the copies
such traveling companions as
that wis D
are carefully treasured. The usual with
onifium
mrtiidn stronr cheese and
.wonder of yoar
circulation Is about 10,000, but the red
regret that
and
expressed
ye WlllBM
is)
herring,
so
paper proved
popular that the first th miner, lucked the nerfume of the
rose and the violet. On another occasion the editors apologised for the
into annoa ranee of their paper,' ex
plaining that this "edition on meeting
the enemy "plunged Into the water
frTtUSbm
T. tKyys
in .wW.fa life end was1 drowned,"
r"
son, wVorkl
of
to
much talk
In German there
national "morale," t "Holding out,"

(Continued
spread discord and despair among
their ranks, and In Belgium a pledge
is a sacred engagement,
mm isrpiiau".
Hie voice oi wiuuwB
As for killing La Libre Belgique,
is
impossible. It la not to
the thing
ho Brashed. for it Is nowhere. It It
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